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I Totally Missed This One
EDITOR’S LETTER

Well, not being a shot-gunner, I totally missed this one. Byron Steele’s article in the 
January 2017 issue of MB, on shotgun ballistics, has an error that I think needs to be 
corrected. The article, especially his chart of various loads, implies that the powder 
charges used in the tests were measured in ounces. The typical usage for shotgun charges is to throw a volume 
of powder equal to the volume of shot out of the same measure. Remember, that’s equal volume not weight. 
An ounce of powder (or lead or anything else) weighs 437.5 grains. A scoop of powder out of a one ounce shot 
measure weighs about 77 grains. There’s a HUGE difference. If you were to load a full ounce of black powder, 
you would be loading roughly 5.6 times the powder charge you need and could easily cause a catastrophic failure 
of your shotgun, not to mention you could be seriously injured or even killed. Remember: The standard rule for 
a starting shotgun load is equal volumes of shot and powder, not equal weights. Sorry I missed this! Enough said?

Now, on to this month’s terrific line-up of feature articles, They include: Eric Boley’s “Northwoods Monster,” an 
interesting Canadian deer hunt story; Wallace Gusler’s continuing saga of “Two Extraordinary Virginia Guns”; 
Mike Luma’s “Pistol Shots II” deals with conquering your nerves (I always enjoy Mike’s articles because at least 
90% of what he discusses about pistol shooting crosses over into competitive rifle shooting as well); Tom Caceci's 
“Making Your Case” discusses how to build your own custom pistol case; and Bob Woodfill’s series continues 
with “Hawken Rifle: Cheekpieces, Patchboxes, and Capboxes.”

Please be sure to check out our regular columnists including Alan Garbers, Fred Stutzenberger, The Bevel 
Brothers, Doug Zaffino, Jim Fulmer, Al Raychard, Linda Fulmer, and more. It’s all good, informative reading.

Until next time, remember to keep your powder dry and an eye on your back trail!  

Lee A. Larkin - Editor
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43rd Annual AOLRC Marietta Exhibit
Dates: April 7th & 8th, 2018 Times
Times: Saturday: 9:00 am - 5:00 pm; Sunday: 9:00 am - 3:00 pm
Place:	 Lafayette	Hotel,	101	Front	St.,	Marietta,	OH	45750		 	 (Phone:	800-331-9336)
Cost:	 $5.00	for	adults,	children	free

The Association of Ohio Long Rifle Collectors (AOLRC) is presenting their 43rd Annual Marietta Exhibit.  
This is an educational exhibit by private collectors from all across Ohio featuring approximately 400 of 
the finest Ohio made muzzleloading rifles in existence.  The main purpose of this exhibit is to provide 
education to the public about early Ohio Long Rifles, their purpose, historical value and the gunsmiths 
who made them.  Please come and take a look at real Ohio history!

LEMAN
A re-creation of the famous lock and arms
maker H.E. LEMAN. This type lock was also
known as “Kentucky” percussion and was used
on plains rifles, long rifles and trade rifles by
Leman, J. Golcher, J. Henry and many others.
L&R’s “Leman” lock is suitable for Southern,
Mountain, Ohio and Trade Rifles. A com-
pliment to any fine gun.

Bearing surfaces on the
tumbler and sear, plus stir-
rup type springing and fly
make this fine lock fast,

2328 Cains Mill Road
Sumter, SC 29154

(803) 481-5790
www.lr-rpl.com

smooth and reliable. Use with single or “set” triggers.
Notch cut for 1/2” drum. Plate and working surfaces
highly polished internally. Right and left hand. Dim. 4-
7/8” x 1”. Now interchangeable with Late English Flint

Dealer or Direct • Catalog $5.00
47 other models also available and triggers.
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 2. Match promotion for the purpose of advancing fine accuracy with these arms and the establishment 
of standard practices for competition.
 3. The recognition and support for the continuing and growing interest in the added challenge of 
hunting with a muzzleloading gun.
 4. Greater safety with all guns, especially with muzzleloading rifles, pistols, and shotguns.
 5. The collecting, preservation, and recreation of antique guns and related accoutrements, and the 
recognition of the value of living history re-enactments.
NMLRA Mission Statement

The National Muzzle Loading Rifle Association exists to promote, support, nurture, and 
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Directors
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Colton Fleetwood ....................... Vallonia, IN
John (Digger) Kemple  ..................... Paoli, IN
Mike Yazel  .................................Mentone, IN
Terms Ending 2019
Dana Dore  ..........................Chino Valley, AZ
Alan Shourds  ............................. Chrisney, IN
Rebecca Waterman  ............New Bremen, OH
Brent Steele  .................................Bedford, IN
Andy Larson  ..............................Houston, TX
Alliey Nunn  ......................... Indianapolis, IN
Roger Spurgeon  .................... Indianapolis, IN
Terms Ending 2020
William (Bill) Foy Jr. ...................Marion, OH
Alan Hoeweler ........................Cincinnati, OH
Jeff Cunningham .............................. Paoli, IN
Marty Murphy .............................. Xenia, OH
Karen Latta ...................................... Amo, IN
Mike Weissmann .........................Batavia, OH 
Michael Eder ......................... Indianapolis, IN

THE MIDWEST RENDEZVOUS INC. WOULD LIKE TO INVITE YOU TO ATTEND THE

Early set up will begin June 21, 2018 for all participants. Rendezvous takes effect June 23, 2018 
at 9AM and continues through June 29, 2018 at 1PM.  Modern campgrounds available.

Booshway
Susanne Felske • 715-226-0862

Segundo
Eric Davis • 260-668-0764

Scribe
Mary Davis • 260-668-0764

Midwest Rendezvous Inc.

Public welcome 9-5 Saturday, June 23 through Thursday, June 28, 2018
No Pets Will Be Allowed in Primitive Camp!

Midwestrendezvous.wixsite.com/midwestrendezvous 

37TH ANNUAL

STEP BACK IN TIME ONE-HUNDRED AND SEVENTY-FIVE YEARS, SEE HOW THE AMERICAN LIVED.

June 23 - 29, 2018

p p

N5616 Hilltop Road • Ladysmith, WI 54848
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I hope everyone had safe and happy holidays. 
This holiday season I took some time and 
went back through Tom Schiffer’s new 
book, The History of the National Muzzle 
Loading Rifle Association. It reminded me of 
how we became who we are and for some 
of you it may change the way you view this 
organization. I get many emails and phone 
calls about wanting to stay in touch with 
our heritage. Well, I can tell you first-hand 
our history and heritage are very safe. Our 
membership has always looked to the future, 
trying and experimenting to achieve a level 
of performance never thought possible with 
black powder rifles, pistols, and shotguns. 
Men such as Webb Terry, Kenny Bresien, 
George Mitchell, and Clark Frazier, whom 
we just recently lost, all contributed to the 
advancement of muzzleloading performance. 
The NMLRA offers opportunities for all 
black powder shooters from all walks of 
life, and that has attributed to our success 
as an organization. The NMLRA has many 
progressive accolades to its credit that should 
be celebrated, such as having the first female 
President of the NRA, Marion Hammer, as 
the Secretary of the NMLRA at one time. It’s 
because of people and thinking like this that 
makes the NMLRA a great organization for 
all people that like the smell of black powder 
smoke. The NMLRA has always and will 
always continue to lead the way in exploring 
new horizons in the muzzleloading shooting 
sports.

This time of year I find myself thinking of 
the past year. 2017 was a very productive 
year for the NMLRA with the introduction 
of Muzzle Blasts onto the new website; the 
completion of the campground electric 
upgrades- which was finished well under 
budget with the help of some very hard-
working volunteers; and some very hard work 
on stopping the membership downturn, that 
I’m happy to say has paid a nice dividend. 

In 2018, the NMLRA’s focus will be on 
improving our Outreach Programs - after all 
we are a National Organization. The Charter 
Clubs, Field Reps, and Territorial Matches 
are just a few things we want to improve. 

We also face numerous challenges to our 
infra-structure at Friendship, so there will 
be a plan put in place to start much needed 
renovations, since it has been well over 30 
years since most of the old facilities have had 
any serious upgrades.

It’s also getting close to matches starting 
at Friendship. The Miami Club will be 
holding monthly black powder cartridge rifle 
silhouette matches and the NMLRA will be 
hosting a NRA Regional BPCR silhouette 
match in May. If you’ve never attended a 
BPCR match make sure you come check it 
out. It’s the largest NRA regional match in 
the country. Last year 68 Shooters competed 
and approximately $6,000 worth of prizes 

were given away. 
This year looks to 
be even better. The 
event is capped at 
72 shooters, so get 
in early if you’re 
interested.

Now it’s time to go to Phoenix for the 
NMLRA’s Western National Shoot. It’s a 
great shoot full of wonderful people. Last 
year was my first trip and it will not be my 
last. We have a lot of people that work very 
hard to get the WNS ready and a lot of 
volunteers that help run the event. Without 
them we could not do it. Put the WNS on 
your schedule and come shoot with us. 

PRESIDENT'S Message  

Joe Hill  
NMLRA President

The culmination of a lifelong career, this how-to book was 10 years in the making. 
John Schippers is a master engraver and has taught over 1500 students

to engrave through courses, including 35 years at Conner Prairie.

National Muzzle Loading Rifle Association
PO Box 67, Friendship, IN 47021

Phone: 812-667-5131 • Fax: 812-667-5136
www.NMLRA.org 

ENGRAVING 
HISTORIC

FIREARMS
by John Schippers

AN INSTANT CLASSIC:
• Over 2,130 color photographs & Illustrations
• 445 Full Color Pages of Highly Detailed 

Original and Contemporary Firearms
• Spiral Binding Lies Flat For Ease of Use

on Your Workbench
• Step-By-Step Instructions on How To

Sharpen Tools And More
• From Beginners To Experts, Aspiring 

Engravers, And Fine Arts Lovers
• Order Now! $99.95 + S&H. 

Register for John’s Engraving Class April 30th - May 4th, 2018
Visit www.NMLRA.org or call (812) 667-5131 for class schedule & information
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Dear Editor,
Here is my opinion on Inlines. First, where I live the main reason 
for buying a muzzleloader is to put more deer meat in the freezer. 
Shotgun primers, igniting drop-in pellets pushing a jacketed 
hollow point bullet wrapped in a plastic sabot accurately guided 
to the target by a modern rifle ‘scope, heck, it is a no-brainer. It’s 
easy deer meat the first time out. 

But, I think if someone shows up at a shoot and wants to 
participate, or is a member and subscribes to Muzzle Blasts,        
then surely that someone has more than just an interest in tasty 
deer meat. Competition against “traditional” muzzleloaders? Sure, 
with black powder, lead ball, and cloth patching. Getting a fast 
twist inline to compete under those conditions will take some 
learning on that person’s part. And who knows, maybe we all 
might learn from a situation like that.  

Many years ago I corresponded with a fellow about how to make 
a cap and ball revolver shoot. He really opened my eyes! His 
interest at the time was developing a different flint ignition 
system, and he had some fascinating ideas. What if he (a true 
student of black powder firearms) showed up with one of his 
weird looking “flint” locks? Would he be turned away? Manton, 
Smith, Purdey, Rigby, Gove, were their inventions and 
innovations ridiculed and ignored?

All I suggest is that all us muzzle-stuffers share and learn from 
each other in a true spirit of “FRIENDSHIP.”

Sincerely,

Gordon Bailey
*****

Dear Editor,
I am probably one of your younger members, being born in the 
70s. I am in the 1 of 1000. I have had a great interest in colonial 
and trapper period history since I was a teen. I have attended 
reenactments while in high school and college and will again once 
I retire from the service.

I do not own an inline, but do not see why the association needs 
to be split on the issue. I own flintlocks and caplocks and have 
dreamed about a matchlock. I have hunted with a custom Brown 
Bess and a “Frankenstein” Hawken .54 cal. that I built with parts 
bought on the internet.  

Our association is losing members and needs to rapidly rethink 
their “strategic outreach program” and communicate it to our 
members. The association already is fighting the perception of 
being regionally focused. We see requests for western based articles 
or a concern that the shoots are not more widespread. 

Members need to accept the inline fans for the greater good. 

Shawn Carden
*****

Thanks for your thoughts Shawn. Ditto on the “strategic outreach 
program.” The NMLRA BOD has been addressing the issue and 
has already upgraded the magazine, and is currently working on a 
higher profile on the internet via an improved website, and larger 
Facebook and YouTube presence. We’ll see what else they come up 
with to reverse the decline in membership in the near future. 

As far as the additional problems you mention, we don’t run more 
“western based” articles because we simply don’t receive that many 
western based manuscripts. We recently have been running a 
series of articles by Bob Woodfill on the Hawken rifle that helps 
fill that gap. If anyone submits a history or hunting article taking 
place out west, we will definitely consider it for publication.

The last issue you mention regarding shoots: we have expanded 
regional shoots through our Territorial Matches and the Western 
National Shoot in Arizona. We have another major regional shoot 
now outside Altoona, Pennsylvania, but that is back east. It takes 
individuals seeing a need, standing up, and taking charge to start 
a shoot.

Sincerely,

Lee  

Newest NMLRA 
Life Members

Newest NMLRA
Life Members

You may now become a Life Member at a discounted  
rate if you are 62 or older or have been a member for  

10 or more consecutive years (must be verified by the office).

JAMES T CALDWELL
JAMISON L BRUGGER
BUTCH GOODPASTER

LEON CURRAN

EVERETT LOVELL
DANIEL T STONE
VICTOR RIVERA 
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Kentucky Rifles and Pistols, Tomahawks, Hunting Bags 
Powder Horns, Knives

ACCOUTERMENTS V
James R. Johnston

Acc-V-cover.indd   1 12/1/17   8:28 AM

Kentucky Rifles and Pistols, Tomahawks, Hunting Bags, 
Powder Horns and Knives

Send To:
Jim Johnston
P.O. Box 366
Ashley, OH 43003

ACCOUTERMENTS V now in print.  
172 pages in COLOR.

James R. Johnston

ACCOUTERMENTS IV 2nd Printing  
250 pages in COLOR.

$60.00 + $10.00 Postage

Now $50.00 + $10.00 Postage

Order two books in any 
combination and we will 

pay the postage.

Jim Johnston AD-2017 AccV-Final.indd   1 12/8/17   8:23 AMFebruary 2018   9



By Fred Stutzenberger
These four quotes expressed the 
four opposing perspectives that 
formed the quadrangle of conflict for 
ownership of North America. The 
Deerfield Massacre (Fig. 1) was just 
a prelude for the greater slaughter to 
come.

It didn’t have to be that way. William 
Penn proved that living by his 
motto: “If we would amend the 
World, we should mend Ourselves.” 
At Shackamaxon (Fig. 2) and other 
meeting places, he forged a bond 
of trust and friendship with the 
First Americans** in his Province 
of Pennsylvania. Instead of offering 
them the paltry trinkets of trade for 
their land, he insisted on a fair price 
of the times and told his settlers to accept agreements in good faith as equals among 
them. It worked—the blood of neither white nor red man stained Penn’s Woods 
while he was in charge.

Sadly, Penn’s model was lost on the crowned heads of Europe. By the dawn of the 
18th Century, European conquest of North America had extended its tentacles 

Parallel Wars
              The Shawnee People

“You think yourselves masters of this country because you 
have taken it from the French who, as you know, had no 
right to it, as it is the property of us Indians.” --- Niwah, 
brother of the Shawnee Chief Cornstalk, Fort Pitt, 
1768.

2 2 2

“The Royal Proclamation is no more than a temporary 
expedient to quiet the minds of the Indians, and one 
that must fall of course in a few years.”   --- George 
Washington, 1768, letter to business partner William 
Crawford, regarding the 1763 proclamation by the 
British Crown defining the boundaries of Indian 
Land.

2 2 2

“The scheme of the Shawnese to form a confederacy of all 
the Western and Southern Nations is a notable piece of 
policy, for nothing less would enable them to withstand 
the Six Nations and their allies against whom they have 
been much exasperated.”  --- General Thomas Gage, 
1770, letter to John Stuart, Superintendent of Indian 
Affairs, regarding Shawnee resistance to the Treaty of 
Fort Stanwix that established disputed boundaries of 
Indian Land.

2 2 2

“We must keep things astir in the direction of Boston, 
or else the Abenakis will declare for the English.” --- 
Philippe de Rigaud Vaudreuil, Governor of Montreal, 
as justification for inciting the Abenakis and 
Caughnawagagas to slaughter the English inhabitants 
of Deerfield, Massachusetts,in 1704.

(Fig. 1) The Deerfield Massacre. (America’s 
Historylands. Landmarks of Liberty)

(Fig. 2) Penn’s 
agreement at 
Shackamaxon with 
Chief Tamanend of 
the Lenni Lenape 
(Delaware Turtle Clan) 
was a model of fair and 
effective diplomacy. 
Painting by Benjamin 
West. (America’s 
Historylands. Landmarks 
of Liberty)

PART
ONE
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from the Atlantic Seaboard to the Appalachian Mountain Front. 
The sedentary tribes of First Americans along the coast had already 
been evicted or eliminated via treaties they could not understand 
or diseases they could not resist. The European expansion slowed 
as it encountered the rolling Piedmont and beheld the ridge-on-
ridge barrier of the Appalachians. In the lull, the First Americans of 
the region became accustomed to and dependent upon European 
technology from calico to cooking pots, from buttons to bullets. 
Meanwhile the Europeans assimilated what they had already 
occupied and cast covetous eyes westward toward the riches that 
lay beyond as well as anxious sideways glances at each other in the 
winner-take-all game. 

Of the First Americans whose tribal lands were on the cusp of the 
frontier, the Shawnee (known as Chaouanons to the French and as 
Shawaneese or Savannah Indians by the English) were by no means 
the most numerous. What they lacked in numbers, they made up 
in their resistance to domination. Edmund Atkin (British Board 
of Trade Superintendent for Southern Indian Affairs) described 
them in 1756 as “stout, bold, cunning and the greatest travelers in 
America.” They received that last appellation via the expediency of 
survival in a period that Colin Calloway called “the deadly cycle of 
furs and guns, war and revenge that spread devastation across large 
swaths of America.” Belligerent, nomadic, and fiercely independent, 
the Shawnee waged parallel wars against alien and native enemies 
through a century of European conquest. In their wars that 
paralleled the more noteworthy ones of international scope, the 
Shawnee adopted a bend-but-don’t-break strategy implemented by 
tactics of shifting alliances coupled with population dispersal and 
reunification. When all else failed, they hired on as mercenaries 
for their more numerous neighbors or as middlemen for English 
planters in the slave trade. The Shawnee nimbly wove their little 
wars of territorial and cultural resistance through the greater 
conflict over which they had little control.

The Shawnee traced their origin back to the Fort Ancient 
civilization, a linguistically diverse group of villages with 
populations of two hundred to a thousand scattered along the Ohio 
watershed from what is now mid-Kentucky to western Virginia. 
They were proficient hunters, productive farmers, and mobile 
traders with a wide network of tribes to the southeast. By the time 
of first European contact, they had coalesced into larger groups 
living in fortified semi-permanent towns (Fig. 3).  

After contact with Europeans and the growing dependence on 
their technology via the fur trade, inter-tribal conflict over the most 
productive trapping areas escalated. Access to fur, coupled with 
deadly smallpox epidemics, warped trading networks, and inflamed 
old rivalries. The Shawnee relationship with the powerful Iroquois 
Six Nations had apparently been adversarial even before the beaver 
wars. In 1607, Captain John Smith of Virginia reported that the 
two tribes had been engaged in a longstanding war along the 

Susquehanna River. Sporadic warfare continued throughout most 
of the 17th Century. 

In the late 1600s, the Iroquois began raiding the trapping areas 
and trade routes of other tribes in New England, the Susquehanna 
Valley, and the northern Ohio Country. By the 1680s the Iroquois 
were invading the tribal lands of the Ohio Miami and Shawnee. 
That invasion had been inconclusive because the Iroquois 
were unable to either conquer or establish trade relations with 
either tribe. Nevertheless, the Iroquois added insult to injury 
by presenting themselves to the British as conqueror of, and 
representative for, all Ohio Valley tribes, claiming, “We are the 
Six Confederate Nations as the Heads and Superiors of all Indian 
nations on the Continent of America”. The British found this 
proclamation convenient as a diplomatic equivalent of “one stop 
shopping.” They not only accepted the hoax, they expanded it to 
facilitate trading and secure a treaty they could shake in the face of 
opposing French claims. 

Understandably, from that time on, the Shawnee considered the 
Iroquois to be con artists and the British to be the perpetrators 
of a stealth attempt to claim the whole continent by proxy. 
Nevertheless, the Iroquois did very well for themselves, more so by 
diplomacy and bluff than by valor in battle. Perhaps the Shawnee, 
who never developed a sense of political correctness or turned down 
the opportunity for a good fight, acknowledged that incontestable 
fact and decided to move on to greener pastures throughout the 
South. Some allied with the Creeks in present day Alabama. Some 
affiliated with the Cherokee and settled in the Carolinas. Some 
migrated down the coast and ranged along the Florida Peninsula 
where they established a thriving slave trade selling their red 
brothers to British traders for export to the Caribbean. This practice 
suited English sensibilities very conveniently in that the slaves were 
being “saved” from the contamination of Papist Doctrine (i.e. 
French ownership). 

Parallel Wars
              The Shawnee People

(Fig. 3) After contact with Europeans, Fort Ancient villages 
condensed into large units and were built in heavily fortified 
locations. (Image courtesy of U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. Drawing 
by Jimmy Railey)

PART
ONE
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During that period, the Shawnee moved so often they adopted 
a scattered nomadic existence of many small bands without 
permanent dwellings (Fig. 4). Although some bands remained in 
the south to be assimilated into other tribes, by the early 1700s, 
the majority of the Shawnee population began to concentrate in 
territory bordered by the rivers Ohio on the south, the Maumee 
to the north, the Miami to the west and the Muskingum to the 
east. This area was rich in natural resources and largely unoccupied 
as a result of the beaver wars in the late 1600s. As Shawnee 
migrated into the area from their diaspora, they coalesced into five 
distinct units, each with specific responsibilities. The Chillicothe 
and Thawekila were in charge of tribal politics and governance 

(supplied peace chiefs), the Mekoches dealt with issues of health 
and medicine (supplied shamans and herbalists), the Pekowis set 
schedules of feasts and rituals (supplied religious sachems) while the 
Kispokos made the military decisions and supplied the majority of 
the war chiefs. 

Shawnee life cycled with the seasons. In winter, they separated into 
numerous small camps to concentrate on trapping beaver, mink 
and fox for the fur trade. After the trapping season, they returned 
to their towns. In the spring, the women harvested maple sugar, 
boiled salt at the local licks, planted crops, and renewed community 
ties. The men kept a stream of fresh game coming to the villages 
throughout the summer (Fig. 5). In autumn, they harvested their 
crops (Fig. 6) and ground their corn into meal for bread (Fig. 7). 
Once winter food supplies had been replenished, they divided into 
their small extended family groups to refurbish their bark lodges 
(Fig. 8) in preparation for winter. 

Shawnee communities were based on clan affiliation and family 
ties. They respected age, wisdom, bravery, and generosity. Tradition 
and public opinion ruled individual conduct. The women farmed, 
cooked, wove clothing, and did domestic chores in a communal 
fashion (Fig. 9). They raised their children to the age at which 
the fathers and elders took over the responsibility of guidance to 
manhood. The men hunted, made war, and passed on those talents 
to their sons. 

The Shawnee had a checkered reputation as to their treatment 
of captives taken by raiding parties (Fig. 10) To bolster their 
population to ensure their empire, the Shawnee readily adopted 
white children. The younger children were integrated into the day-

(Fig. 5) Before their dependence on the fur trade, the Shawnee killed 
only what their community could consume. (Mural by Robert Dafford 
Associates)

(Fig. 4) The Shawnee built the simplest dwellings that were adequate for the 
season. They sheltered under foliage-shaded canopies or easily constructed bark 
shelters as the weather dictated. (Mural by Robert Dafford Associates)
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to-day life of the band (Fig. 11) and grew up accustomed to the liberal 
lifestyle afforded all Shawnee children until puberty. As adults, some 
whites chose to remain with their adoptive families and rejected their 
parent civilization even when offered rescue. 

Conversely, their custom toward adult captives who were refused 
adoption into the tribe was brutal, as described by David Jones in his 
travels among the Shawnee bands in the 1770s: “Among the customs of 
this nation, their cruelty to captives, who are not adopted, may be reckoned 
as singularly bad. When a captive is brought in, if any in the two fancy 
the person as a wife, husband, son or daughter, then that person purchases 
the captive and keeps him as his own. But it often happens that the poor 
captive has no friend, then a knife is run thro’ between the wrist bones, 
and drawing deer sinews through the wounds, they proceed to bind them 
naked to the post in the long house, and instead of sympathizing, make 

(Fig. 6) Their diet of wild game was supplemented with corn, squash, 
melons and fruits. (Mural by Robert Dafford Associates)

(Fig. 7) In autumn, women ground corn for baking bread and for 
winter storage as dried meal. (Mural by Robert Dafford Associates)
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(Fig. 9) Routine community life consisted of the family unit joined in 
common activity. (Mural by Robert Dafford Associates)

(Fig. 8) Unlike the nomads of the plains where trees were scarce, bark lodges were built anew from abundant materials existing at each 
campsite. (Mural by Robert Dafford Associates)
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(Fig. 10) Although propaganda against First Americans was often 
exaggerated for political purposes, fanciful scenes such as this 18th Century 
woodcut had some truth based on the Shawnee practice of taking white 
captives. (Image taken from Washburn, The Indian and the White Man)

(Fig. 11) Settler children taken in raids were adopted into the tribe. Some 
later refused rescue and chose to stay with their tribal families. (Mural by 
Robert Dafford Associates)

(Fig. 12) Large semi-permanent villages always included at least one longhouse 
similar to that of the Iroquois. (Mural by Robert Dafford Associates)

all imaginable diversion of the helpless agonizing captive. Sometimes 
they will come up and cut off the captive’s nose, and make abundance 
of game at his disfigured aspect. When they have finished this scene, 
they lead them out and with their tommehock complete their design, 
often leaving their bodies to be consumed by the fowls of the air.”  The 
Shawnee reputation for cabin burning, scalping settlers, ambushing 
colonial militia, and stealing children was legendary. Long after 
hostilities had ceased, pioneer mothers put their children to bed 
with warnings that the Shawnee would get them if they did not go 
to sleep. 

Shawnee wealth was measured in the ability to give gifts and 
retain social status rather than amassing individual material goods. 
Their tribal homelands were sacred, held in common with their 
community, worthy of dying for, and were the environment 
from which they drew both physical and spiritual sustenance. 
Although Shawnee families cultivated the same fields year after 
year, they planted and harvested in unison with the community. 
The European custom of partitioning land under private ownership 
was repugnant to the Shawnee mind; how could land given by the 
Great Spirit be fairly divided?

Even after the Shawnee consolidated their hold on tribal land, 
their existence remained anything but predictably urban. The 
anthropologist Charles Callender described their resistance to a 
unified social structure: “The Shawnee during their recorded history 
were never unified into a single society. Their fragmentation, 
combined with the extent and frequency of their movements, 
make it difficult to assign them to a specific area.” Although they 
established some large towns (Chillicothe and Lower Town along 
the Scioto River) with hundreds of bark lodges and longhouses 
for community meetings (Fig. 12), they did not set much store 
by the concept of permanent dwelling. Because they retained 
their propensity for rapid dispersal into small, mobile bands 
as an integral characteristic of their lifestyle, the Shawnee were 
particularly vexing to colonial militias that campaigned to bring 
them to heel, only to find that the scattered independent Shawnee 
communities could not be controlled with the available forces. 
Francis Jennings put it succinctly: “There were tribes that changed 
alliances. The Shawnees, especially, moved restlessly about.” 

The establishment of widespread fur trade relationships with 
Europeans changed Shawnee life and their relationships with 
neighbors. Unlike the beaver trade in the northeast (which steadily 
declined in the early 18th Century), the First Americans of the 
Southeast harvested deerskins as their principle trade item (Fig. 
13).  The ascendancy of the deerskin market was due in large part 
to changing fashion in Europe where soft leather hats, gloves, vests 
and pantaloons became popular. To meet the demand, the Shawnee 
slaughtered thousands of deer to feed the European demand for 
clothing and the tribal addiction to European technology. 
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(Fig. 13) European demand for soft-tanned deerskins warped 
the Shawnee economy into a single-source trading system that 
threatened the extinction of the whitetail deer in the southeast. 
(Mural by Robert Dafford Associates)

By the early 1700s, deer were becoming scarce. So large was 
the scale of the trade that deer became nearly extinct in the 
Appalachians and down into the Carolinas. The Cherokee traded 
their deerskins exclusively to the British. The Shawnee hedged their 
bets by trading theirs to both British and French. The Cherokee 
initially allowed the Shawnee to pass through their territory, but as 
more came into the area and allied with the French, the British-
allied Cherokee and Chickasaw joined forces to expel the Shawnee. 
As we shall see in Part II, the Shawnee dispersed and faded north to 
fight another day on new ground beyond the line of the advancing 
frontier. 
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*Shawnee is derived from Algonquian Sawanwa, meaning “Person of the 
South” 

**The First Americans have for centuries been mislabeled as “Indians”. 
They have no genomic or ethnic relationship to India. Therefore, they shall 
be referred to in this series by their proper designation. 
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Sighting In
Dear Sarah,

I am from Tennessee and want to think that this gun’s 
origins are here.  My grandfather gave it to me in the mid-
50’s and indicated that he had not fired it in twenty (20) 
years.  So he must have had it before the 30’s.

I note that the bore is hexagonal which is unique to my 
thinking. For what it is worth, on the hammer plate is the 
word: ‘warranted’

There is not much more that I know.  I would like to 

learn all there is to know.

Thanking you (and Ms. 
Rittgers) in advance,

Alan Williams

Dear Mr. Williams,

Thank you for sending us 
your inquiry and photos.

I sent your photos to my 
friend at the Kentucky 

Rifle Association and from the photographs he concluded that 
it appears to have been made circa 1840-1850. He suspects 
that the rifle was originally made as a percussion gun and the 
gunsmith re-used an older flintlock that had been changed 
to percussion during its working life. The grease hole in the 
stock reminded him of a style used in Tennessee, but the 
architecture of the rifle doesn’t appear to be from that region.

We wish we could’ve been of more help, but unmarked rifles 
from this period are difficult, if not impossible to attribute to 
a specific gunsmith or region.

Sincerely,
Sarah

    

Mrs. Rittgers,

I am sending in pictures of a gun that I would like to find 
any information that you could give me. It has R.D. Brown 
stamped on the gun. Barrel length which is 44 inches and 
overall length is 60 inches. Would you happen to know the 
value of this gun, or the market for the gun? 

Thanks,
Mike Finn

By Sarah Rittgers
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Dear Mike Finn,

Thank you for sending us photos of a rifle marked RD Brown.

It may have been made by a maker named Reuben Brown. 
This is the only maker listed in the books available to me that 
could be “RD Brown”. All I could find out about him was that 
he made percussion rifles in Nicholville, New York. Reuben 
Brown is listed in Gazetteer and Business Directory of St. 
Lawrence County, New York for 1873-4. If you desire to 
pursue further research into the maker it might be helpful to 
contact a historical society close to Nicholville, New York to see 
if they have more information on Reuben Brown. If they have 
examples or photos of his pieces, you may be able to determine 
if Reuben Brown is indeed the “RD Brown” stamped on your 
piece. The closest historical society located to Nicholville is the 
following:

Lawrence Historical Society
11405 U.S.11
North Lawrence, New York, 12967
Phone: 315-389-5958

We do not appraise guns. It is best to have a person 
knowledgeable in the field physically examine the piece. An 
internet search should help you find a qualified appraiser 
near your location. The American Society of Appraisers may 
also be able to assist you. Their address is American Society 
of Appraisers, 11107 Sunset Hills Rd, Suite 310, Reston, VA 
20190. Phone 800-ASA-VALU or email: asainfo@appraisers.
org.

Good luck with your appraisal.

Sincerely,
Sarah

    

Mrs. Rittgers,

This rifle was from my grandfather. I have no information 
about it, I am just looking for any details about it. No 
worries about the value, for I will not sell, but pass down to 
my grandson, and I'd like to tell him about it.

Thank you 
Keith Lewis 

Dear Mr. Lewis,

Thank you for your email requesting information on a rifle 
marked, MARK.

In Frank Sellers’ book American Gunsmiths, there are some 
Marks listed that could be the maker of this piece. They are as 
follows:

Mark, Charles Visalia, California, 1878. 
Mark, D. unlocated. Percussion fullstock.
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Mark, F.H. Bellows Falls, Vermont, 1873-1906.
Mark, Gabriel & Godfrey Portland, Maine, 1850-1860 
Mark,Miles (1793-?), Henderson Col., Illinois, 1850c.

In an effort to obtain further information on your piece 
I sent your photos to my friend at the Kentucky Rifle 
Association. He stated that it appears to be a typical 1850s 
American made half stock rifle. Though this era of gun 
making is difficult to attribute to a specific region or school, 
he believes that it may have been made in New England.

It will take further research to determine which of the 
above “Marks”, if any, are the maker of your piece. Godfrey 
Mark is listed in the by the Davistown Museum, as making 
gunsmith tools from 1850-60. You may be able to acquire 
further information on Godfrey Mark and his rifles from the 
curator at the Davistown Museum. His name and address as 
follows:

H.G. Skip Brack, Curator
PO Box 144
Hulls Cove, ME 04644
curator@davistownmuseum.org

It may also prove helpful to contact the Maine Historical 
Society to see if they have any information or Godfrey Mark. 
Their address is Maine Historical Society/489 Congress 
Street/Portland, Maine 04101.

More information on Miles Mark from Henderson County, 
Illinois, might be available from the Henderson County 
Historical Museum. Their address is as follows:

Henderson County Historical Museum
310 Main Street
Raritan, IL 61471

I wish I could have helped you more, but hopefully these 
leads will assist you with your research. 

Sincerely,
Sarah

    

Hi Sarah,

A friend showed me an antique gun unlike any I have 
ever seen. The photos will tell most of the story and show 
how the action works. The moving parts are attached 
to the breech plug. There is a name stamped faintly on 
the bottom flat of the barrel; it appears to be NOLEN. 
The barrel is a smoothbore; the stock wood is cherry; the 
stock has a horn fore end cap; and the gun suggests New 
England. Have you ever seen another gun constructed in 
this way? Any clues as to who might have made it? 

We look forward to any information you can provide 
about this interesting piece. 

Many thanks,
Eric Bye

Dear Mr. Bye,

I have not been able to find any information on the antique 
gun with the unique action and marked NOLEN on the 
barrel. I have showed the photos to the experts at the NRA 
Museum and the Smithsonian as well as sent the photos off 
to others in hopes of finding information, but have come up 
empty. It is indeed a unique piece! 

I wish I could have helped you, but we can hope that maybe 
one of our readers will have some information on this gun.

Sincerely,
Sarah 
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The Honourable Company of Horners (HCH) extends a special 
invitation to all NMLRA members to join us at our Guild’s 22nd 
Annual Horn Fair on March 2-3, 2018 at the U.S. Army Heritage 
and Education Center (USAHEC) in Carlisle, Pennsylvania.  

There is no registration charge for those attending!  That’s right — 
all NMLRA members, along with the general public, are welcome 
to visit at no cost.  So whether you are new to muzzleloading, 
a history buff, collector or horn worker, there is something for 
everyone.  You will have full access to all activities on Friday from 
12 noon to 5 PM, and on Saturday from 9:00 AM to 4:00 PM.  
It is indeed an educational opportunity and an experience you will 
enjoy.  Mark your calendar and plan now to attend, as you will 
have access to all scheduled activities.

Major activities include: 
-A large display area will have tables of handmade horn items 
for purchase and artisans to answer any questions you may have.  
In addition, there will several tables of original horn artifacts 
provided by Guild members.  Everyone is encouraged to observe 
and inquire about these many items, their use and history.

-An Interactive Horn Workshop will have several work stations 
manned by Masters and Journeymen demonstrating all facets of 
horn work.  Converse directly with the Masters / Journeymen on 
those horn working aspects of interest to you.  

-Step back in history and observe the demonstration in using a 
spring pole lathe. 

-Representatives of the NMLRA will have a display area, courtesy 

of the HCH, to sign up new members, provide assistance and 
answer questions. 

-Two Advancement to Master’s presentations are currently 
scheduled with Journeyman Rex Reddick giving his presentation 
on Friday and Journeyman Ed Long on Saturday. (See Schedule 
Information).

-In addition, Master Horner Roland Cadle will present a class 
entitled The Enigma of the Effigy Combs on Friday afternoon at 
2:00 o’clock.

THE HONOURABLE COMPANY OF HORNERS
Summons All To Attend The Guild’s 22nd Annual Horn Fair

March 2 & 3, 2018
U.S. Army Heritage and Education Center in Carlisle, Pennsylvania

John Proud

Rick Sheets
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-Journeyman Clinton Byers is making the 2018, 1 of 1000 
Powder Horn for the NMLRA.  It will be on display at the 
NMLRA’s table for all to see. 

-An on-site cafe is available for those wanting breakfast, lunch or 
just a quick snack.

-There are a lot of hotels and motels for an overnight stay as well 
as many excellent restaurants close by for your dining pleasure.

If you have any questions concerning our annual meeting, please 
contact Ed Long at (610) 554-3930/e-mail: spiritof76@ptd.net 
or Art DeCamp at (814) 643-6343/email:  ajdecamp@verizon.
net.  As always, additional information is also available on the 
Guild’s website at:  www.hornguild.org. 

There are a lot of activities planned, so schedule your time and 
visit the display area, watch-listen-learn from the Masters and 
Journeymen in the Interactive Workshop, attend the seminars, 
pause for a coffee break, have a breakfast snack, or just discuss the 
morning’s events over lunch with friends in the cafe.  So come 
join us, hope to see you there.  

Schedule Information
Day/Date Time Activity

Fri / Mar 2 12:00 -  5:00 Interactive Masters’ Demonstrations   
  / Display area open / Both activities   
  open to visitors & public

 1:00 -2:00 Advancement to Master    
  Presentation (Rex Reddick): How to   
  Make a Horn Cup

  2:00 - 3:00 Master Horner Roland Cadle   
  presents The Enigma of the Effigy   
  Combs

Sat / Mar 3 9:00 – 4:00 Interactive Master’s Demonstrations   
  / Display area open / Both activities   
  open to visitors & public

  11:00 - 12:00 Advancement to Master    
  Presentation (Ed Long): How to   
  Make a Flat Horn

 3:00 - 4:00 Horn Competition / Judging  / 
  Display Area Closes
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ecws.org.uk

The English Civil War Society (ECWS) is a UK-based history 
re-enactment group. This group portrays events of the English 
Civil War period 1642-51. All their events are in England, but 
there is great information for all history buffs and re-enactors. 

wampumchronicles.com/josephbrant.html

The Myth of the Loyalist Iroquois -- Joseph Brant and the 
Invention of a Canadian Tradition. “…Brant crafted a public 
image that was calculated to win concessions from colonial and 
imperial officials. But we should view this as a tactic to further 
his objectives and preserve Mohawk independence at a time 
when the Mohawks were weakened and without a home.” 

oldfortniagara.org
Old Fort Niagara -- This site covers all aspects of the fort from 
the history, from a virtual tour, to upcoming events. This is a 
must see for anyone interested in forts of the 1700s.

cityofgoodlettsville.org/110/Historic-Sites

Historic Mansker’s Station – “…is a site in which visitors 
can experience life on the Tennessee frontier during the 18th 
century. Guests tour two areas: a replicated Mansker’s Fort and 
the Historic Bowen’s House built circa 1787.”

floridafrontiersmen.com

Florida Frontiersmen -- For all our friends in Florida, the 
Florida Sportsman site lists rendezvous, shoots, and other events 
around Florida.

wamuzzleloaders.com

Washington State Muzzleloader’s Association -- Calling all free 
trappers and mountain men in the Pacific Northwest! Here 
is a site listing dates and times of black-powder shoots and 
rendezvous in and around the state of Washington.

delawaretribe.org

Delaware Tribe -- This site is maintained by the Delaware Tribe 
of Oklahoma who originally lived in the area around New 
Jersey. Along with a brief history, this site also has information 
on social dances, language, bird names in Lenape, Lenape 
football, men’s clothing, women’s clothing and my favorite part, 
Delaware jokes.

brigade.org

The Brigade – “Is a living history association dedicated to 
recreating the life and times of the common soldier of the 
American War for Independence, 1775-1783. Members 
represent elements of all the armies then involved: Continental, 
Militia, British, Loyalist, German, French, Spanish, and Native 
American forces plus civilian men, women, and children.”

 ushistory.org/valleyforge/index.html

Valley Forge – “is the story of the six-month encampment of 
the Continental Army of the newly formed United States of 
America under the command of General George Washington, 
a few miles from Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. No battle was 
fought here, but from December 19, 1777 to June 19, 1778, a 
struggle against the elements and low morale was overcome on 
this sacred ground.”

royalprovincial.com

The On-Line Institute for Advanced Loyalist Studies – “The 
material… represents a sampling of manuscripts relating to 
the Loyalist military, including muster rolls, orderly books, 
regimental documents, courts martial, and memorials. You 
will find genealogical information including links, sources 
of information, land petitions, and post war settlement 
documents. And last but not least, you will find information 
on how the Loyalists are portrayed today throughout the US 
and Canada in Living History organizations, including photo 
galleries, schedules of events, and information on how to join a 
group in your area.   

Have something to share? If you find an interesting website related to muzzleloading or muzzleloading 
accoutrements, send me a message at alanjamesgarbers@yahoo.com and I’ll check it out.

 Alan Garbers 
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Please Type or Print Clearly
Name __________________________________________________ Member No. _________________ Exp. ___________
Address ____________________________________________________________________________________________
City ___________________________________________________ State _______________________ Zip ____________
Phone (Day) ____________________________________________ (Evening) ___________________________________  

Pre-registration deadline is February 1, 2018. Sorry, pre-registration fees cannot be refunded or transferred.
Mail to: NMLRA, P.O. Box 67, Friendship, IN 47021

For more information, visit our website: www.nmlra.org or call 812-667-5131

Please indicate what disciplines you  
shoot. Check all that apply.
❒ Rifle  ❒ Pistol  
❒ Shotgun  ❒ Primitive 
❒ BP Cartridge

❒ Adult Pre-registration $50.00    ❒ Junior Registration $10.00

❒ Yes, I would like to sponsor a match for an additional $25.00
❒ Yes, I would like to sponsor an aggregate for an additional $50.00

BE SURE TO INCLUDE PAYMENT by check, money order, or charge card.

Please charge my ❒ VISA  ❒ MasterCard   ❒ Discover 
Card Number __________________________________ Exp. date ________3 digit V-Code _______
Signature _________________________________________________________________________

2018 Western National Shoot-Shooter Pre-registration Form

Total
$_______

Pre-order Rifle Match and Rifle Aggregate Targets, too!
Refer to it to pick your matches and aggregates.

BE SURE TO INCLUDE MATCH NUMBER OR AGGREGATE LETTER when ordering targets.
Payment for targets will be collected at the Target Desk.

National Shoot Match Guide will be available in February.

        

Ben Avery Shooting Facility
25 miles North of Phoenix, Arizona, on I-17

Camping information: (623) 582-8313 •  Restrooms – Showers – Water 

February 27 — March 5, 2018

National Muzzle Loading Rifle Association

Western 
National Shoot

WNS Coordinator - William Loughrige  
(480) 223-8034 • bill@westernnationalshoot.org 

Traders Row Coordinator  – Dana Dore • 602-791-5236 • djdore@jps.net
For more information contact the NMLRA at (812)667-5131 • www.nmlra.org
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By Loretta Cruz

Can you believe that another year of Territorial Matches has 
come and gone? Each year it surprises me how quickly the 
time to write this article comes around. 

Once again I am amazed by all of the talented shooters both 
young and old who have represented our organization across 
the country at our territorial events. 

This year I was able to attend several territorial matches 
here in the northeast. My favorite memory this year was 
meeting the Glines family in New Hampshire. Mr. Glines 
had brought his three daughters Meg, Sarah, and Katherine 
to shoot in our Junior aggregate. We need more people 
like Mr. Glines to pass on a love of black powder shooting 
to young shooters. NMLRA members in Michigan have 
certainly taken this message to heart and this year had the 
most youth shooters of any territorial event held this season. 
I want to encourage everyone to bring a new shooter of any 
age to the range this year.

Some of you might have noticed that in the Junior match 
there were two shooters listed in first place for the junior 
aggregate: Hunter Shoop and Andy Marsh. There has 
long been an inconsistency between the territorial age 
requirements for a junior shooter and the NMLRA rule 
book age requirements. Due to this discrepancy I have 
chosen to recognize both junior shooters in this aggregate. 
Starting next territorial season, the junior aggregate age 
requirement will match that of the NMLRA rule book 
(Shooter has not yet reached 16th birthday).

I want to give a HUGE thank you to Joyce Vogel at the 
NMLRA office for helping me over the years. She has been 
extremely helpful and supportive, and I couldn’t have held 
this position without her. 

Match Director’s Thank You 

Many hands make light work! That is so true of our 
territorial program. Without people to assist our match 
directors, our territorial matches would not be as successful 
as they are.  The NMLRA and Territorial Match Directors 
would like to thank the following people for giving of their 
time this territorial season. 

Kay and Jack Reynolds Randy Snider
Richard Brinkman Carl Donze
Dwayne Sumpter Jim Thorpe
Richard and Mary Dale Paul Phillips
Ron and Shirley Nowlin Denis Rahe
Dennis Mihlbachler Mike Willard
Jay Ferguson Bill Bowling
Kathleen Smith Dick King
Neysa Bush Ken Laverty
Rob Bargewell Robert Kelsey
Pat Reed Howard Delo
Matt and Carolyn Orr Mary Mathias
Jack Orbeck Steve Raiden
Clarence Funneman Rick Reed
Martha Davis

Of course there are countless others behind the scenes! My 
thanks go to all of you.

It’s hard to believe that I have been National Territorial 
Coordinator since 2011. When I  was first approached 
to take on this position I never imagined I would be 
coordinator for six years! During that time I have had the 
opportunity to travel around the country meeting some of 
the most kind, helpful, and knowledgeable people I know 
while attending NMLRA events. As much as I have enjoyed 
this opportunity it’s time to turn this position over to 
someone else. Rick Repovsch will once again be taking on 
the position of National Territorial Coordinator. Now that 
Rick is retired he will have time to travel to territorials and 
speak with competitors about how to move the territorial 
program forward.

 I want to thank you all for allowing me this great 
experience! Being Territorial Coordinator has been 
wonderful! I look forward to seeing you at the range!   

P.O. Box 1838 
Riverton, WY  82501 

For More Info Visit 
www.1838rendezvous.com 

 
2017 Rendezvous 6/28 – 7/2 
2018 Rendezvous 7/2 – 7/7 

   Closed to Public 7/2 – 7/3 
               Beginners Always                                               

             Welcome 

Camp on the 
Original 1838 

Rendezvous Site 

NMLRA Territorial Matches Report
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FIFTY PATCH WINNERS
Competitor Target Score
Raymond Scites C10 50.03
Raymond Scites C11 50.02
Dick Thorn C11 50.02
Darrell Vigue C12 50
Dan Carroll F20 50.04
Dick Thorn F20 50.03
Darrell Vigue F20 50.03
Fred Babcock F20 50.02
Melvin Hartranft F20 50.02
Tim Taylor F21 50.03
Hunter Shoop H31 50.03
Rhett Walker M44 50.04
Rhett Walker M45 50.05
Mike Rayburn N46 50
Rollo MacWilliams N46 50
Terry Mulligan N46 50.01
Leo Holmes N48 50.03
Tim Marsh P54 50.02
Jamie Synder P54 50
Neysa Bush Q58 50.04
100 PATCH WINNERS
Competitor Target Score
Alan Ross CC95 100.03
Offhand Championship
 1 Clint Richmond AL 179.04
 2 Leo Holmes PA 177.03
 3 Tim Marsh KY 176.03
 4 Dick Webber NH 172.01
  Jim Horvath PA 172.01
 5 Robert Pollock PA 172
 6 Rod Brimm MO 171.01
 7 Larry Holmes AL 169.02
 8 Terry Hensley MO 164.01
 9 John Mouzon NC 163.01
  Hank Fannin GA 163.01
 10 Park Wood MO 163
  Travis Herndon WV 163
FLINTLOCK TRAP CHAMPIONSHIP
 1 Andy Larson CO 28.24
 2 Tom Hart MO 24.18
 3 Steve Case MO 24.11
 4 Ed Henson MI 20
 5 Dunc Dawkins KY 18.08
 6 Estill Ator CO 17.06
 7 Jim Tucker KY 16.06
 8 Jerry Von Dielingen KY 15.06
 9 Barry Steele MO 11.04
 10 Sommer Tucker IL 10.04
FLINTLOCK CHAMPIONSHIP
 1 Tim Marsh KY 185.04
 2 Robert Pollock PA 177.02
 3 Clint Richmond AL 174.01
 4 Larry Hand AL 166.01
 5 Dwayne Sumpter IA 165
 6 Warren Howard AL 161.01
 7 Ed Dennis KY 160
 8 Trey Millican GA 159.02
 9 Darrell Vigue ME 158.02
 10 Leo Holmes MI 158.01

FLINTLOCK SKEET CHAMPIONSHIP
 1 Jim Tucker IL 14.1
  Carl HIll MO 14.1
 2 Tim Brazzell MO 14.08
 3 Joe Brown MO 11.06
 4 Mike Luma IL 10.05
 5 Estill Ator CO 10.03
  Jerry Von Dielingen KY 10.03
 6 Steve Case CO 9.02
 7 Ed Henson MI 9
 8 Dunc Dawkins KY 8.05
 9 Sam Gladden CO 5.02
BENCH CHAMPIONSHIP
 1 Raymond Scites KY 197.06
 2 Dick Thorn KY 192.06
  Michael Wengert PA 192.06
 3 Darrell Vigue VT 192.05
 4 Ken Laverty ID 191.06
 5 Dan Carroll OR 190.04
 6 Mike Evock OR 189.05
 7 Stephanie Harding PA 189.03
 8 Thumma, Ira MI 188.02
 9 Maddox, David MI 186.04
 10 Arbogast, Kevin WV 186.01
REVOLVER CHAMPIONSHIP
 1 Alan Ross OR 369.02
 2 Eric Spivey ME 368.06
 3 Mark Tompkins ME 351.02
 4 Clint Richmond AL 350.03
  Neysa Bush OR 350.03
 5 Walt Rybka KY 349.05
 6 Russ Anderson MI 349.02
 7 Robin Henderson AL 335.03
 8 Jim Jaskoviak NE 327
 9 Tom Wilkins NC 324
 10 Al Fusare OR 323.01
MUSKET CHAMPIONSHIP
 1 Clint Richmond AL 262.02
 2 Larry Hand AL 246.04
 3 Jim Jaskoviak IA 243.02
 4 Terry Tasler IA 241.01
 5 Darrell Vigue VT 238.01
 6 Warren Howard AL 237.01
 7 Tim Brazzell MO 234.01
 8 Sandy MacWilliams NY 233
 9 Bob Howard MO 232.03
 10 John Mouzon WV 229.03
ONE GUN CHAMPIONSHIP
 1 Terry Mulligan PA 168.01
 2 Robert Pollock PA 167.01
 3 Richard Vandevord MO 166.01
 4 Ed Dennis KY 165.01
 5 Rod Brimm MO 164.01
 6 Rick Reed ME 162.01
  Terry Hensley MO 162.01
 7 Richard Weber ME 161.02
  Travis Herndon WV 161.02
 8 Jamie Synder WV 161.01
 9 Ken Laverty ID 160.02
 10 Alan Ross CA 160.01

CROSS STICK CHAMPIONSHIP
 1 Melvin Hartranft PA 193.05
 2 Tim Taylor AL 189.04
 3 Darrell Vigue VT 188.05
 4 Russ Anderson MI 187.02
 5 Dan Carroll CA 186.04
 6 Dick Thorn IA 183.04
 7 Roger McFall ID 182.01
 8 Stephanie Harding PA 181.03
 9 Michael Evock ID 181.02
  Dave Edge NE 181.02
 10 Eric Piccioni NY 180.02
LADIES CHAMPIONSHIP
 1 Marsha Anderson MI 183.02
 2 Neysa Bush CA 180
 3 Ann Reed WV 177.04
 4 Mary Amelia Taylor AL 174.03
 5 Carolyn Orr OR 168.01
 6 Loretta Cruz NH 153
 7 Lilli Price NH 146.02
 8 Regina Synder WV 142
  Meg Millican GA 142
 9 Janine Beaver MO 141.01
 10 Christine Edney NH 140.01
JUNIOR CHAMPIONSHIP
 1 Hunter Shoop PA 187.05
  Andy Marsh KY 176.02
 2 Bobby Pollock PA 168.01
 3 Caleb Bostic WV 163.01
 4 Hank
   Battistoni III GA 162
 5 Joseph Cassetta ME 157.01
 6 Joey Manzer NY 154.02
 7 Ryan Synder WV 149.01
 8 Jon Hagle MI 147
 9 Braden Gallagher IA 136.01
 10 Colton Holmes MI 127.01
SKEET CHAMPIONSHIP
 1 Sam Gladden CO 72.48
 2 Dunc Dawkins KY 67.31
 3 Jim Tucker IL 67.17
 4 Rady Dyer CO 65.49
 5 Mike Luma IL 65.25
  Mike Garrison MO 65.25
 6 Richard Dale MO 64.38
 7 Sommer Tucker KY 63.32
 8 Joe Brown MO 61.23
 9 Kevin Price MI 36
 10 Birdy Luma IL 29.03
TRAP CHAMPIONSHIP
 1 Sam Sellaro IN 40.4
 2 Richard Dale MO 38.37
 3 Tom Hart MO 38.37
 4 David Yeubanks KY 38.34
 5 Rady Dyer IN 37.33
 6 Andy Larson CO 37.27
 7 Ken Bowman ID 37.15
 8 David Horton MO 36.33
 9 David Hitchner KY 36.29
 10 Will Elliott CO 36.26

2017 
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PISTOL CHAMPIONSHIP
 1 Eric Spivey VT 282.05
 2 Mark Tompkins ME 281.07
 3 Clint Richmond AL 280.03
 4 Alan Ross CA 278.07
 5 Brian Rowell NH 275.08
 6 Neysa Bush OR 267.05
 7 Dwayne Sumpter MO 263.05
 8 Walt Rybka KY 263.02
 9 Jim Jaskoviak IA 261
 10 John Mouzon GA 258.02
PRIMITIVE CHAMPIONSHIP
 1 Robert Pollock PA 175
 2 Bob Howard MO 153
 3 John Monti NH 152
 4 Eric Piccioni NH 145
 5 Harland Blodgett NH 138
 6 Terry Briggs ME 132.01
 7 Park Wood MO 122.02
 8 Hank Fannin GA 119
 9 Brock Jones NC 116
 10 Bill Koppos NY 114
SUB JUNIOR CHAMPIONSHIP
 1 Rhett Walker PA 100.09
 2 Harlie Lamson MI 97.01
 3 Andy Marsh KY 96.01
 4 Michael Valeriano NC 94.01
 5 Merah Nagy MI 93.02
 6 Kyle Larson AL 91.01
 7 Kohen Earleywine MO 89.01
 8 Archer Lamson MI 88.01
 9 Emma Willcoxon NE 82.01
 10 Logan Wells VT 77
HUNTER’S CHAMPIONSHIP
 1 Leo Holmes PA 164.03
 2 Terry Mulligan PA 160.02
 3 Bruce McKelvey KY 159.02
 4 Rollo MacWilliams ME 157.02
 5 Clint Richmond AL 155.02
 6 Bill McGinnis KY 154
  Jeff McCullough PA 154
 7 Duanne McNeal MO 151.02
 8 Kelly Buxbaum NE 151
 9 John Monti NH 148
 10 Rod Brimm MO 146.02
SIGHTED SMOOTHBORE CHAMPIONSHIP
 1 Rollo MacWilliams VT 186.03
 2 Harry Marsh KY 175.02
 3 Leo Holmes MI 172
 4 Stan Reed WV 167.04
 5 Ed Dennis MI 165
 6 Darrell Vigue VT 164.02
 7 Ralph Cook NH 162.01
 8 Terry Tasler NE 160.02
 9 Dwayne Sumpter MO 157
 10 Sandy MacWilliams ME 155
  John Mouzon WV 155
UNLIMITED LONGHUNTER CHAMPIONSHIP
 1 Tim Marsh KY 186.04
 2 Larry Hand AL 157.01
 3 Dick Webber NH 157
 4 Mike Rayburn AL 156
 5 Kelly Buxbaum NE 155
 6 Rollo MacWilliams NY 151
 7 Clint Richmond AL 150.01
 8 Rob Brimm MO 148.01
 9 Ed Dennis KY 144

 10 Terry Mulligan PA 141.01
LADIES OFFHAND CHAMPIONSHIP
 1 Neysa Bush OR 175.04
 2 Tara Manzer NY 164.01
 3 Donna Bisges MO 164
 4 Marsha Anderson MI 163.03
 5 Janine Beaver MO 163.02
 6 Gerry Rubbo PA 157.02
 7 Joy Preston MO 157.01
 8 Dee Dee Powers KY 154.02
 9 Regina Synder WV 154
 10 Rebecca Reeder PA 152.03
SMOOTHBORE CHAMPIONSHIP
 1 Harry Marsh KY 166
 2 Bob Patterson NY 163
 3 Stan Reed WV 159
 4 Dwayne Sumpter IA 147
 5 Fred Lipp IL 143
 6 John Mouzon WV 136
 7 Jim Jaskoviak NE 134.01
 8 Ralph Cook VT 133
 9 Carl Meisenheimer MO 132.02
 10 Dave Price Jr. ME 128
  Tony Lewtas NH 128
LADIES TRAP CHAMPIONSHIP
 1 Linda Yeubanks IN 33.27
 2 Linda Orndorff IN 32.17
 3 Kim Burton KY 29.16
 4 Bonnie Fernwalt MI 29
 5 Tina Hitchner IN 27.19
 6 Sommer Tucker KY 27.13
 7 Ardith Knop MI 27
 8 Mary Dale MO 22.11
 9 Pat King MI 18
 10 Birdy Luma IL 16.05
INTERMEDIATE CHAMPIONSHIP
 1 Joshua Bostic WV 133
 2 Bobby Pollock PA 122
 3 Joseph Cassetta ME 107
 4 Caleb Bostic WV 76
 5 Ryan Snyder WV 68
 6 Braden Robertson MO 63
 7 Meg Glines NH 36
 8 Kyle Lawson AL 35
LADIES HUNTER CHAMPIONSHIP
 1 Neysa Bush CA 162.02
 2 Meg Millican GA 146
 3 Kim Burton KY 140
 4 Janice Pollock PA 133.01
 5 Ann Reed WV 130
 6 Gerry Rubbo PA 128.01
 7 Loretta Cruz NH 120.01
 8 Sharron Smith MI 118
 9 Christine Edney ME 110
  Quinn Smith VT 110
 10 Rebecca Reeder PA 109.01
CARTRIDGE CHAMPIONSHIP
 1 Larry Hand AL 277.02
 2 Jim Jaskoviak IA 270.05
 3 Richard Odette ME 265.041
 4 John Ferguson NC 265.03
 5 Peter Sheets IA 258.01
 6 Tim Lanini ME 256.02
 7 Piccioni, Eric NY 247.01
 8 Eubank, Ben AL 243.02
 9 Peglow, Bruce IA 242.01
 10 Ken Laverty ID 231
LIGHT BENCH CHAMPIONSHIP
 1 Dick Thorn AL 187.02
 2 Alan Ross OR 186.03
 3 Tim Taylor AL 184.01
 4 Dan Carroll CA 183.03
 5 Darrell Vigue VT 183
 6 Tim Ulrich PA 182.02
 7 Peter Sheets NE 181.04
 8 Kevin Arbogast WV 181.02
 9 Michael Evock ID 180.03

 10 Fred Babcock OR 180.02
LADIES PISTOL CHAMPIONSHIP
 1 Neysa Bush OR 272.03
 2 Gerry Rubbo PA 240
 3 Sherry Pennell OR 230.01
 4 Gail Spivey ME 225.02
 5 Marsha Anderson MI 225.01
 6 Carolyn Orr OR 225
 7 Kim Burton KY 202
 8 Becky Henderson AL 196.01
 9 Leslie Nugent CA 158
 10 McKayla Sanford MI 154.01
YOUTH UNLIMITED LONGHUNTER 
CHAMPIONSHIP
 1 Joshua Bostic WV 121.02
 2 Joseph Cassetta ME 96.01
 3 Andy Marsh KY 95.01
 4 Bobby Pollock PA 94
 5 Caleb Bostic WV 88.01
 6 Sarah Glines NH 88
 7 Sean Carney AK 87
  Colton Holmes MI 87
 8 Kate Glines NH 70
 9 Meg Glines NH 60
 10 Jonathan Kinberg MI 51
LADIES SKEET CHAMPIONSHIP
 1 Sommer Tucker IL 13.06
 2 Linda Yeubanks CO 10.04
 3 Birdy Luma IL 5.02
 4 Joyce Gladden CO 3.01
TERRITORIAL TOP GUNS

Alabama Clint Richmond
Alaska Jeff Binegar
California Neysa Bush
Colorado Ron Mann
Georgia James Robert Hartlage
Idaho Ray Gooding
Illinois Richard Vandevord
Iowa Jim Jaskoviak
Kentucky Bruce McKelvey
Maine Terry Briggs
Michigan Marsha Anderson
 Ed Dennis
Missouri Dwayne Sumpter
Nebraska Kelly Buxbaum
New Hampshire Eric Piccioni
New York Eric Piccioni
North Carolina Tom Wilkins
Oregon Neysa Bush
Pennsylvania Bobby Pollock
Vermont Ralph Cook
West Virginia Jamie Synder

LADIES TOP GUN 
1 Neysa Bush 39 pts
2 Marsha Anderson 23 pts
3 Ann Reed 14 pts

MEN’S TOP GUN 
1 Clint Richmond 53 pts
2 Larry Hand 35 pts
3 Darrell Vigue 35 pts

JUNIOR TOP GUN
1 Andy Marsh 26 pts
2 Bobby Pollock 25 pts
3 Joseph Cassetta 23 pts
4 Caleb Bostic 21 pts
5 Joshua Bostic 20 pts

STATES THE SOLD THE MOST AGGREGATES
1 Nebraska 108
2 Iowa 107
3 North Carolina 104

STATES WITH THE MOST COMPETITORS
1 New Hampshire 44
2 Michigan 43
3 Maine 38  

2017 
TERRITORIAL 

TOP GUN REPORT
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ALABAMA
RIFLE & PISTOL 
May 4-6, 2018
Sponsor Club: Alabama State Muzzleloading Rifle Assoc. 
Contact: Margaret Meg Millican, office 205-629-7192, 
1megawoman@gmail.com
Range Location:  Brierfield Ironworks Historical State Park, 
240 Furnace Parkway Brierfield, AL 35035

ALASKA 
PISTOL & RIFLE
June 21-24, 2018
Sponsor Club: AK State Muzzleloaders Assoc. and McKinley 
Mountain Men Muzzle Loading Rifle Club
Contact: Keith Bayha, 907-746-6662, 907-223-1993, 
nohorn@gci.net
Range location: Fort Wick, off Yoder Road, near Talkeetna, AK

CALIFORNIA
RIFLE & PISTOL
May 9-13, 2018
Sponsor Club: Sacramento Valley Muzzle Loaders
Contact: Neysa Bush, 916-362-1469, 916-849-3104, 
neysamb@aol.com
Range location: Sacramento Valley Shooting Center, 
Sloughhouse, CA

COLORADO
RIFLE & PISTOL
June 15-17, 2018
Sponsor Club: Buckhorn Skinners
Contact: Ron Ring, 970-692-4658, rring282@gmail.com
Range location: Fort Lupton, Co

TRAP & SKEET
July 11-15, 2018
Sponsor Club: Colorado State Muzzleloaders Assoc.
Contact: Tom Hart, 719-275-8418, 719-289-1840, 
TKhart25@gmail.com
Range location: Blue Valley Sportsman Club, Kremmling, CO

FLORIDA
RIFLE & PISTOL
May 4-6, 2018
Sponsor Club: Florida Frontiersmen Inc. 
Match Director :Mark Landon, 813-758-3376, mdlandon3@
verizon.net
Contact: Susie Hull, hullsusie@gamil.com 
Range Location: 1000 Old Ft. Meade Rd. Homeland, FL 
33847

GEORGIA
RIFLE & PISTOL
October 18-20, 2018
Sponsor Club: Blue Ridge Mountain Men 
Contact: Dan Pressley, 706-491-2376, 706-754-7791, 
dpressley@windstream.net
Range Location: 2208 Toms Creek Rd. Martin, GA

IDAHO 
RIFLE & PISTOL
June 12-17, 2018
Sponsor Club: EE-DA How Long Rifle Inc. 
Contact: Arnold Burr, 208-870-0551, Bard90@gmail.com
Range location: Black’s Creek Public Shooting Range 2420 
Kuna Mora Rd. Kuna, ID. 83634

ILLINOIS
RIFLE & PISTOL
May 18-20, 2018
Sponsor Club: Prairieland Frontiersmen 
Contact: Lyle Kruger, 217-343-6161, 217-536-6454, 
lekruger@frontiernet.net 
Range location: 1450 E. Co. Rd. 800 N. Moultrie Co. IL 61951

RIFLE & PISTOL
September 21-23, 2018
Sponsor Club: Prairieland Frontiersmen
Contact: Lyle Kruger, 217-343-6161, 217-536-6454, 
lekruger@frontiernet.net
Range location: 14295 N. 1025th St. Effingham, IL 62401

INDIANA
RIFLE & PISTOL
June 2-4, 2018
Sponsor Club: NMLRA
Contact: Rick Repovsch, 763-233-2105, 
rrepovsch@hotmail.com 
Range location: Walter Cline Range, Friendship, IN.

TRAP & SKEET
September 8-16, 2018
Sponsor Club: NMLRA
Contact: Will Elliott, 937-971-9274
Range Location: Walter Cline Range Friendship, IN 

IOWA
RIFLE & PISTOL
May 25-27, 2018
Sponsor Club: Beaver Creek Plainsmen, Inc. 
Contact: Norma Holcomb, 515-262-4712, 515-979-3446, 
norma.holcomb@q.com
Range location: 10842 N 103rd Ave. West, Collins, IA. 50216

MAINE
RIFLE & PISTOL
July 13-15, 2018
Sponsor Club: York County Powder Burners
Contact: Michael Davis, 207-637-2603, 
103staples@gmail.com
Range location: 679 Cape Rd. (Rt. 117) Limington

MICHIGAN
TRAP & SKEET
June 1-3, 2018
Sponsor Club: Grant Valley Cap ‘n’ Ballers
Contact: Ron Fernwalt, 616-836-5760, 616-836-5760, 
Rbfern@triton.net
Range location: 3576 26th St. Hopkins, MI 49328
RIFLE & PISTOL
August 17-19, 2018
Sponsor Club: Tobacco River Muzzle Loaders
Contact: Cari Jefferson, 989-435-4700, 301-256-7784, 
cariljefferson@aol.com
Range location: Beaverton, MI

MINNESOTA
RIFLE & PISTOL
June 21-24, 2018
Sponsor Club: Gopher Rifle and Revolver Club
Contact: Rick Repovsch, 763-233-2105. 
rrepovsch@hotmail.com
Range Location: Harris, MN

MISSOURI
RIFLE & PISTOL 
July 5-8, 2018
Sponsor Club: Ft. Osage Muzzle Loaders
Match Director: Jim Thorp, 660-232-4944
Contact: Richard Brinkman, rhbrink@hotmail.com 
Range location: 1637 N.W. 550th Rd. Kingsville, MO. 64061

TRAP & SKEET
Oct. 19-21, 2018
Sponsor Club: Lentz Macon 63 Gun Club, LLC
Contact: Linda Yeubanks, 660-385-4963, 
dyeubanks@yahoo.com
Range location: Lentz Macon 63 Gun Club, 29790 Jigsaw Pl., 
Macon, MO. 63552

NEBRASKA
RIFLE & PISTOL
April 26- 29, 2018
Sponsor Club: Fort Atkinson Muzzleloaders
Contact: Greta Schlabs, 402-533-8389, 402-672-7202, 
grlherman@abbnebraska.com 
Range location: Winslow, NE

NEW HAMPSHIRE
RIFLE & PISTOL
June 22-24, 2018
Sponsor Club: Sunset Mountain Fish & Game
Contact: Julie Cate, 603-648-2106, frizzinfan@aim.com
Range location: Canterbury, NH.

NEW YORK
RIFLE & PISTOL
September 28-30, 2018
Sponsor Club: Old Saratoga Muzzle Loading Club
Contact: Tara Manzer, 518-664-3713, 
osmlcsecretary@gmail.com
Range location: Duell Rd. Schuylerville, NY

NORTH CAROLINA
RIFLE & PISTOL
April 12-15, 2018 
Alternate Date: April 26-29, 2018
Sponsor Club: Crosse Creek Rifle and Pistol Club, Inc.
Contact: Buck Buchanan, 910-977-6200,
buck100-10x@nc.rr.com
Range location: 3229 Blossom Road, Fayetteville, NC. 28306

OREGON
RIFLE & PISTOL
July 19-24, 2018
Sponsor Club: Western States Muzzle Loading Assoc.
Contact: Michael Bush, 916-362-1469, 
meanmike8665@aol.com
Range location: Josephine County Sportsman Assoc., Grants 
Pass, OR

PENNSYLVANIA
RIFLE & PISTOL
July 20-22, 2018
Sponsor Club: Blue Mountain M.L. Riffle Assoc.
Contact: John Arrowood, 484-459-2735, 
benchgunner@gmail.com
Range location: Shartlesville, PA

TENNESSEE
INLINE RIFLE
March 18, 2018
Sponsor Club: Chilhowee Rod & Gun Club
Contact: John Mankin, 423-462-4802, jmankin@comcast.net
Range location: Chilhowee R&G Club, Athens, TN.

VERMONT
RIFLE, PISTOL, TRAP & SKEET
May 17-20, 2018
Sponsor Club: Lamoille Valley Fish & Game Club
Contact: Harland Blodgett, 802-899-3889, 
hflbodgett@yahoo.com
Range location: 1156 Garfield Rd. Morrisville, VT. 05661

WEST VIRGINIA
RIFLE & PISTOL 
May 4-6, 2018
Sponsor Club: Kate Carpenter Muzzleloaders
Contact: Tim Flaim, 304-573-1862, 304-645-1010, 
taflaim@hotmail.com
Range location: Clintonville, WV   

TERRITORIAL MATCHES
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(Courtesy of Gorden, 2007)

Hawken cheekpieces, patchboxes and 
capboxes varied throughout the Hawken-rifle era, 

and can be loosely used to date Hawken rifles.
It is difficult to exactly pinpoint the manufacture date of 
Hawken rifles, but a study of their features, does allow one 
to “group” the evolving rifles into general time periods. 
This study looks at the variable and changing cheekpieces, 
patchboxes, and capboxes used on the standard half-stocked 
plains rifles. Patchboxes and capboxes that could have been 
added at a later date would skew the observations.

Cheekpieces
The cheekpiece that was used on one of the earliest half-
stock Hawken rifles, termed the Peterson Hawken (Baird, 
1968, p. 18-23), and probably made in the 1830s, was little 
or more than a teardrop extending from the top of the wrist 
rearward. This rifle is stamped J&S Hawken but without 
the St. Louis, and is currently in the collections of the 
Buffalo Bill Museum in Cody, WY.

Peterson Hawken
(Courtesy of Gordon, 2007)

Another 1830s J&S 
Hawken rifle, which is in the 
collections of the Montana Historical Society, 
has a paneled cheekpiece, suggesting a strong influence from 
the English stalking rifles, which were passing through St. 
Louis at this time. A line drawing by Ed Weber of this rifle 
is shown in Baird’s second book (1971) page 89.

J&S Hawken in Montana Historical 
Society collection.  
(Woodfill c. 1972)

In the 1840s the cheekpiece seemed to standardize into 
what I call the standard J&S cheekpiece. It extended 

from the top of the grip in a graceful flowing manner 
and terminated with an elliptical circle near the forward 
extension of the buttplate. This style of cheekpiece is found 
on the famous Media Hawken and other Hawken rifles 
attributed to the 1840 period.

Medina Hawken 
(Courtesy Gorden, 2007)

Finally, in the 1850s, and 
after Jacob’s death in 1849, Sam 
Hawken seemed to settle on what I call the 
standard S. Hawken cheekpiece. It is best described as a 
Schuetzen-style cheekpiece starting at the center of the wrist 
and extending rearward with a larger, and more oval or 
beavertail form, than the elliptical J&S cheekpiece.

In detail, the forward line would often ‘dip’ downward in 
the wrist area before it reached the forward projection of the 
comb.

Standard S. Hawken cheekpiece 
(Courtesy of Gorden, 2007)

After Sam Hawken gave up 
the shop in 1859 to his son, William 
Hawken, William produced several rifles 
with his version of a cheekpiece. The bottom line of 
the cheekpiece extended in a straight line from the wrist 
to an irregular curve near the buttplate. I think that it is 
weird and unpleasing to the eye! William used this same 
cheekpiece on a crudely made Hawken rifle that he made 
while in Colorado Territory in 1860. This rifle is marked W. 
S. Hawken Denver CT.

RW.S. Hawken made rifle 
 (Courtesy of Gorden, 2007)

Cheekpieces, 
Patchboxes 
& CapboxesBy Bob Woodfill

Hawken
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In the late 1850s, a few rifles were made with small, oval-
shaped paneled cheekpieces, again showing the influence of 
English sporting rifles, and one of Sam Hawken’s partners, 
Tristam Campbell.

Small S. Hawken rifle with paneled cheekpiece.  
(Courtesy of Gorden, 2007

Patchboxes
Except for the very first homemade patchboxes, most of 
the patchboxes and capboxes installed on Hawken rifles 
probably came from one of the eastern suppliers of rifle 
furniture. A quick examination of one of the pages from 
a 1874 Tryon’s catalog will identify not only many of the 
patchboxes and capboxes on Hawken rifles, but some of the 
sidepates, nosecaps, toeplates, barrel keys, and barrel key 
escutcheons that were also used on Hawken rifles.

Tyrol catalog showing rifle furniture. (Hansen, 1960)

Patchboxes seemed to have evolved into cap boxes as the 
percussion cap rifles became more common--but there 
is a mixture especially in the early rifles. I will identify 
patchboxes as big enough for patches and capboxes as only 
big enough for caps. 

On one of the earliest 1830s period, J&S Hawken half-stock 
rifles, the Peterson Hawken, the patchbox is a simple oval 
lid that is hinged at the bottom. It is engraved with a crude 
elk-looking animal and has a spring catch at the top.

Early oval-shaped patchbox.   
(Courtesy of Gordon 2007)

Another early patchbox on the James 
Dunn J&S Hawken stamped rifle shown 

in Gordon (2007, p. 365) has the same, simple hinge/latch 
arrangement, but the lid is rectangular in shape and not 
engraved.

Early rectangular-shaped 
patchbox.  
(Courtesy of Gordon, 2007)

An early 1830s J&S Hawken 
rifle, in the collections of the 
Montana Historical Society, 
has a very smallish capbox 
that was probably purchased from one of the eastern rifle 
furniture suppliers, as is all of the other rifle furniture on 
this rifle.

Small patch/cap box on Montana rifle
(Woodfill c. 1972)

Patchboxes on several J&S Hawken rifles, which were 
probably made during the 1840s, were more elaborate 
and sometimes had pierced sideplates that resemble earlier 
Kentucky/Pennsylvania rifles. Their increased size offered 
more room for engraving. After Tristam Campbell joined 
the firm in 1842, several of the J&S Hawken rifles were 
extensively engraved. A fancy J&S Hawken St. Louis 
stamped rifle, currently in the Museum of the Fur Trade, 
shows extensive engraving on the patchbox, tang, lock and 
toeplate.

Fancy engraved patchbox 
(Courtesy of Gorden, 2007)

Another J&S Hawken St. 
Louis stamped rifle (Gorden, 2007, p. 367) shows a similar 
style of engraving on the patchbox, tang, lock and trigger 
guard by Tristam Campbell. The lid of the patchbox sports 
a picture of a fierce, buffalo-looking animal.

Buffalo engraved patchbox. (Courtesy 
of Gorden, 2007)

An 1850s period, S. Hawken St. 
Louis stamped rifle in the Jim 
Gordon collection (2007, p. 389), 
has a pineapple patchbox, as does the Smithsonian and 
Kennett Hawken rifles.

  Pineapple-shaped patchbox 
 (Courtesy of Gorden, 2007)
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The famous Smithsonian Hawken (Baird, 1977) had a 
variant of the pineapple patchbox. The rifle is a 1850s full-
stocked S. Hawken St. Louis stamped rifle with considerable 
embellishments. The Kennett Hawken has a similar 

pineapple patchbox and resides in the collections of The 
School of the Ozarks (Goodwin, 1978). 

Insert 15: Smithsonian Hawken rifle.  (Internet source)

Capboxes
Small capboxes are rare and only a couple of examples 
are known. Both of these occur on S. Hawken St. Louis 
stamped rifles with 1850s features and paneled cheekpieces. 
A particularly small, elegant S. Hawken rifle now resides in 
the Buffalo Bill Cody Museum (Baird, 1968, p. 48-51), and 
is shown in Gordon (2007, p. 388).

Small capbox on Hawken rifle 
(Courtesy of Gorden, 2007)

Another S. Hawken rifle 
that has the same style of capbox, 

but is cast of silver rather than iron and is 
shown in Baird (1971, p. 57-58, 111). Standard 

rifle furniture such as capboxes, toeplates, etc. could be 
bought from Eastern suppliers in either iron, brass or nickel-
silver.

Silver capbox on Hawken rifle 
(Baird, 1971)

Most J&S Hawken rifles did have some type of patchbox, 
but few S. Hawken rifles had either patchboxes or capboxes.
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The .22 Match will be held Friday • Start time of 8:00 a.m.
This match will be an 80 shot aggregate, with 40 shots on Saturday and 40 shots on Sunday.

PRE-REGISTER EARLY! $105 COMBINED ($85 for BPC • $25 For .22) 
AFTER APRIL 15 - $140 COMBINED ($100 for BPC • $40 For .22)

Match fees include catered dinner. Additional dinners may be purchased at $15. Pre-entries with payment 
prior to match date are necessary to confirm your reservation. Match Limited To 72 Shooters.

To register for the match, please call the office at (812) 667-5131 or visit www.nmlra.org
Current NRA Silhouette rules apply. NRA rifle silhouette classification books required, available at the range. NRA Silhouette classification will be used. 
For more information contact Mike Hoke at 812-662-6403, mhoke45100@frontier.com or Jim Davis at 812-371-5264, jim2430d@comcast.net

NMLRA REGIONAL BPC
SILHOUETTE CHAMPIONSHIP

SHOOT IN THE LARGEST NRA BLACK POWDER CARTRIDGE REGIONAL IN THE COUNTRY!

MAY 18, 19 & 20, 2018
Walter Cline Range, on St. Rd. 62 in Friendship, Indiana

NATIONAL MUZZLE LOADING RIFLE ASSOCIATION • PO BOX 67, FRIENDSHIP, IN 47021
(812) 667-5131 • WWW.NMLRA.ORG
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Registration for the 22nd Annual National Postal Matches are now open and will remain 
open until August 31, 2018. The registration form appears below. A photocopy is 
acceptable, however all signatures must be original.

The top three winners from each of the nine NMLRA regions and internationally, for both 
rifle and pistol, will be announced in Muzzle Blasts. The top three winners overall for both 
rifle and pistol will each receive a national plaque.

The National Postal Matches are open to all current members in good standing. The 
competitions will consist of a four-target, 200-point offhand rifle aggregate and/
or a three-target, 260-point pistol aggregate. Rifle competitors may use any safe 
muzzleloading rifle of either traditional or modern design. Pistol competition is open 
to any safe muzzleloading pistol or revolver, traditional, or modern in style. Projectiles 
may be round ball, bullet, or sabot. Sights for both will be any metallic sights which 
include peep sights, but not telescopic sights. All rifle matches are to be shot offhand, 
and pistol matches shot with one hand, arm extended. Distances will be 25 yards, 50 
yards, and 100 yards for rifle, and 25 yards and 50 yards for pistol. All competitors will 
score their own targets and complete their score sheets. The scores will be checked by the 
Postal Match committee.

The results of the 2017 Postal Matches are in. This was a great opportunity to compete 
on a national level, and has become a way of competing with old friends and new, too 
distant to compete with locally. As with all shooting, the real competition is with yourself. 
To keep things as affordable as possible, we offer the matches with or without the overlay. 
The 2018 Aggregate fee will be $11.00 with the overlay, $10.00 without it.

Here is the 2017 finishing order from each of the nine NMLRA regions for Rifle and Pistol:

The National Pistol Winners
1st Victor Gengo 210-4X
2nd  Jim Jaskoviak 198-2X
3rd Danny Ball 152-2X

The National Rifle Winners
1st    Rick Shields   149-1X
2nd    John Scanlon   130-2X
3rd    Bill Jacks 124-2X

Regional Winners
Pistol:
Region 3: Victor Gengo 210-4X, Douglas Truxillo 120.
Region 4: John Kaminski 91-1X.
Region 5: Jim Jaskoviak 198-2X, Bill Jacks 145-2X, Larry Cihacek 141, Kameron Miller 
88-1X.
Region 9: Danny Ball 154-2X.
Rifle: 
Region 2: Rick Shields 149-1X, John Scanlon 113.
Region 3: Barry Wheeler 115-1X, Joe Orbeck 113, Michael Jouban 101-!x, Victor 
Gengo 100-1X, Mark Lachney 86-1X, Debbie Nicholas 72, Douglas Trujillo 71.
Region 4: John Kaminski 87-1X.
Region 5: Bill Jacks 124-2X, Larry Cihacek 102-1X, Kameron Miller 84.  
Region 6: Dixon Herman 99-1X.  
Region 9: Danny Ball 111.

The 2017 NMLRA Postal Matches had a total of 40 entries, which is down from last year. 
Twenty-three entries were returned, Rifle had a total of 26 entries with 15 returned and 
Pistol had 14 entries with 8 returned. Seven members entered both Rifle/Pistol and 
returned targets. Hopefully this program will grow next year.

Thanks go to all of you who participated in the 2017 Postal Matches!  

NMLRA 
POSTAL MATCHESATTENTION

 ALL SHOO
TERS!

BE SURE TO INCLUDE PAYMENT by check or money order.
Your target packet and registration number will be sent immediately.

Registration Deadline is August 31, 2018.
Mail to:  NMLRA, P.O. Box 67, Friendship, IN  47021

Please DO NOT Write or Type in This Space. YOUR
CONFIRMED NMLRA® NAT’L POSTAL MATCH
REGISTRATION NUMBER IS:

“WAIVER AND RELEASE OF LIABILITY AND INDEMNITY AGREEMENT:
In consideration of the undersigned participating in shooting the National Muzzle Loading Rifle Association’s Postal Match Program, I, for myself, my heirs, personal

representatives and assigns, hereby release, discharge and agree to hold harmless and indemnify the National Muzzle Loading Rifle Association, its successors and assigns, and
the officers, directors, officials, representatives, agents and employees of NMLRA, of and from all demands, possible causes of action, court costs, attorney fees, and other
expenses arising from any claim or lawsuit that may otherwise accrue   from any loss, damage or injury (including death) to my person or property in anyway resulting from,
or arising in connection with or relating to, my participation in the National Muzzle Loading Rifle Association Postal Match program. I know the risk and danger to myself and
my property while so engaging in that activity and I make this release voluntarily and in reliance upon my own judgment and ability, and I hereby assume all risk for loss, damage
or injury (including death) to myself and my property from any cause whatsoever and whether or not attribute to the negligence of others.

I HAVE READ AND FULLY UNDERSTAND THIS WAIVER AND RELEASE OF LIABILITY AND INDEMNITY AGREEMENT AND I KNOW AND UNDER-
STAND THAT MY SIGNING OF THIS AGREEMENT IS COMPLETE RELEASE OF NMLRA TOGETHER WITH ITS OFFICERS, DIRECTORS, OFFICIALS,
REPRESENTATIVES, AGENTS, AND EMPLOYEES FROM ANY AND ALL LIABILITY, INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE, AND I FREELY AND WILLINGLY CONSENT
TO ITS WAIVER AND RELEASE OF LIABILITY AND INDEMNITY AGREEMENT.

Registration Form—NMLRA® National Postal Matches
Please Type or Print Clearly.Name ____________________________________________ Member No. __________________________ Exp. ____________

Address ________________________________________________________________________________________________
City _____________________________________________ State ________________________________  Zip ____________
Phone (Day) _____________________________________ (Evening) _____________________________________________

Dated __________________________________________
Signature _______________________________________
Printed Name ___________________________________

Rifle Registration with scoring overlay $11.00
Pistol Registration with scoring overlay $11.00
Rifle Registration $10.00  Rifle Non-scorable Practice Targets $4.00
Pistol Registration $10.00  Pistol Non-scorable Practice Targets $4.00

REGISTER
 NOW!
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In Part II (MB, August 
2016), I recounted my 
first meeting with John 
Bivins and illustrated 
his first letter to me, 
dated September 21, 
1964. After that initial 
meeting we exchanged 
letters frequently and he 
visited me often to get 
tips and experience on 
carving and engraving. 
During this time he had 
me make him many 

tools: stocking planes, gravers, and hand-forged rifle parts. In a letter 
written on December 8, 1964, he had just made a new letterhead (Fig. 
3). The first paragraph addresses his new design, “How do ye like this 
letterhead? I don’t expect you to remember this carving design, but 
it is H. Bruner’s and of course, J. Frazier’s as well, except that Frazier 
didn’t use the “wing” on top.” In the last two sentences he wrote, 
“Broke the tips off two gravers tonight. I hate repointing these things.” 
Along with this new letterhead he added 
at the bottom in print, “Wanted: Southern 
Kentucky Longrifles.” On April 5, 1965, I had 
just returned from my first visit with him in 
High Point, North Carolina, where we made 
our first rifle trade. John wrote me a long 
letter regarding his search for original rifles, 
etc. In the last paragraph of this letter he is 
planning another trip to Williamsburg, “If 
all goes well, I’ll be up about the last of this 
month…. I’ll take off Fri. afternoon so we can 
have more time to Cuss and Discuss. I need 
to learn some engraving, but I would almost 
be inclined to get out and do some shooting 
instead…. if you’re not ‘churched’ again 
Sunday shooting or something like that…., 
"I was not opposed to Sunday shooting and 
on that weekend, we did both engraving and 
shooting. We enjoyed shooting flintlocks 

and spent many hours at the sport. At that time I was teaching 
gunsmithing to a young neighbor, Branch Meanley, in the evening 
and weekends. He often accompanied us to the sand pit on Quarter 
Path Road near Williamsburg to target practice. Later in October 
1976, Branch founded the Green Mountain Rifle Barrel Co. and he 
and his wife hold, and have held, many NMLRA records in shooting. 
Branch was my first apprentice in Williamsburg and the first gun he 
produced in my shop is shown in Fig. 4. 

During this visit, John and I planned a trip to visit Northern 
collectors, whom we knew principally from their reputations, word of 
mouth gun show talk, and citations in rifle books and magazines. 
At the 1963 Baltimore Gun Show, I met Albert Sullivan of Baltimore, 
and Carl Pippert of Bladensburg, Maryland, although they did not 
know me. Researcher Sam Dyke of Lancaster, Pennsylvania, we 
knew of primarily from his research contribution to Joe Kindig, Jr’s. 
and Henry Kaufman’s books on Kentucky rifles. John had learned 
that Harry Barry of Baltimore owned the fantastic Nathaniel Vogler 
rifle. We started to contact these individuals to make appointments. 
John’s friend, Horace Stepp (of North Carolina, and primarily a 
collector of early military arms) was going with us and he had several 

people he wanted to visit, one being a colonial 
currency collector in Alexandria, Virginia. Since 
I had corresponded with Joe Kindig, Jr., I was 
to make the appointment with him. My first 
correspondence with Kindig was in 1962 and 
that letter is reproduced in the first article of this 
series. In June of 1964, I wrote Kindig regarding 
two rifles in his book: The unsigned rifle #17 
in his section of “Early Rifles with Daisy 
Patchboxes” and rifle #160 that is signed by Isaac 
Berlin. The two rifles appeared to me to be made 
by the same hand. Kindig promptly answered on 
June 17, 1964:

“Dear Mr Gusler,

Thank you for your letter. It is very gratifying to me 
to see how closely you are studying our book and it 
is well worth studying.

PART IIIFront ier Guns

Fig. 4A, 4B & 4C) Branch Meanly’s first gun made in Williamsburg, Gusler shop.

(Fig. 3) John Bivins’s letter with his 
new letterhead.

THE TWENTIETH-CENTURY STORY OF TWO EXTRAORDINARY By Wallace B. Gusler

(Fig. 1) Brass barrel rifle.

(Fig. 2) Bumford Indian trade gun.
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Yes both those rifles were made by Isaac Berlin. I missed it when 
working on the book. You are the third person who has pointed this 
out to me and I am glad. 

Another reader of the book sent me more information on him. He 
was born in 1754 and was a soldier in the Revolutionary War. He 
was captured and put on board a British Prison ship in 1777 where 
he almost starved to death. He died June 16, 1831 in Crawford 
County in western Penna.

With my best wishes, 
Sincerely, 
Joe Kindig Jr.”

Shortly after John’s visit, I wrote Mr. Kindig an introductory letter 
stating my research and study of Virginia rifle makers. He answered 
me on April 22, 1965, and provided 
an astounding amount of information 
that gave an incredible boost to my 
Virginia rifle research efforts! At that 
time I was working on the Southwest 
Virginia Honaker family of gunsmiths 
and traveling to the Library of Virginia 
in Richmond every Monday (my day off 
from the Colonial Williamsburg gun 
shop) with my wife Georgia, to canvas 
the 1850 Federal census (on microfilm). 
The 1850 census was the first to list 
occupations and places of birth. The 
year before, we identified the first two 
Virginia makers, Samuel Eliott and James 
Honaker. I had collected from Howard 
Sites of Covington, Virginia, a signed 
rifle by Samuel Eliott and a signed James 
Honaker rifle. Starting with about 100 
rifle makers working in 1850, we were 
tracking the families back to earlier 
generations via taxes, birth records, 
wills, inventories, and deeds. To my 
knowledge, the documentation on James 
Honaker of Giles County and Samuel 

Eliott of Rockbridge County provided the first link between signed 
rifles and the written record. Kindig’s letter illustrates how anonymous 
Virginia makers were at that time:

“Apr. 22, 1965 

Dear Mr. Gusler,

I know very little about Virginia rifle makers. I would certainly like 
to know more. I have heard of an Adam Haymaker who worked in 
Winchester during the Revolution. I would not doubt that this might 
be the same family as your Honaker. I never heard of either name as 
a Penna rifle maker.

I have 3 rifles by J. Laucks early 19th Century that I feel sure are 
Shenandoah Valley and one earlier signed S. Laucks, could be 
Revolutionery.  

I have one signed J. Sites F. Va. First quarter 19th century. 

I have a fine rifle C. 1800 which I believe is Va. with an indistinct 
signature looks like J. Davidson.

I saw an 18th century rifle which I believe is Va signed F. Klette 
Sevensburg. 

I have about a half dozen rifles late 18th & early 19th century by 
various members of the Sheetz family.

Mrs Raymond S. Orebaugh Box 123 New Market Va. has the 
account books of Henry & Charles Spitzer from 
about 1832 to 1860 who were gunsmiths.

If you have any information on any of the 
men I mention, I would be glad to learn it.  
Unless the Sheetz information is thoroughly 
documented I am not interested as I have seen 
too much on them that wasn’t. 

Should you publish anything, I would be glad 
to learn about it. Basically I am interested in 
the early makers and care little about those after 
about 1830.

Sincerely,
Joe Kindig, Jr.”

On May 9, 1965, John Bivins, following up 
on our plans for the trip: “Tell Kindig that 
we will be there Monday the 24th and that 
we would like to see all his rifles he thinks are 

even remotely Southern. I guess we would 
be in York about noon on Monday unless 
we want to push it and I don’t see any point 
in that…I would like to stop at Koontz and 

Front ier Guns

(Fig. 5) Joe Kindig, Jr. Antique Shop, 1978. 
Photo from the May, 1978 Antique Collecting 
published by D. Patrick Hornberger, Box 327, 
Ephrata, Pennsylvania, 17522, page 13.

( Fig. 4D) In 
November 1967, 
Branch Meanly went 
on a week-long 
hunt in Rockbridge 
County, Virginia, at 
Rich Hole. Left to 
right: Duck DeHart, 
Gary Brumfield, 
Branch Meanly, and 
Wallace Gusler. 
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see what he has hidden away.”

This visit to Kindig’s was the highlight of our week-and-a-half 
excursion through Maryland and Pennsylvania rifle collections. After 
numerous visits in the following years, I learned that the Kindig 
visit was a planned sequence that Kindig had worked out over the 
40+ years dealing with those interested in Kentucky rifles. It was, in 
short, a ritual test for him to decide whether you were worthy of his 
collection, knowledge and time! On May 24, 1965, we drove to his 
shop on West Market Street in York, Pennsylvania, as he had directed 
in a phone conversation, the same address listed in his 1960 book. I 
never learned how long he had operated his antique shop there, but the 
appearance of the building suggested a very long time (Fig. 5).

The building was a narrow three-story late (Victorian) or early 20th-
century example. The front had a solid paneled door on the left 
with an arched architrave above and a large old store window with 
panes and mullions. The windows had not been washed except by 
blowing rain for a very, very long time. The display in the window was 
composed of several pieces of American furniture (Pennsylvania) that 
appeared to be tired of being there. The display furniture and paint 
were dusty and dingy creating a somewhat abandoned appearance. 
A bell rang when you opened the door and entered a small vestibule 
area, then, a couple of steps up put you on the first floor. Immediately 
ahead along the left wall was the stairway leading to the second floor, 
to the right was a long room, about in its middle on the right wall was 
a small fireplace with a sofa facing it. The sofa’s back was hidden by 
antique tables, etc, all engulfed by boxes, stacks of books and papers 
— all looking as settled as the window display. The fireplace had ashes 
about 15” to 20” deep in the back tapering from the hearth, forming a 
slope that strangled all but the top of the andirons.

What seemed like minutes lapsed from the time of the bell ringing 
until Mr. Kindig appeared at the top of the 20-plus step staircase. 
He was dressed in drab trousers and a gray shirt that from the 
bottom of the stairs was largely obscured by his large white beard. 

He addressed us from this 
commanding position that 
gave an intimidating presence. 
He slowly came down the 
stairs, resting his hand on the 
broad handrail while we were 
exchanging introductions. 
He pointed out that we 
were five minutes late, and 
then inquired had we had 
a good trip? He proceeded 

into the far end of the main room and pulled in succession several 
carved longrifles from the corner in the gap formed by a chest on 
chest. (Fig. 6). John and I (Horace Stepp stayed in the car) looked at 
the rifles and made a few observations on their carving and engraving. 
After some discussion and viewing a few more somewhat average rifles 
and fowling pieces we left the shop, with Mr. Kindig in the front seat 
of John’s car, directing us 15 or 20 blocks east to his home. Kindig’s 
conversations with us were full of aggressive, almost interrogative 
responses and questions. Clearly he was an intense man. He was 
probing our knowledge and understanding of the Kentucky rifle. Near 
Kindig’s home, he instructed us to look for a parking meter with an 
hour of time left, to save 25¢. Successfully finding a meter, he got out 
first and went down the sidewalk and up the steps to open the door 
ahead of us.

Within a few years of this first trip, I learned that this was Kindig’s 
testing and if at his shop, as a first–timer, he showed you a longrifle 
and your response was to shoulder and aim the rifle, he would not 
take you to see the collection and would make your visit short and 
somewhat unpleasant — thus his reputation of “throwing people out.” 
Unknown to us, we had gotten through the first Kindig test because 
we examined the carving, engraving, and other qualities of the rifles 
without shouldering and aiming instantly. After observing the rifle 
artistically, it was perfectly acceptable to Kindig for you to check out 
the drop and feel of the rifle while aiming.

Returning to our visit, Kindig opened the front door of his home and 
invited us into the entrance, revealing a stairway on the right side 
and a hallway extending along the left back a considerable distance. 
On our immediate left was a doorway to a large room and another 
doorway further down the left hallway. 18th-century furniture, 
tables and chairs were abundant in attractive arrangements. Up 
the stairs we followed Mr. Kindig onto the first landing, passing a 
fine carved cabriole-leg Philadelphia card table. At the landing, the 
stairs continued up to the second floor where passages led to other 
rooms. We started the next flight to the landing on which stood a 
Philadelphia highboy with large ball and claw feet and carved knees. 
Passing in front of it, we turned left up the last flight of stairs to the 
third floor. At this landing, the wall immediately ahead and on the 
left, I recognized the racks of rifles hanging horizontally which ten 
years before I had seen in an Antiques Magazine article written by 
Henry Kaufman. On this landing there was a door on the right just 
a few feet from the top step. After making a few comments about 
the rifles on the landing, Mr. Kindig reached up to the top of the 
door frame and retrieved a key and unlocked the door, revealing the 
astounding view of row after row of rifles, side by side along all four 
walls! This was one of the most astounding collections of Kentucky 
rifles ever assembled. (Fig. 7)

In the center of the room was a large stretcher table that was topped 
with the early longrifles that are pictured in the first two sections of 
his book. They were arranged diagonally resting on their forearms 
with the butt stocks hanging over the edge of the table. The rifles were 
obscured with layers of various papers, pistols, powder horns, flasks 
etc. on, between and around them. The bases of the wall mounted 
longrifle racks were built in about three feet high where the rifle butts 

(Fig. 6) Charleston, South 
Carolina, ca. 1765. I 
acquired this chest-on-
chest for the Colonial 
Williamsburg Foundation 
in 1974 while Curator 
of Furniture. Photo, 
courtesy of the Colonial 
Williamsburg Foundation.
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stood and had a horizontal shelf about three feet long forming many 
sections with a bottom shelf at base board height and one above. These 
shelves contained some American pistols but were largely European 
flintlock and wheel lock pistols and engraved powder flasks with an 
occasional tomahawk. To the left as you entered the doorway was a 
corner formed by the end of the vertical longrifle case. 

Standing in the corner were exceptionally rare European long arms: 
an extraordinary French wheel lock from the Louis XIII collection 
with the numbers stamped in when Louis XIV had the collection 
inventoried in 1680, a wheel lock rifle completely veneered with ivory 
engraved with scenes of the Old Testament, and more.

John Bivins and Kindig got into an extended discussion about 
Carolina rifles. I was working my way around the room trying to 
get the overall scope of the collection despite being in a quiet state of 
shock from visual overload. Moving clockwise, stepping over pieces 
of armor, and longrifles, working around a standing half-armor, I got 
to the window and Mr. Kindig pointed out that I was approaching 
the section of Maryland and Virginia rifles mixed with some from 
Western Pennsylvania examples. This section was about 12’ long, 
starting at the right edge of the window frame (in that corner stood 
the J.P. Beck rifle with the rampant lion carving!) and running to the 
next corner. While I was sorting through this section, Kindig stepped 
over and pulled out an exceptionally fine rifle by Frederick Sheetz 
with relief carved silver wire inlay. John was as astonished at its art 
as I was, however, I could see he was also upset at the lack of North 
Carolina examples. John’s conversation with Kindig continued when 
he made reference that he had seen only fifteen or twenty relief carved 
rifles from North Carolina. Kindig immediately questioned him, 
“How many?” John had given an exaggerated number and Kindig 
did not believe it. This exchange set Kindig off. He kept pressing 
John where he had seen that many North Carolina rifles with relief 
carving and John was trying to change the subject. Kindig followed 
him around the room pressing the issue. Finally John conceded that 

he was referring to relief forestock moldings. Kindig backed off a 
little, but several times murmured, “I never considered relief moldings 
as relief carving.” I was examining the group of Virginia rifles in the 
corner and Kindig came over and made some comment regarding 
the J. Sheetz rifle I was holding. He asked about my research and in 
part of the answer I made the statement that I had seen longrifles 
made in the Shenandoah Valley, but none from eastern Virginia. 
Kindig was instantly annoyed and snapped, “You never will.” At this 
point, John had had enough and he said “I will see you at the car.” 
Kindig just glanced back at him as he left the room then returned 
to explain, in a heated tone, that eastern Virginians were not frontier 
people and lived in great mansions. As he lectured me on the subject, 
I could faintly hear Bivins descending the stair case, the sound getting 
fainter as he proceeded to the first floor. At the point when Kindig 
was addressing Lt. Governor Spotswood’s 1717 expedition to the 
Blue Ridge overlooking the Shenandoah Valley, celebrating with a 
tea table and various kinds of wine, drinking toasts to the King, etc., 
pointing out that he had servants carrying all this baggage through 
the mountainous wilderness, I was leafing through my three-ring 
notebook. Finally Kindig finished this two-to-three minute lecture 
as to why the rifle was never part of the eastern culture. I addressed 
him in a calm (which he was not) tone, saying I understood his 
point of view, but would he listen to some documentation on the 
rifles being used in eastern Virginia and also being produced there? 
He nodded his head and I proceeded to read an advertisement from 
the Virginia Gazette published in 1776. The ad was for a stolen rifle 
gun “from a company of marines.” “It had a 3 foot 8 or 9 inch barrel 
about ½˝ bore, a brass box on the top square of the barrel was marked 
Fredericksburg and the maker’s name which I do not remember.” Mr. 
Kindig was astonished that not only was it made in eastern Virginia 
and was definitely a longrifle, but it was in the company of marines. 
He said it was totally beyond his imagination that a longrifle was 
being used in naval warfare. He then asked if I had other descriptions 
of early rifles. He sat down in the Philadelphia comb-back Windsor 
chair (painted white) that sat in his main gun room and read the other 
four descriptions of longrifles in eastern Virginia, 1775-1776. These 
were the most detailed descriptions of early Kentucky rifles he had 
ever seen. From that time on, I was welcome to come there whenever 
I could. In the next six years, I spent many weekends at his home and 
had the gun room many nights (he went to bed at 9 p.m.) all to myself 
to study and take apart rifles if I wished.

When I got back to the car, things were tense with John for a couple 
of hours. He was upset at Kindig’s aggressiveness and somewhat 
embarrassed. We both experienced Kindig’s cross examination 
technique and did not like being so treated. From then on, we knew 
how to deal with him and what to expect. Once he knew you were 
a serious student, he gave you respect and opened his collection for 
study and photography. Kindig demanded excellence in Kentucky 
rifle study and research. Through his unorthodox approach he helped 
others to be better at studying American longrifles. He was the most 
important mentor to this writer in trying to understand the longrifle 
and the culture that produced it.

The next article in this series will cover the discovery of the brass-
barreled rifle gun and the Bumford Indian Trade Gun.   

(Fig. 7) Mr. Kindig standing in his the midst of his collection. 
Photo from the Baltimore Sun newspaper, Sunday 
supplement, 1960.
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If you have any recipes you’d like to share, please send them to me at the 

following address: Linda Fulmer, 3358 Mountain Road, Hamburg, PA 19526;

or e-mail to fulmer1776@comcast.net.

The method for making your own vinegar is almost identical from vinegar to 

vinegar. The basic concept is that you combine a fermented liquid (such as 

beer, wine, or hard cider) with the vinegar mother at a ratio of 1:3 (that is, an 

8-ounce bottle of mother, plus 24-ounces of fermented liquid). The vinegar 

must be exposed to air, so use a wide-mouth jar and cover it with cheesecloth 

instead of a lid. Then level it for a few weeks in a dark place (too much light can 

slow down, or even stop, the vinegar’s creation) at 60 to 80F for three weeks, 

and soon enough, you’ll have vinegar! Simple, right?

After three weeks, dip a ladle or spoon into the vinegar and take out a small 

amount. put a few drops on a piece of white bread to taste it. Bread diffuses 

the intense, harsh flavor of the vinegar, and helps you avoid burning your 

throat if the acid level is a bit too high. If the vinegar is not ready yet, come 

back every few days to see if you like the flavor.

Vinegar Mother. An 8-ounce jar of mother will get you started. You can buy 

this at homemade beer and wine-making supply stores, and online. Or, you 

can buy a natural vinegar such as Bragg’s Organic Apple Cider Vinegar. This will 

already have a mother in it (the cloudy clump that looks like something from 

a bad alien movie) that you can just scoop out and use. However, buying the 

jar of mother is easier, as you’ll know exactly how much ethanol to add. If you 

take it from the Bragg’s bottle, you may not have enough mother.   

Cooking Up a Taste 
of Rendezvous

MAKING YOUR OWN VINEGAR
by Linda Fulmer
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This show is between 1700 & 1899,  240 plus tables of antique 
arms, black powder supplies, blacksmithings, horn smithing, 
swords, knives, period clothing, pottery, re-enactors, native 

Americana collectibles. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
A Living History Trade Fair  

and 
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Hosted by Conner Longrifles 

Hamilton County 4-H Fairgrounds, 2003 E. Pleasant Street, 
Noblesville, Indiana. near State Rd 37 and 32 

     35th Annual Show for year 2018 

Saturday Feb. 17th 9am-5pm 

Sunday Feb. 18th 9am-3pm 

Sat.  $7,  Two Day Pass $10, Sun. $5  
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Door prizes awarded , Food available  

NO Alcohol allowed on grounds at any time 

Smoke-free building. 

Free Parking, handicap accessible,  

No pets except service animals 

Wear your fancy duds if you like, most do  

For more info:     

Contact:    

Mike Bird  1-317-902-3710 
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NATIONAL RENDEZVOUS 
& LIVING HISTORY 
FOUNDATION, INC.

Corps of Discovery 

May 17 – 20, 2018 
85 Township Rd. 1305, Toronto, OH 43964
Contact: Mark Rebres 740-632-8625
1snake97@frontier.com 

24th  Northeastern Primitive Rendezvous 
July  13 – 20, 2018 
109 River Road (Rt. 15), Orrington, ME
Contact: Perley Urquhart 207-664-6031
perleyu@myfairpoint.net

42nd Eastern Primitive Rendezvous
September 21 – 29, 2018
205 Currie Road, Slippery Rock, PA
Contact: Lynn Cowell 724-948-3029
Kenalynn1@verizon.net

37th Southeastern Primitive Rendezvous
297 Reavis Road, Yadkinville, NC 27055
Contact: Mickey Mikulis 941- 745-4103
Twotrips_mickey@hotmail.com   

2018 EVENT SCHEDULE
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Shall we continue on our journey of shooting on the line? 
Remember this series is based on NMLRA rules and my own 
experiences of shooting on the line. I’m sure that I will explore 
opinions that differ from others. I feel comfortable in saying that 
we are going to be pretty true and error on the side of safety. 

Delving into the range safety section of the NMLRA rules. First, 
use of our vices will have to be put aside. Rule 1030 and 1040, do 
not allow the use of intoxicating beverages or drugs. Drinking not 
only doesn’t mix with driving, but shooting as well. One would 
feel it common sense not to shoot while under the influence 
of shall we say illegal drugs. We often forget about prescription 
drugs or even some over-the-counter stuff. Also, my wife had a 
surgical procedure done recently and was told that she could not 
drive for 24 hours (due to the anesthesia), as less than 24 hours 
would be legally considered as under the influence. It would be 
wise to check with your prescribing doctor or pharmacist prior to 
shooting.

Rule 1010 deals with early shots, which are shots that are 
performed prior to the “Commence Loading…”command. Of 
course shooting early would mean that your firearm was loaded 
early, possibly during the time in between relays or left loaded 
from a previous relay. Remember, firearms will be safely stowed, 
unloaded (rule 4040-42), and not touched between relays (rule 
1085). “Late shots” or shots after the “Cease Firing” command are 
prohibited (1020).

Rule 1110, swabbing the barrel after each shot is “recommended,” 
not required, but a good practice. If your firearm is in good 
working order, the amount of time between relays (usually 20 or 
30 minutes) is sufficient for this extra step, and safety wise is well 
worth the effort.

Rule 1120 tells us that all false muzzles shall be attached to the 
loading bench by a cord. False muzzles are used to aid in loading 
as well as protecting the barrel’s muzzle while loading. Basically 
it is a piece of barrel about an inch or two long that has prongs 
on its bottom. These prongs fit into holes in the top of the barrel 

being loaded that perfectly matches the false muzzle. The idea of 
the cord is to make sure you can’t walk away and fire your gun 
with the false muzzle still attached.

Rule 1130 tells us when we can load or reload which includes 
snapping caps. We have to wait for the “Commence Loading” 
command. Snapping caps is an interesting process. Why do we use 
snap caps? Well mostly we insert a cap on an unloaded (?) gun and 
fire that cap to clear any obstruction in the nipple or help to dry the 
firearm’s ignition components after cleaning, or for an initial shot 
after storage. During storage especially if the gun is stored standing 
on its butt, oil will gather at the bottom of the barrel which will 
certainly jeopardize reliable ignition. Most percussion shooters will 
find blades of grass, point the gun a few inches away and watch the 
blade of grass move from the outgoing pressure of the igniting of 
the cap. This will indicate the presence of a clear barrel. May I pass 
on, a one of those “wake up calls,” experiences. Back in the 80’s and 
shooting my “cap gun” with a friend in Maryland, we completed 
our dose of backyard shooting fun. We wiped our barrels. Upon 
finishing that, we snapped caps to dry the ignition system. I 
pointed my gun down to the ground (in this case his cement patio), 
placed a cap on the nipple, and pulled the trigger. The cap went off 
and ignited a loaded gun (it’s easy to get distracted and forget what 
you are doing when you are having fun). The gun was fortunately 
pointed in a safe direction (Rule # 1 of safe firearms shooting) with 
the exception of too close in front of me. We both got pelted with 
a mass of flying cement chips. Every time I see someone snap a cap 
at a blade of grass just in front of his or her feet, I think of this. Put 
a mark on your wiping stick or ram rod at the muzzle of the gun 
when your barrel is empty. This way you have a visual mark to show 
if the gun is loaded when you run the rod down your barrel. Once 
you verify with your rod that you don’t have a charge in the barrel, 
place the cap, and fire. 

Rule 1160 talks about misfires (or shall we say no fires). When 
our firearm doesn’t discharge properly we will most likely need to 
clear or remove the ball or projectile. In this case a CO2 discharger 
is recommended. I have had limited success with the commercial 
dischargers originally created to pump up a bicycle tire. I personally 

By Doug Zaffino

CHATTER
Charter Club

CHATTER
Charter Club

By Doug Zaffino
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like to poke 4F powder into the touchhole or nipple and fire the 
projectile out. Either method, keep the muzzle pointed in a safe 
direction. Sometimes the ball may be pushed down to a point 
(depending on touchhole placement) where 4F or CO2 will not 
enter the barrel below the load, rendering these two ball removal 
processes ineffective. Consequently removing a ball with a ball 
puller will be the last resort (body parts too close to the muzzle). 

When using the 4F poking method, I feel comfortable with that 
being done on the line. For the CO2 and or ball-pulling methods, 
the gun must be taken to the blowout area (get the range officer) 
in order to carry out either method. Most generally two people 
are used for these operations. When buying a range rod consider 
one with a T handle as these will enhance holding the range rod in 
place. Clubs, I strongly suggest that you have an overhead devise 
designed to hold the range rod handle while pulling down to pull 
the ball out. Don’t forget, the range officer must be contacted and 
be involved in the removal process.

Rule 1260 informs us of the use of safety shields. For us flintlock 
shooters, splatter is more than an annoyance to the shooter beside 
you. Be considerate, if no shields are available or the shields being 
used are not as effective as need be. If you are not familiar with what 
splatter is, stand beside (on the lock side) a person shooting a flinter 
with your back towards that shooter’s lock side. When that person 
shoots you’ll soon learn what splatter is all about. If you shoot a 
flintlock or stand beside one, be aware and courteous (warn of 
your possible splatter). Many flinters mount a flash guard on their 

locks beside the pan. These usually are quite effective in minimizing 
splatter.

Lastly for this month, we’ll deal with some strongly recommended 
items (rules 1270 and 1280). Namely hearing and eye protection. 
There are a few out there who can’t read what I write or hear what 
is read to them simply because they didn’t adhere to these simple 
precautions. You have all heard the saying: “Do as I say not as I do.”  
Well if you lost your hearing because you failed to wear hearing 
protection, you wouldn’t be able to hear what I am saying. The 
same holds true with eye protection, only you won’t need to worry 
about hearing at least at the range. If we as older folks choose to 
not use either protection, please at least ma ke sure the younger 
generation who has a lifetime ahead of them use protection. 
Percussion shooters, remember your glasses as well. At Boy Scout 
Camp I found that hot (or sharp) cap fragments, were hitting these 
kid’s bare arms. I had to provide towels or ask them to wear long 
sleeve shirts when shooting the percussion rifles.  My very first shot 
with a flintlock sent a piece of flint flying, embedding itself into my 
lower eyelid. I’ve worn glasses ever since!  I’ve sat between the whine 
of two turbine engines for most of my life. I say “what” a lot. What 
hearing I have left I hope to keep by using hearing protection. It can 
get pretty dark out there without your sight, use your safety glasses.

We’ll explore more range things next month. Remember we’re 
looking for club articles. Let us know about you guys and how you 
do things.  

Log Cabin Shop

Visit our 10, 000 square foot Store, Museum, Classroom and 
Muzzle Loading Target Range. 

Muzzle loading guns, Components, Parts, 
Supplies, Service & Repairs

www.logcabinshop.com * logcabin@logcabinshop.com
330.948.1082 

8010 Lafayette Rd., P.O. Box 275 Lodi, Ohio 44254
NEW Catalog No. 49 still just $5.00 

62” Padded Gun Case$29.95 ea. 3 or more $25.95 ea. (Part No. 375800)

muzzle loader ad.indd   1 11/16/2016   2:43:05 PM
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Baiting Coyotes
I don’t know about where you live, but in my neck 
of the woods coyotes are everywhere. We hear them 
howling at night when weather conditions allow 
windows to be open, we see their scat on roads and 
their tracks in the snow during deer season, and even 
when they don’t make their presence known, we know 
they are around due to a drop in snowshoe hare and 
ruffed grouse populations. It is also the general consensus among 
hunters that coyotes have an effect on deer populations, especially 
fawn populations in the spring and early summer, and for that 
primary reason coyotes are despised. 

Not everyone agrees with that assessment, even wildlife biologists 
and state and federal wildlife agencies. The U.S Fish and Wildlife 
Service stated that in general coyotes do not even hunt deer nor 
do they have a significant impact on deer populations. That the 
only wild canines that actively hunt deer are wolves, and because 
coyotes are basically solitary hunters the only time a coyote, or 
pair of coyotes will bring down deer is when the deer is very old, 

sick or weak, which would tend to actually improve the 
deer population. 

Whether you happen to believe that or not, since the 
1970s coyotes have moved in and established populations 
in many historical and non-historical jurisdictions, in some 
cases in large numbers. And whether coyotes do in fact 

dine on deer or are merely a scapegoat for other issues facing deer 
numbers, in general hunters, particularly deer hunters and deer 
biologists don’t like them. 

It is well known and documented it is next to impossible to 
completely eradicate predator populations, and across the board, 
wildlife managers don’t want to do that anyway since coyotes, 
along with wolves, bobcats, mountain lions, fox, and other 
predators do help keep various wildlife populations healthy, as 
contradictory as that may sound. But to make some effort to 
counter the coyotes growing numbers many states have increased 
hunting opportunities. Depending upon the jurisdiction year-

Al Raychard

 Coyotes are intelligent, cunning and illusive predators. To outsmart them many things have to be taken into consideration.
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round hunting, no bag limits, hunting coyotes without a hunting 
license, even night hunting are on the books.

There are several productive and challenges ways to hunt these 
intelligent and cunning critters. Calling by hand, mouth, or 
electronic calls can be extremely productive once the intricacies and 
mechanics are mastered, and in some states coyotes are run with 
hounds. Baiting is another. Baiting coyotes is not legal everywhere 
so hunters should check their state regulations to make sure, but 
where it is, baiting is one of the easiest methods to get the job 
done. It can also be very productive, once we learn a few tricks of 
the trade.

BAIT PLACEMENT
Placement is one of the most important factors when trying to 
draw coyotes to bait. 

Before setting any bait it is important to find when coyotes are 
most active. Take some time to scout along the edge of fields, 
river and creek corridors, the edge of bogs, swamps, and evergreen 
thicket areas. Any place where rabbits, field mice, and other 
rodents might be found are prime places. For those unfamiliar with 
wildlife tracks, distinguishing coyote tracks from domestic dog 
tracks can be tricky but there are differences. Fortunately, the best 
times to bait coyotes in late fall, during the winter months or early 
spring when mud and other soft earth and snow is available to 
make the task a tad easier. 

Overall, coyote tracks are more oval than domestic dog tracks, 
meaning longer than they are wide. Like cats and dogs, coyote 
tracks have four toes and a heel pad, but the gab or space between 
the toes and heel pad, called the “negative space” is much larger 
in coyotes than dogs. Dog tracks also come in all shapes and sizes. 
Coyote tracks also vary, but much less so. The coyote’s front paw 
print will typically measure about 2-1/2 inches long by about 2 
inches wide and the hind prints typically measures 2-1/4 inches 
long and 1-3/4 inches wide. 

Unlike cats, coyotes and domestic dogs cannot retract their claws 
so claw marks are usually visible, but just on the two middle toes 
of coyotes while a dog track typically displays all four. Also, look 
at the stride and positioning of the track. A mature coyote’s stride 
when trotting will generally measure 16- to 18-inches between 
prints and the hind legs are usually in line or on top of the front 
track. A coyote’s track is also almost always in a straight line, 
where a domestic dog’s track is more off-centered. There are other 
distinguishing traits, but these will get you started. Setting up a 
series of trail cameras will also help ascertain coyote activity 

Once an area with significant coyote activity is discovered it is 
time to consider bait locations. It should be kept in mind coyotes, 
like deer and most other game and predators, coyotes travel 

predominately with the wind in their nose, and when approaching 
something to eat do so from downwind. It also pays to keep in 
mind coyotes are sly and cunning and will use whatever cover or 
terrain advantage is available when approaching bait.

With that in mind avoid gullies and ravines where coyotes can 
approach unobserved. In wooded areas, try along ridge tops with 
good visibility from all directions. In open field areas a coyote will 
generally approach along a hedge row, fence, or tree line and are 
too cautious to hit baits in the wild open or too far from cover. In 
these areas place baits 30 or 50 feet out from a field’s edge, making 
sure you have good visibility from your blind or stand.

Other prime locations are areas such as a field with a blind or 
blocked side, a river, lake, large pond, and highway or road that 
coyotes cannot or are reluctant to cross. Providing the prevailing 
winds are right, that is the side to set the bait. By eliminating one 
side from which coyote can approach creates a funnel of sorts, 
the hunter only has to watch three sides and increases the odds of 

Rabbits and hares are among the coyote’s popular meals.

 Coyote tracks are much like domestic dogs tracks, 
but there are ways to differentiate the two.
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success. To help draw coyotes to your bait, try a drag line when 
checking cameras or activity around bait stations, basically a chunk 
of meat attached to a line dragged behind you. Doing so will help 
eliminate human scent to some degree, but it also creates a scent 
line coyotes in the area may cross in their travels and follow to the 
bait. Beaver flowages are also great places to set bait, especially if 
beaver carcasses are available from local trappers.

BEST BAITS
Coyotes are basically opportunists when it comes to things to eat 
and their diet changes according to the season. During the fall and 
spring small rodents are actively hunted and during the winter 

months rabbits and birds are aggressively sought out. Coyotes are 
also great scavengers taking advantage of such things as winter-
killed deer, moose, and elk, and roadside kills, especially deer.

It is not legal everywhere and in some jurisdictions a permit may 
be required so check to make sure, but where it is road-side deer 
and rabbits make excellent baits for coyote. The same is true of 
beaver carcasses. I have several trappers I regularly call to see if 
they are available. To keep human scent to a minimum wear latex 
gloves and place road kills in a clean plastic bag to transport to the 
bait site. If road kills are not available, or not legal, a visit to a local 
grocery store or butcher shop for chicken and meat scrapes is a 
good second choice. 

Whatever bait is used, it is always best to secure it with wire to 
a tree or stake driven into the ground to prevent it from being 
carried off. During the winter months when temperatures are 
below freezing I freeze chicken and meat scrapes in plastic five 
gallon buckets of water. I attach one end of the wire to a short stick 
frozen in the pail with the bait to create an anchor and then secure 
the other end to a sturdy shrub or tree. This not only prevents the 

Coyote hunting in open country is a challenge 
often requiring long shots. 

While hunting 
coyotes with bait 
hunters should be 
prepared to observe 
other predators such 
as fox and bobcat.
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bait from being dragged off but the bait lasts longer as well.

BEST TIMES AND  
WEATHER CONDITIONS w 
TO HUNT
Like many predators, coyotes are largely nocturnal but it doesn’t 
mean nighttime is the best time to hunt them, especially over bait. 
Much has to do with the times of year and weather conditions. 

Throughout much of the year early mornings can be quite 
productive. Many of the prey species that coyotes hunt are waking 
up and becoming active, so coyotes are active at the same time. 
Thermal wind currents are also on the rise which helps with scent 
control.

In the spring and fall the late afternoon hours can be productive 
along with early morning. There are fewer humans in the woods and 
fields then and overall less human activity, many prey species active 
during the day are still active and coyotes are more at ease in their 

 Red or green predator lights such as the rifle mounted version are needed 
for night hunting.

Bear flowages are a great place to set baits for coyotes, 
especially if bear carcasses are available for bait

 Whenever possible securing bait to a tree or stake to 
prevent it from being dragged off is a good idea.
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travels. The only problem hunting late in the day is you might run out of 
daylight. To counter that possibility, be prepared with a red or green light 
specifically designed for predator hunting. Hand-held and scope-mount 
models are available from several manufacturers. 

In general, daytime hours are less productive, except before a prolonged 
storm moves in and after a cold snap, particularly one that drops a fresh 
covering of snow. Nearly all wildlife big and small is active before a storm, 
Coyotes like to fill their stomachs before a storm and for coyotes on the 
hunt the pickings are generally good. And, after a snow fall many of the 
small rodents and animals coyotes rely on are harder to find. Chances are 
coyotes are also hungry after a day or so of inactivity waiting for a storm to 
pass forcing coyotes to be more active and travel wider areas. During these 
times a tasty and seemingly easy meal such as a bait pile is difficult to resist. 

Although many coyote hunters hunt at night, I tend to shy away from it, 
unless a particular bait is extremely active and trail cameras tell me that is 
the primary time when the bait is being hit. Hunters have less visibility in 
the dark, target acquisition is much more challenging, temperatures can be 
bitterly cold and most nighttime sits are long, boring and it is difficult to 
stay alert and awake.

The exception might be after a period of prolonged below freezing or sub-
zero temperatures, and as temperatures rise to partially thaw the bait. Where legal, road-kill deer are excellent baits for coyotes.

 Ground blinds are a great way to hunt coyotes, but elevated tree stands can be equally productive.
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 Ground blinds are a great way to hunt coyotes, but elevated tree stands can be equally productive.

 Trail cameras are a great way to learn coyote presence and 
activity in an area.

SETTING UP  
HUNTING STATIONS 
Whenever hunting coyotes concealment is crucial. It can be on 
the ground or above, in elevated stands. The same is true of scent 
control. Without both all attempts are pretty much doomed. 

Concealment can be in the form of portable blinds but it helps 
to blend them into the surroundings as much as possible by 
camouflaging them with limbs or branches. I have killed several 
coyotes by setting up in barns and old sheds on farms. Coyotes in 
farm country are accustomed to these types of structures and the 
odor of hay and farm animals helps negate human scent. For the 
same reasons, in open fields, bales of hay, standing corn and other 
tall crops make excellent natural-looking blinds, always keeping 
prevailing wind direction and thermal in mind.

An excellent place to hunt coyotes over bait is from stands. 
Hunting from above ground greatly reduces the human scent 
problem, and in the right wind conditions eliminates them pretty 
much altogether. Another benefit is coyotes do not naturally expect 
danger or threats coming from above. Elevated stands also provide 
greater visibility. Stands overlooking or near where a deer has been 
killed during hunting season can be particularly productive within 

a few days if the deer was field-dressed nearby. Fewer things draw 
coyotes, and other predators such as fox and bobcat like a deer 
paunch. 

There are many other aspects and “trade secrets” to hunting coyotes 
over bait but these will help get you started. The more you do it 
the more you learn and coyotes are great teachers when it comes to 
showing what we are doing wrong. 
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You’re always informed
when you read

KEEP INFORMED
• TheGunMag is a unique monthly print 
magazine for gunowners who are serious 
about their gun rights as well as their 
shooting, and a reliable gun information 
website: www.thegunmag.com.

• Authoritative briefings on state, federal 
and international legislation and litiga-
tion are updated constantly.

• Plus industry news reports, new product 
test reports and shooting sports news in 
every issue.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED!
Second Amendment Foundation
PO Box 35, Buffalo, NY 14205
Phone: 716-885-6408
Online: thegunmag.com 

TRY US FREE 
ON OUR WEBSITE

Visit 24/7 at
THEGUNMAG.COM

$3.95 on newsstands
Subscribe and SAVE

almost 50%
$25 a year (12 issues)

$45 for 2 years (24 issues)

Visit our new website www.NMLRA.org
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Authors: Tom Rowe and Ed Curtis

Most who read this will know of Tom Rowe’s 
production of books of interest to black 
powder era shooters and collectors. Rare, 
indeed, is any serious shooter whose interests 
hark back to the days of black powder, who 
has not owned, known of, coveted, collected, 
used and appreciated loading tools, bullet 
moulds, flasks, dippers and powder measures 
that were born in the Victorian era. These 
were implements made contemporary to the 
use and sale of the firearms they were designed 
to support. Today, they form a subgroup 
of collectable items, not unlike the field of 
cartridge collecting, which can (sometimes) be 
indulged at a fraction of the cost of the arms 
themselves. 

The author finds antique firearms fascinating 
and finds it equally fascinating to make them 
perform as they were designed. It is rare indeed 
to find a fine target rifle with all the support 
equipment intact and still with it. These 
support tools, too often missing from surviving 
firearms, are also of interest to those of us who 
simply love gadgetry and well designed and 
made tools. These books are useful in providing 
information to re-assemble the correct tools 
for surviving rifles. Some of the tools, like the 
arms they supported, ventured into the realm 
of art as well as simple mechanical devices. The 
Victorian era put an indelible stamp on much 
of it.

These two volumes are in 8 1/2” x 11” portrait 

format and are printed on heavy stock to 
show off the colors and detail of the fine tools. 
There are illustrations of each tool. With each 
volume you get a preface, acknowledgements 
and index. It is presented as a two-volume set, 
in order to make each volume easier to manage 
and use. Values are not given but a scale of 
rarity is provided.

Here a sampling of the contents. Note the tools 
are restricted to rifle and pistol shooting only, 
not shotgun:

Volume 1:
Chapter 1 Ideal Tools Page 27
Chapter 2  BGI Tools  Page 195
 UMC Tools  Page 207
Chapter 3  Ballard and Marlin tools Page 217
Chapter 4  Bullard Page 243
Chapter 5 Maynard Page 252
 Stevens  Page 291
Chapter 6 Peabody Page 301

Volume II:
Chapter  7 Remington Page 9
Chapter 8 Sharps Page 41
Chapter 9 Smith & Wesson Page 81
Chapter 10 Colt Page 97
Chapter 11  Wesson Page 111
 Whitney Page 115
Chapter  12 Winchester Page 119
Chapter 13 California Page 169
Chapter 14 Small Makers Page 188
Chapter 15 Military Page 227
Chapter 16 Schuetzen Page 235
Chapter 17 Unknown Examples  Page 289
Index  Page 307

These two volumes are available from Rowe 
Publications, P.O. Box 207, Sugar Grove, VA 
24375, phone  276 783 8037.  Volumes 1 & 2 
are $79 each.  P&H is $5 for one book and $8 
if you purchase both.  

A book review: 
Reloading Tools of the Black Powder Era

By Tom Schiffer
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BY TOM SCHIFFER

Or: Don’t let the shooting get in the way of the 
fun!

296692 History Book Cover 13.indd   1
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Order Now - Price $69.95
  

plus shipping & handling

Call 812.667.5131 Ext. 232
or email Lindsey Nelson - lnelson@nmlra.org

For International Orders Please Contact The Office.

By Tom Schiffer

BY TOM SCHIFFER

Or: Don’t let the shooting get in the way of the 
fun!

296692 History Book Cover 13.indd   1

7/11/17   8:00 AM
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Sam Stull (1808-1907) was a well-
known Ohio gunsmith. Born in 
Coshocton County, he moved to and 
spent most of his life in the tiny hamlet 
of Millwood not far away in neighboring 
Knox County. Throughout his long 
life he made hundreds of rifles that 
were prized by their owners for fine 
workmanship and accuracy. Stull’s guns 
are some of the best examples of the 
small-caliber rifles made for small game 
and target shooting after Ohio ceased 
to be the “frontier” of the westward 
expansion. Many of his descendants live 
in central Ohio to this day, and a fair 
number of his rifles have survived. 

The .32 caliber percussion rifle that is the subject of this article 
once belonged to Tom’s late father-in-law, Leo Wolfe (1916-
1999). Leo lived all his life in the village of Gambier, about 12 
miles from Millwood. According to his account the rifle had 
belonged to his father, Jacob Wolfe (1850-1943), another lifelong 
Knox County resident. Leo and his brothers hunted small game 
with it as boys, into the early 1940s. We have not been able to 
locate Stull’s shop records (if they still exist) so it is impossible 
to date this rifle exactly, but one authority has stated that Stull’s 
“later” rifles were marked with stamped block letters “S. STULL 

/OHIO” in two lines, as this one is. We 
believe it to have been made sometime in 
the late 1860s. Although Stull did make 
some rifles that were quite ornate, most of 
his work was fairly plain. Considering the 
level of ornamentation, this one may have 
been a present for some significant event in 
Jacob Wolfe’s life. Jacob would have been 
in his teens in the late 1860s. He did not 
marry until late in life (1900), so if this gun 
was indeed a present, it may have been a 
“coming-of-age” or perhaps a baptismal gift. 
But in the absence of Stull’s records and 
order book, we are only speculating.

When Leo died the rifle came into Tom’s 
possession. It was in terrible condition; although the lock and 
the barrel were in decent shape considering their age, the stock 
was literally held together with electrical tape. Stull seems to have 
usually used maple for his stocks but this one was done in fine 
burl walnut. Years of hard usage and drying had caused it to break 

By Tom Caceci and Mike Valentine

This composite image shows some of the major damage to the 
original stock.  Note the completely broken wrist behind the 
trigger guard, the huge chunk missing from the barrel channel, 
and the piece missing from the left side.  The stock wasn’t 
restorable, and had to be replaced.

The original tang had broken across where the screw held it to 
the stock.  Sam reconstructed it (top row) and hand-inletted it to 
the stock blank.

Tom (left) receives the rifle from Sam 
Thompson at the entrance to the NRA’s 
National Firearms Museum in Virginia.

A RESTORED SAM STULL RIFLE
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across the wrist. It was crudely “repaired” with iron straps and 
miscellaneous screws; the fore-end had been completely broken 
across and large chunks of the barrel channel were missing. The 
breech plug tang was broken as well. Luckily the brass ornamental 
inlays and wedge slot escutcheons were intact, but the stock was 
fit only for firewood.

It seemed a shame to let a fine artifact from a “name” maker, 
especially one with a well-documented geographic and family 
provenance, remain in such poor shape. Tom contacted Mike 
(who builds muzzleloaders as a hobby) to ask if he knew someone 
who could restore it. Mike was in touch with Sam Thompson 
from McLean, Virginia and and Larry Gardner from Burtonsville, 
Maryland, and Sam agreed to do the job, warning that it would 
take a year to complete. Mike very generously contributed a 
beautiful walnut stock blank to the project. After discussions 
among Tom, Mike, and Sam a decision was taken to create the 
replacement stock with the exact contours of the original. Hence 
the decrepit old stock was roughly re-assembled to serve as the 
model for the new one. At the same time the metal parts were to 
be overhauled and repaired as needed.

As can be seen in the photos Mike took while the work was 
in progress, Sam did a superb job on the restoration. The lock 
was completely disassembled and cleaned, and the barrel de-
breeched so the tang could be repaired. Originally the barrel had 
an underlug, which in the rifle’s 140+ year history had somehow 
been lost, as had the ramrod. A new under-barrel rib “distressed” 

to match the rest of the metal was 
fabricated: it was the only major 
metal part that had to be replaced. 
The pewter nose cap was re-cast to 
the shape of the original, the inlays 
carefully removed and preserved, 
later being inset into the new stock 
in exactly the same positions as in the 
old one.

A year after the project was initiated, 
Tom received the rifle from Sam 
at the entrance to the National 
Firearms Museum. In its restored 
state, the Stull rifle now hangs 
proudly over the fireplace of Jacob 
Wolfe’s granddaughter. Leo’s only 
male descendant doesn’t want it, so 
eventually it will be donated to the 
National Firearms Museum, where 
we hope it will be put on display 
as an exceptionally nice example of 
the “Ohio Rifle” of the mid-19th 
century.

Readers of this article who may 
know of more surviving examples 
of Stull’s work, and/or more details 
about his life, especially what may 
have been the fate of his shop records, 
are requested to please contact the 
authors with any information. 

1. Telephone conversations with 
some of Stull’s descendants have 
established this. A Stull rifle was 
sold in a James Cowan auction in 2005.

2.  Tilton, F.G. Ohio Gunsmith: Samuel Stull (1808-1907). 
Journal of the Association of Ohio Long Rifle Collectors, 
September 1981, pp. 2-4.

3.  Ibid.

The old stock was 
roughly re-assembled 
and used to mark out the 
lines and contours on 
the walnut blank Mike 
supplied.

The restored Stull rifle over the fireplace.
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The brass inlays in the stock and the engraved toe plate were carefully removed for later placement in the new stock.  Notice the 
completely broken wrist! 

The lock was completely disassembled and cleaned, than re-assembled.  In the image at left, the iron straps that were holding the 
broken wrist more or less together can be seen: these were of course discarded after the new stock was made.  Sam hand-inletted the 
lock plate to the stock blank.
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The stamped marking “S. STULL/OHIO” in two lines is supposed to be typical of Stull’s later production. The “wedding band” ornamentation on the breech 
and the muzzle and the engraving at the breech made us think this rifle might have been intended as a present to celebrate some special occasion in 
Jacob Wolfe’s life, as it seems a bit ornate for a work-a-day small game rifle.  The original pewter nose cap was damaged and a new one (shown) cast as 
a replacement; and the missing barrel underlug was replaced with one “distressed” perfectly to match the barrel’s condition.  Luckily no other parts were 
missing except the ramrod. 
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Muzzleloading Guns, Kits, Components and Accessories 
for the Builder, Hunter, Shooter, Reenactor and Collector.

Featuring
• Long Guns – Pedersoli, Lyman, Traditions, etc.
• Pistols & Revolvers – Pedersoli, Uberti, Pietta
• Long Gun & Pistol Kits
• Locks – Jim Chambers, L & R, Pedersoli, etc.
• Barrels – Green Mountain
• Triggers – Jim Chambers, L & R, Northstar, etc.
• Patchboxes, Inlays, Trigger Guards, Butt Plates
• Shooting Supplies & Accessories
• Tomahawks, Knives, Ironwork
• Leather Goods
• Books, Patterns, Videos

To Order: Send Check, Money Order, Credit Card Number and Exp. Date to:
Jedediah Starr Trading Co. – P.O. Box 2007, Farmington Hills, MI 48333

www.jedediah-starr.com
Telephone: (877) 857-8277

350-page Traditional Muzzleloading Catalog 
available for only $5.00 (catalog price refunded 
with first order)

mountain man 
rendezvous

april 28-29, 2018
Re-enactors from 1780's-1840's time 

period invited to our living history event:

• Black powder muzzle loader shoots
• Canoe race
• Educational activities for the kids
• No set-up fee, free firewood & water

Call 765-548-2136 or 765-548-0114
for further info or to make reservations.

Bridgeton, Indiana

@NMLRABP 
Follow Us on

Twitter
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Kindig defines the American Longrifle as the finest example of  
truly American rococo art, using 262 rifles from his extensive 
collection. The most comprehensive source ever published, our 
monumental 3rd Edition features dramatically improved photos 
using the original negatives, now including the locks. A new 48 
page addition features over 240 full color photos with multiple, 
detailed views of  28 of  the finest Kentuckys, many previously 
unpublished. Much new information discovered over the last 
35 years has been added, along with the extensive information 
& photos from Shumway’s 1983 edition. The early Pennsylvania 
& Maryland schools of  gunsmithing are covered, along with 
biographical data on the makers. 624 pages and over 1,100 
photos & illustrations, 240 in full color, in an oversize, 9” x 12” 
hardbound volume.

Thoughts on the Kentucky Rifle 
in its Golden Age  Annotated 3rd Edition - Joe Kindig, Jr.

1.800.786.6210
www.crazycrow.com

P.O. Box 847 D-5 * Pottsboro, TX 75076Dealer Inquiries Invited

164 pg catalog available for $5 & FREE Bi-Monthly Sales Flyer

$125.00 
plus $8.95 Shipping

2216 Ritner Hwy., Carlisle , PA 17015 

Phone :  717-249-5977   8:00 to 5:00  Week days 

www.blackpowderbags.com 
 

Shoulder Bags 

Belt Bags 

Belts 

Rifle Slings 

Holster 

Horn straps 

Lock Covers 

And More 

We produce an extensive line of Possibles Bags                                                             
and Accessories to outfit the muzzleloader hunter and reenactor 



Clark Kelly Frazier (1927 — 2017)

Long time NMLRA competitor, 
Clark (one of the oldest kids on the 
block) Frazier passed away December 
28, 2017, surrounded by his family 
in Findlay, Ohio. Clark was born 
December 12, 1927 in Baconton, 
Georgia and lived most of his life in 
Rawson, Ohio.  Many times referred 
to as “Clark Kelly”, he was a graduate 
of Kentucky Military Institute (KMI) 
in Louisville, Kentucky, where he 
was a standout running back and 
defensive halfback on the football 
team.

Clark married Mary Lou Steegman in 
1948 and for the next 68 years, they 
would be a close team through career 
changes, fund raising, shooting sports, 
and the raising of three daughters, 
Pam, Deb and Chris, and a son, Billy. 
Clark would shoot at Friendship, 
Indiana the first time in 1949.

To many of the people who knew him, it was obvious that he was 
a multi-faceted individual, but only a few were aware of the “many 
lives” of Clark Kelly Frazier. After graduation from high school, Clark 
joined his father’s business as a distributer for Mobil Oil petroleum 
products in Northwest Ohio. After his father’s death in 1951 he 
became a full-time manager of the family’s farm.  He raised crops and 
pigs, and was recognized as Ohio Farmer of the Year, mainly for his 
design and building of mechanized feed lots that greatly reduced the 
labor involved. In the early 1960s, he produced Frazier Farms Pork 
Burgers. 

At the age of thirty-six, however, Clark went back to school, college 
this time. He earned his Bachelor of Science in Industrial Arts 
Education from Ohio Northern University and a later a Master’s 
Degree from the University of Toledo. Embarking on a teaching 
career, Clark would teach Occupational Work Education, OWE, at 
Findlay High School for 21 years, focusing on ceramics and offset 
printing. 

Not one to ever sit still, during this time Clark would also build and 
fly sail planes, shoot competitively in several different disciplines, sail 
and water ski on Lake Erie, tinker with an antique car, and hunt for 
arrowheads. Clark and Mary Lou were among the founders and major 
fund raisers for the Blanchard Valley Center, Sheltered Workshop, and 
Residential Center for the mentally handicapped.  

And of course, he designed and built the Frazier Matchmate 
Competition Muzzle Loading Rifles. Clark and Mary Lou traveled to 

Egypt, Israel, Mexico and Europe and 
all over the U.S. including Hawaii. 
They were at the first Western Winter 
National Shoot.

Over a shooting career that would 
span seven decades, Clark would 
win the National Round Ball 
Championship three times, the 
Crosley Cup, the Founders Trophy 
(twice, 50 years apart), and numerous 
other category championships and 
records at national and state levels. 
Mary Lou was a strong competitor 
with the bench guns. He was a 
member of Black Swamp ML. 
Outside of black powder competition; 
he earned the Distinguished 
Marksman rating with the U.S. 
Service Rifle. Clark was a life member 
of the NMLRA and the NRA, the 
Hancock County Ohio Sportsman 
Hall of fame and the NMLRA Hall 

of Fame. He has rifles in the Smithsonian, the National Firearms 
Museum and the Museum of the NMLRA. His descendants, Cottrels, 
Bolens, and Doolittles, continue to be active in the muzzle loading 
community.

Beyond his own competitive achievements however, Clark was 
responsible for mentoring dozens, possibly hundreds of shooters 
in the black powder sport. As a member of the NRA black powder 
committee, he ran the muzzle loading championships at Camp Perry 
for many years. He always made himself available to shooters seeking 
advice and was a walking encyclopedia of hints on how to improve 
the performance of both shooter and equipment. It didn’t matter if 
you were a veteran with a custom bench rifle or a newbie with a store 
bought production gun, Clark would always take time to talk to you. 
It was sometimes entertaining to watch a five minute walk to the 
target desk turn into an hour of Clark Frazier’s philosophy on muzzle 
loading accuracy at various stops along the way. 

Clark Frazier will be missed by many of us involved in the NMLRA 
and the black powder shooting sport.  It won’t seem quite the same 
at Friendship without the fellow in the top hat riding the electric two 
wheeled scooter dubbed “The Old Kid’s Harley” down to the 300 
yard line to check his target. To use one of his favorite descriptive 
phrases, “He was a peach of a guy”. Clark’s last official shot at 
Friendship this fall was a 10X at 300 yards. Pretty fitting if you think 
about it.

Rusty and Pam Cottrel  
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  Sign me up! Here’s my annual membership fee 
of $40.00 ($50.00 in U.S. funds for mailing ad-
dresses outside the United States). Send me the 
monthly membership magazine Muzzle Blasts, 
and full NMLRA membership credentials.

Name  ___________________________________________________

Address  _________________________________________________

City State Zip  ___________________________________________

E-mail  __________________________________________________

 Payment Enclosed (check or money order). 

Charge to Visa  Master Card  Discover

Card#  ___________________________________________________

3 digit V-Code  ___________________ Exp.  _________________

Signature  _______________________________________________

Daytime Phone#  ________________________________________

Mail to: NMLRA Membership Dept. MB
PO Box 67, Friendship, IN 47021-0067

or call 812-667-5131.
Sign up on the website: http://www.nmlra.org

e-mail: lparks@nmlra.org

Terry Morgan (1939 — 2017)

Terry Morgan, 78, Wapakoneta, Ohio, was a long-time fellow member 
of NMLRA, ASSRA, and OGCA. He was a founding member of the 
Shawnee Longrifles (a NMLRA Charter Club). For 20 years, Terry was 
president of the Tri-State Gun Collector’s Association. I knew him best 
as an opposing member of the Ohio Longrifle Team where he was a 
formidable competitor. Active on the Primitive Range at the NMLRA’s 
National Shoots at Friendship, he was Chief (as they were known 
before they were called Booshway) of the very first (1967) NMLRA 
National Rendezvous ever held. In doing this, Terry led the inaugura-

tion of one of the most significant programs in the NMLRA’s history. This program was later taken 
up and embraced by others. In his prime, Terry could shoot a Kentucky longrifle and throw a 
tomahawk with the best of them. He will be missed in all the venues above and more.

Terry was a pipe fitter/plumber by trade and he worked for over 35 years as a project manager. A 
family man, Terry was married to Susan E. Morgan. They had eight children, sixteen grandchil-
dren, and nine great grand-children. 

My thanks go to Tom Bowersox for some of the above information. Thanks also to Dale McGee 
for the photos. 

Last  Relay
We regret to report the death of these fellow members. The 

Association extends its  condolences to their families and friends.

 MIKE R COOK
TEXAS

PATRICK E TIERNEY
TENNESSEE

PAUL W MITCHELL
KENTUCKY

JACK ALZAPIEDI 
MASSACHUSETTS
ROBERT PENCE

INDIANA
CLARK K FRAZIER 

OHIO

ROBERT W CURRY 
ILLINOIS

MRS. ROBERT L KEELER 
MICHIGAN

100+ FULL COLOR PAGES! 
Traditional muzzleloading guns, American history, 

how-to, hunting, artisan profiles, product and  
book reviews... & more!

PUBLISHED SINCE 1974 - 6 times a year
Traditional muzzleloading at its best. 

No in-lines, no sabots. 
Just good, old-fashioned fun with real muzzleloaders.

Satisfaction Guaranteed!
One Year ~ $32 • Two Years ~ $57
Canada: One year ~ $42• Two years ~ $74

International: One year ~ $57 • Two years ~ $114

SUBSCRIBE NOW!

Phone: 615-230-9853
Online: www.muzzleloadermag.com

MUZZLELOADER
Subscription Services

PO Box 385
Congers NY 10920-0385
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Gun Works, Inc.

 still only $5.00!

VIEW ITEMS AND ORDER ONLINE!
www.dixiegunworks.com

Major credit cards accepted

FoR oRDERs only  (800) 238-6785

1412 W Reelfoot Ave.  PO Box 130  Dept. 11  Union City, TN 38281
INFO PHONE:  (731) 885-0700    FAX:  (731) 885-0440

EMAIL:  info@dixiegunworks.com

thE total, authEntic blackpowDER ExpERiEncE
Whether you’re immersed in reenactment or are a modern 
blackpowder hunting or sport shooting enthusiast, our 2018 
DixiE Gun woRks catalog has everything you need to 
make the blackpowder shooting experience complete. 
You’ll find the world’s largest selection of blackpowder 
replica arms, accessories,  and antique parts, as well as 
muzzleloader hunting and sport shooting equipment.

DIXIE GUN WORKS, INC.

pRoFEssional sERVicE 
anD ExpERtisE GuaRantEED
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Track of the Wolf, Inc.
www.trackofthewolf.com v 763-633-2500

Creedmoor Ramrods, 36” & 44” lengths - from $29.99

Button Jags, .32 - .75 caliber - from $3.49

World Leader in Muzzle Loading Supplies
18308 Joplin St. N.W., Elk River, MN 55330

#Catalog-18
432 pages

12,000 products
Only $10.00
shipped in the US

Caywood Gunmakers
David Crockett Rifle (brochure $8)

English Fowler, Officer’s Fusil, Game Gun,
French “C” & “D”, Wilson Chief’s gun,
Northwest Trade gun, Southern Rifle,

Full brochure, $3.
18 King’s Hill Estates, Berryville, AR 72616
www.caywoodguns.com, 870-423-4741

Hand Made Buckskin Frontiersmans Garments.
Blanket Coats, Moccasins, Rifle 
Cases, Hunting Pouches. 
Tomahawks, Knives, 
Muzzleloading Guns, Fur Hats, 
Illustrated Catalog, $3.00.
Tecumseh’s Trading Post
4 Liberty Lane, Cody, WY 82414

COONIE’S 
BLACK POWDER

BOX 2062 HOBBS NM 88241
(800) 713-6321

FAX (575) 393-6060
EMAIL: cooniesblkpdr@aol.com

“Goex” Black Powder
Fg-4Fg-Cannon-Cartridge-
Cowboy- Express Powder-

Pinnacle (B.P. sub)-and Swiss
Only GOEX-made in USA

Olde Enysford Powder now available

www.NMLRA.org

Gunmaking and Sport Shooting

Now 
Available!

New English Translations of 
Three Rare European Treatises:

• Manual on the Fabrication of Military Small Arms by Major Cotty
• The Gun Expert by J.W. Roux

• The Treasury of the Shotgun by an Association of Hunters
These manuals - from France, Germany, and Spain - span more than 

half 
practices used in the past, and into state-of-the-art manufacturing 

before the advent of parts standardization and mass production.

$35.00
+ Tax & S&H

To order call 
(812) 667-5131

or visit us online at:
www.nmlra.org
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NMLRA club Lafayette Long Rifles of North Carolina is proud to 
answer the call for a powder horn and strap for the 2018 WNS. HCH 
Journeyman Horner Rick Sheets will provide a bison horn featuring 
antique brass tacks and engraving in the style of George Catlin. It will be 
paired with a finger woven strap by Dennis Maness. Both Dennis and 
Rick are artisan members of the LLR.

The pouch is from The Leatherman Gary Fatherree from Carlisle, PA.  
This is a large pouch with four pockets; two internal and two external.  
With adjustable strap.

Incentive Prize Knife

For those who donate $40 or more your tickets will go into a separate 
drawing for this special knife.  Tickets will then be added to main 
drawing for chances at the other prizes.

This beautiful knife was handcrafted and donated by Wayne Mims of 
Titus, Alabama.  It has a Damascus steel blade made from 1084 steel and 
layered 240 times.  The handle is made of Oosik which is a bone from 
a walrus and is sought after by many craftsmen.  Wayne has donated 
several times to the WNS. 

Drawing will be Monday March 5, 2018 just before the awards.  
You do not need to be present to win.  All proceeds go the cost of the 
Western National Shoot.  A donation is requested for the tickets of $2.00 
for one or $5.00 for three.  Use the tickets on the next page and make 
copies if necessary.  Make the copies the same size as the original.  Please 
mail the tickets with donation to the NMLRA office or to me:

Andy Larson
831 Wavecrest Ln
Houston,   TX   77062

Thanks in advance for your support of the Western National Shoot and 
to all craftsmen for their prize donations.  

2018 NMLRA Western National Shoot Giveaway
By Andy Larson

We will have four (4) prizes for the giveaway this year. A rifle, powder horn,  
pouch and knife.  Here is a letter from the maker of the rifle.

Hello

My name is Mike Roby.  This gun is a Jim 

Chambers smooth rifle kit, cherry wood 

stock, 54 cal. smooth bore.  I received 

this gun at the 2017 Western Nationals, 

assembled in the white.  I fitted the sliding 

wood patch box; hand built the latch; and 

inlet the star.  I removed a great deal of wood, 

added a nose cap and the barrel wedges.  I 

had to refit all of the parts and do the finish 

on the stock and metal parts.

Our friend Charlie Maggard of Spring Valley, 

AZ was kind enough to do the outstanding 

engraving on this gun.  This will be a very 

nice piece for the 2018 Western Nationals 

Shoot in Phoenix.

 Thank you for giving me the opportunity to 

complete this gun for the NMLRA raffle.

           Mike Roby  

 Prescott Valley, AZ
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JIM GARDNER

I started shooting muzzle loaders in the 1960s. I had a 20 
gauge single-shot shotgun. The guys I used to hunt quail with 
always complained that as I shot they could not see because of 
all the smoke!

  I just hope that we can pass on the companionship one gets 
with talking with the other muzzleloaders at the different 
shoots to the younger generation so that they will also enjoy 
shooting and talking with the other muzzleloaders. There 
always were three guys that I could count on to have a shoot 
on my farm in Waverly, West Virginia. They were Terry Smith, 
Gary Waggoner, and me. There were others that attended the 
shoots we had, in fact we had a total of 10 muzzleloaders at 
one shoot. But at all shoots there always were Terry, Gary, and 
myself; we put it all together, but it was Terry Smith who held 
it all together. 

 I hope and pray that the younger generation will enjoy 
shooting, building, and treasuring the companionship of the 
other muzzleloaders as they are a great group of people. They 
will help you anyway they can. The picture contains the three 

of us, I am on the left, Terry Smith is in the center and Gary 
Waggoner is on the right; Gary and I are holding the hawk 
pipes Terry made for us.

 I recommend the book Flintlocks: A Practical Guide for their 
use and Appreciation by Eric A. Bye. It is an excellent book 
for beginners as well as old timers. I received mine from the 
NMLRA for a donation about seven years ago it was a gift and 
it was one of the best gifts I have ever received. I have ordered 
three other copies for Gary, Terry and Junior to have and read, 
because it has really good info for woods shoots, sighting in, 
and other items necessary for flintlocks shooters.

 I am also the 2011 grand winner of a full-stock flintlock, 50 
caliber muzzleloader made for the NMLRA by Dennis Priddy, 
it is a great shooter and I am proud to own such a fine rifle. I 
am very proud to be a member of the 1 of 1000.

Keep your powder dry.  

Jim

1 of 1000 Profile:
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1 of 1000 Endowment Program For more 
information about the program, please contact: 
Bob Copner - 1 of 1000 Endowment Chairman 
- 4682 Valley End Lane, Fairfield, CA 94534, 
National Muzzle Loading Rifle Association, P.O. 
Box 67, Friendship, IN 47021 - (812) 667-5131 or 
707-864-0442 - robert.copner@comcast.net

Attention: 1 of 1000 Members We plan 
to continue publishing 1 of 1000 member 
profiles in Muzzle Blasts. Profiles published to 
date include randomly selected early and later 
members. If you would like to submit your 
profile (approximately 400 words and a photograph) explaining why 
being a member of the 1 of 1000 is important to you, please send it to 

Lydia Morath at lmorath@nmlra.org, Bob Copner 
at robert.copner@comcast.net or mail to P.O. 
Box 67, Friendship, Indiana 47021.
What happens to my tax-deductible 
donation to the 1 of 1000 Endowment 
Program? The money you put in, will remain 
in the endowment and can be used only to 
generate interest or to purchase a permanent 
asset such as land. The principal can never 
be used for the general operation of the 
Association. The NMLRA Board of Directors can 
use up to 75% of the interest for the new and 
innovative programs that ensure the long-term 

viability of the Association and help it to prosper. 

Is Your Name on the Wall?

New 1 of 1000 Members
#632 - Joseph N. Valentin, MI
#633 - Jamison L. Brugger, NE

#634 - Floyd O. Moore, IA*
#635 - Jim Hash, Gunsmith-Extraodinaire, VA*

#636 - Donald Mobley, IN
#637 - Rocky R. Ryan, WV

#638 - John H. Faulhaber, IL
#639 - Everett Lovell, VA
#640 - Nick Palm, MD

#641 - James L. Tryon, NE
#642 - Frank A. Tait, VA
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By Tom Caceci

In the past, revolver makers often sold their products in fitted 
cases. Whether elegantly made for a presentation or a work-

a-day product, the case served the very essential purpose of 
keeping the gun and various accessories together and protected 
from damage. It’s possible to buy such fitted cases today for 
the most popular common reproduction guns, though usually 
well-made, they’re fairly expensive. Plus cases for single-shot 
weapons or smaller revolvers aren’t commercially available. 
However, it’s easy to make your own fitted case. You need a 
suitable box, some hand tools including a fine tooth saw, and 
some crafts supplies. The case can be customized any way you 
like and fitted and finished to whatever degree you like.

Boxes are where you find them. If you don’t want to build 
your own from scratch, look in thrift shops, flea markets, 
and similar places. Cases originally used for cutlery or jewelry 
are often suitable and cheap. And don’t overlook cigar stores! 
Many cigar boxes are very well built and very good for smaller 
guns. So, long as it’s sturdy and of proper size it will do. You’re 
going to refinish it anyway, so exterior scratches and finish 
damage are unimportant. Finishing touches if you want to add 
them include such things as fancy catches, a “piano” hinge, 

and decorative corners. The exterior bottom of the box can 
be covered with leatherette or have anti-scratch pads glued in 
place. All of these items can be purchased at a hardware store.

I needed a case for a Model 1858 Remington reproduction, 
which was fitted with a conversion cylinder for fixed 
ammunition. I planned the layout to include a block for the 
extra cylinder, various tools for the percussion cylinder, a 
powder flask, etc. The first step was to clean up and refinish 
the outside of the box, before any interior work was done. 
Because my revolver has a spare cylinder, in planning the 
layout I cut a wood block and bored a hole through it with 
a hole saw.  This block was wood-glued into the box in the 
proper spot, before any interior fabric was put in place. It 
was stained to match the exterior of the box, as was the space 
under it.

Next, the initial layout was done by placing the gun and 
the other items in the box and marking where the interior 
partitions should go. After establishing how the box was to be 
divided, I cut strips of wood for partitions and glue them in 
place, making some allowance for the thickness of the lining 
material you planned to use. I usually use balsa wood for 
partitioning small cases, but other soft woods such as poplar 
are equally suitable. Local hardware stores and craft shops 
can supply strips of the proper width. When the glue dries, 

Making Your Custom Revolver Case

Tools and supplies need to make your custom revolver case.

CASE BEFORE AND AFTER: This case came from a thrift shop. It 
was sanded to remove exterior damage and stained for uniform 
color.
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Making Your Custom Revolver Case

INITIAL LAYOUT: The gun is placed in the box, 
and pencil marks are made to show where 
the partitions need to be.

INITIAL PARTITIONS: Strips of wood of 
proper width are cut to length and glued 
edge-on into the bottom of the box, using 
strong wood glue.

PATTERNS IN PLACE: Use copier paper 
to make patterns, being careful to cut 
each pattern exactly to the shape of 
the compartment it will fit. Label them 
for proper orientation. Patterns for the 
partitions should be made in one piece, 
to eliminate seams at the places where 
the wood strips join at an angle.

PATTERNS ON CLOTH: Lay the patterns 
on the cloth, having due regard for any 
“grain” in the fabric so that it will be 
consistent in the finished box. Use a 
standard office stapler to attach the 
patterns, rather than pins.  You want 
them to be perfectly flat and not to 
shift while cutting. Use a sharp pair of 
scissors (preferably used only for cloth) 
to cut the fabric exactly to the patterns.

INITIAL PARTITION COVERINGS: Using crafter’s 
glue, put the partition coverings in place first, 
smoothing them out to avoid wrinkles.  Later 
glue the coverings for the bottom in place, 
being careful to match the seams perfectly.  The 
fabric will have some “stretch” that permits 
making the joints invisible.  Be sure to use a 
glue that dries clear!

FINISHED: The finished product, complete with the “vanity label” for the 
fictitious “New River Armory.”
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start making patterns for the interior 
lining.

This is the only really tricky part. 
Use copier paper to make patterns, 
fitting them perfectly to the interior 
spaces and the partitions. It’s best to 
make the patterns for the bottoms of 
the spaces and the lining of the lid 
separately, and to make patterns for 
the partitions in such a way that both 
sides are covered right down to where 
the fabric on them will meet that 
on the bottom of the compartment. 
Make a pattern for the interior of 
the lid as well.  If you want to cover 
the hinges on the inside, extend that 
pattern down the back wall of the 
box.

TWO CASED COLTS: Two examples of cases lined with velvet, for an M1862 Police and a M1849. 
In one the cover cloth has been extended to hide the hinge. Both these boxes originally held 
smoked salmon!

POCKET REMINGTON: Cases for small revolvers aren’t generally available. This is a “French” style case, lined with velvet, for a 
Remington Pocket revolver. It’s lined with silk and made from a sturdy cigar box.  The gun and flask nestle in half-depth cavities in a 
block of Styrofoam glued to the bottom of the case. The small compartment holds a supply of round balls and was made from the cedar 
strips that came with the cigar box. 
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Lining material is a matter of personal choice. A vast array 
of suitable cloth can be found at any fabric store and a 
yard will do several cases. I’ve used velvet for some, silk 
for others, depending on the style of the box. For the 
M1858 case I chose a fabric intended for upholstering a 
couch: it’s very sturdy and tear resistant. You may want to 
wash and iron the cloth before use, to eliminate sizing and 
any possible shrinkage. Staple the patterns to the fabric 
chosen. Don’t use pins: staples are stronger and allow the 
patterns to lie flat against the cloth. If there is “grain” in 
the cloth, orient the patterns so that it will be consistent 
in the finished compartments. Cut the cloth pieces with a 
sharp pair of scissors exactly to each pattern.

The cloth has to be glued in place very firmly. Use a 
“crafter’s glue” that dries clear and is water soluble, so that 
it can be thinned a bit with water if needed. You want 
glue that will be “tacky” and allow a bit of adjustment 
and stretch in the cloth if needed. Using a brush spread 
the glue on the partitions first. If you’ve made your 
patterns correctly, the cloth you cut should fit each one 
exactly. Brush the glue along the sides and tops, covering 
them completely; then carefully place fabric over them, 
smoothing it into place to eliminate wrinkles and making 
sure it reaches the floor of the compartment. Then install 
the fabric onto the bottom of each compartment, again 
covering the entire surface with the glue and making sure 
the seams are perfectly aligned so that there’s no visible 
gap at the partitions. Let everything dry completely and 
you’re ready to go.

There are several case styles, including the “French” type 
in which the gun is nestled into a cavity shaped to fit 
it, instead of being laid on the bottom of the box. This 
sort of case is a little more work but looks very nice: cut 
a “cushion” of Styrofoam to fit the entire interior of the 
case, trace the outlines of the gun and accessories on it, 
and cut out the spaces to hold the gun and flask, etc. 
Once these are done, cover the “cushion” with a suitable 
fabric—I prefer silk or velvet for this part—and glue it 
to the Styrofoam, leaving enough slack to let the gun 
and accessories “nestle” into their cavities when the lid is 
closed.

If you find a suitably sized case, you can use this same 
method to make an elegant case for a shotgun or rifle, as 
well. Reproduction maker’s labels can be purchased if you 
want one: in my case I designed my own for the wholly-
fictitious “New River Armoury”! Making your own fitted 
case is a nice project for a winter weekend, providing 
protection for your gun and a good deal of satisfaction.  

PARTITIONS COMPOSITE (N.B. this image is provided as an alternative 
to the “INITIAL PARTITIONS” and “INITIAL PARTITION COVERINGS”): 
Top: Strips of wood of proper width are cut to length and glued edge-
on into the bottom of the box, using strong wood glue. Bottom: Using 
crafter’s glue, put the partition coverings in place first, smoothing 
them out to avoid wrinkles. Later glue the coverings for the bottom in 
place, being careful to match the seams perfectly. The fabric will have 
some “stretch” that permits making the joins invisible.  Be sure to use 
glue that dries clear!
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Although the Championship scores from last fall will be 
listed in Muzzle Blasts, there was an important event 

that I would like to make you aware of. The National Record 
in the Pistol Championships was a 954-35 set by Bill Carver 
in 1964. Many shooters over the years sought to break that 
record and worked for years trying to do so. This year, a young 
man, Jason Gregoire, did just that! Jason scored a 956-30. 
Jason is serious in his efforts, engaging, and most enjoyable to 
see on the line. Congratulations to you Jason! Well done!

PISTOL RANGE NEWS

The Pistol Committee solicited the Board of Directors 
for a Pistol page on the NMLRA website prior to the 

June Board meeting. That has been approved and we are in 
the process of detailing the information that we would like 
to provide on that site. It will include news about the pistol 
range so that you can access such information as you prepare 
to attend Friendship. Important scores and records, history, 
and detailed information about our match procedures will also 
be available. In other words, anything that will help you enjoy 
our facility will have a place on this page. I can’t speak to a 
timeline just yet but the information is being gathered.

Another important change on the pistol line is the addition of 
a Classified Senior Pistol Championship. Whether this match 
is successful is entirely a matter of participation.  Competitors 
over 60 will now be able to compete in their own aggregate 
using a two-hand hold and optics or iron sights as they 
choose. This is a full 1000 point aggregate and many can 
finish such a program in two days. It is a great opportunity 
for any senior to compete on the pistol line without regard to 
past experience. Consider competing in the new Senior Pistol 
Championship.  Incidentally, don’t worry too much about 
those optics if you don’t have them. But, that two-hand hold 
may be quite helpful.

Also approved by our Board was a rewritten spring and fall 
program. The match programs now list more information in a 
chronologically correct format that is computer friendly.  

The final news item is that the 50-yard and 100-yard ranges 
have been completed. The work is done and we now have 
substantial target frames that will be trouble-free for decades. 
Thanks to Jerry Middendorf who drove the pipes in the 
ground which the frames are held in before the concrete was 
poured.  Thank Jerry when you get a chance, the 25-yard and 
50-yard frames are perfectly aligned!

HANDLING NERVES

Over the years, I have talked with a surprising number 
of people who describe how difficult it is for them to 

compete in a match. They speak of losing control to such a 
degree that when they raise the pistol to the target it shakes 
violently, right off the paper at 25 yards. Could this be a 
reason that some refuse to compete in any major competition? 
That would be a shame. But, uncontrollable shaking and 
increased heart rate do seem debilitating. 

Those of you who have read my articles in the past know 
that I see successful competitive shooting as a mostly mental 

PISTOL SHOTS II
By Mike Luma
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game. I’m convinced of this, and this particular subject is 
an example. The subconscious is quite capable of reacting to 
conscious thoughts. Now, we are about to understand why our 
continued attempts to compete produce enough anxiety to 
hamper our most serious efforts! Let’s sort this out, but keep 
in mind that my beliefs are based on my years of competition, 
not a degree in psychology. According to Webster’s New 
World Dictionary, psychology is the science dealing with the 
mind and mental and emotional processes, and like it or not, 
that’s right down our alley!

Anxiety may begin just before posting your first match target 
or shortly thereafter. You return to the line and sense that 
feeling, you’re committed, and you must now find a way to 
put 5 or 10 good shots on the target. Sound familiar? I’ve been 
there too, and it is a little more emotional than we realize. The 
mind picks up those conscious emotions and the heart starts 
beating faster, we get nervous, and we start shaking. And here 
all this time you thought you could control your thoughts! 
Tch! Tch!

How can hanging a match target do this? We are dealing 
with a higher level of desire when shooting an important 
match. But all of this shaking and the fast heart beats seem to 
be telling you that you just aren’t cut out to compete. Don’t 
believe it for a minute! I’ll say to you what I said to myself 
years ago. “There must be something here that would be of 
some benefit, so what could it be?” Well, it’s all of benefit to 
you as a competitor. This mental excitement is all your senses 
coming to their highest level of ability to meet your desire to 
shoot winning scores! Here all along, our fears and doubts 
are amplified, along side with our belief in our ability, and 
nervousness is the result!

Here is my recommendation for handling this. Starting today, 
and forever more, believe in your ability. You need to embrace 
rather than fear your emotions, and calmness will come with 
acceptance, but it will take some work.

All of the emotions I’ve described aren’t going away just 
because you recognize what is going on. A great method to 
calm yourself is to just lean back against the loading bench 
and relax, breathing slowly and fully. Take your time and let 
your mind wander into something that’s always a pleasant 
thought, all the while breathing fully. If need be, do this as 
frequently as required. Others may comment that you’re not 
very serious today, just smile and nod, and go back to your 
thoughts. If they only knew! This simple technique is probably 
the most effective method I’ve found to calm myself and relax 
my mind and body.

To make the process described work consistently, you need 
more trust in yourself than you probably have now. It may be 
human nature to be uncertain about many things in life, but it 

surely doesn’t belong in our shooting.

But, trying to convince yourself that you will succeed is a form 
of anxiety. Pacing and otherwise trying to force a belief that 
“you are ready,” or thinking “it’s your time,” creates anxiety.   
Thinking about beating the competition is anxiety. Believing is 
entirely different. It is time for you to believe in yourself. Your 
inner senses have to know without question, that you can 
shoot as well as can be done.

The inner sense is your belief. It is heartfelt, honest, and 
sincere. It is your deepest, most personal being. Once you 
believe in yourself, perspective will come. You will handle your 
shooting activities differently because you truly, in your heart, 
know you will shoot well. You will also understand that the 
heightened senses you feel are not only helpful, but actually 
increase your performance by allowing you to remain calm 
and in control even when the pressure is at its highest level.

You’ve seen people like that. They perform better as the 
pressure mounts. Did you think that was a coincidence? That 
it was by chance? Or that such a competitor was one of a 
kind? No way.  That shooter believes in what he is capable of 
doing. You pour on the pressure and he keeps getting better 
and calmer! And then he smiles at you! It’s a secret you know, 
believing, but not many do. I’ve seen competitors who have all 
the characteristics of being on top of their game, but then hear 
them express their doubts.

I’m a believer and it gets into my heart pretty quick. But let 
me add this caveat. You need to shoot a lot, and why not, 
it’s what you like, right? Think while you shoot, ask yourself 
questions, like why did that happen? Shoot to learn, and 
when you reach the point that you are shooting championship 
scores, you will be a winner. See everything as practice. The 
matches you compete in this year are practice for next year.

Remind yourself that you have no influence over your 
competition. Don’t be concerned with their scores or what 
they do, it’s a distraction. You are competing with yourself. 
The scores of others will only be interesting after you complete 
your matches. Think about you and concentrating on what 
you’ve learned and believe!

When you stop doubting yourself, and do the work that you 
know needs to be done, you will be capable of shooting as 
good a score as anyone! Believe!  

Visit our new website

www.NMLRA.org
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JOURNAL
Publication of the National Muzzle Loading Rifle Association's Big Game Records Program

By Eric Boley

 The does that were feeding in front of my blind nervously 
lifted their heads as the hair on the back of my neck stood 
on end. A pack of wolves howled near my stand, as the sun 
slipped below the horizon. Dusk was falling on the next to last 
day of my whitetail hunt in Northern Saskatchewan.  

 It had been a long hunt with unseasonably warm conditions 
and minimal deer movement.  Sitting from before sun 
up until well after dark makes for long days, but they are 
necessary to be successful and harvest a big Northwoods 
buck. Hunting the boreal forests of northern Saskatchewan is 
something everyone needs to experience.

 This was my second trip to Saskatchewan and my second hunt 
with Keith Graham and Camp Whitetail. The previous year 
I had been fortunate to connect on a nice 140-inch whitetail 
with my muzzleloader on the third day of my hunt and this 
year I was hoping for something even bigger. Things weren’t 
looking good, however, with warm temperatures and super 
wet conditions from melting snow, making access to certain 
hunting areas impossible.

 The wet conditions were brutal on the quads, so we were 
limited to where we could hunt. We spent hours winching 
ourselves out of deep wet bogs and almost daily one of the 
quads needed repair as the mud and water got inside the boots 
and wreaked havoc on the drive trains and suspensions of the 
four wheelers. Usually this time of year snowmobiles are the 
mode of transportation, but this was not a normal year.

 We knew big bucks were in the area in which I was hunting. 
We looked at images of them taken by trail cams, but the 
deer seemed to be moving only after dark. I wondered if the 
wolves that were hunting the same area were having an effect 
on deer movement too. I hunted in several stands during my 
first five days, but settled on a blind at which a big ten point 
was frequently seen on camera. I nicknamed him Michael 
Myers after the killer in the Halloween horror films and told 
Keith I was going to shoot him on Halloween day. Halloween 
was tomorrow and would be my last day hunting deer. I left 
the blind in the darkness with a silent prayer in my heart 
that Mike Myers would make a mistake and visit my stand 
tomorrow.

 The following morning I made sure to get to the blind early. 

Northwoods Monster
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I love to be in the 
woods before daylight 
and listen as the world 
comes alive. It is a 
magical time as you 
hear the small animals 
rustling around the 
underbrush. The 
birds start to chirp 
and awaken. Shadows 
moving in predawn 
light suddenly take 
shape and you hope one 
of them will be the prey 
you are after.

 
As I sat in my blind and tried to discern the shapes moving in 
front of me, I did all I could to make one of them wear a huge 
rack of bone. Just as dawn was breaking and my optics were 
gathering enough light for me to really be able to get a good 
look at the deer moving through the forest, the pack of wolves 
welcomed the day by howling near my stand. I truly expected 
them to be right on top of me they sounded so close, and the 
figures that had been moving around in front of me quickly 
melted into the forest.

 I was sick!  Had Mike Myers been there and had the wolves 
scared him away and out of my life?  It was shaping up to be 
a long day. I settled back and prepared myself for a long wait.  
This wasn’t the start I had been hoping for on my final day of 
hunting. While these types of hunts aren’t physically draining, 
mentally they are some of the most grueling hunts. Sitting 
in an enclosed blind from before sunrise until well after dark 
takes a toll. A person really gets to know themselves well and 
they have a great deal of time for self-reflection and second 
guessing. Wondering if the right decision on where to hunt is 
normal and a hunter almost doesn’t want to see pictures from 
trail cam photos at other stands for fear a big deer showed up 
in a different location than the one chosen.

 After about an hour I caught movement out of the corner 
of my eye and a group of does and fawns began to move 
through the area. They all seemed to be at ease and began to 
feed in front of the stand. I was encouraged by their behavior 
and was hopeful the pack of wolves had moved on to other 
hunting grounds. I was starting to feel optimistic when all of 
their heads snapped up and they went on full alert, staring at 
something through the screen of trees that blocked my view.

 The does tails all came up and they began blowing and 
stomping their feet. The fawns began to retreat and head away 
from the unseen threat. I was devastated as the does all bolted, 
their big white tails waving, and took every deer in the area 

with them. Had the 
wolves returned?

 
I had my head in my 
hands and was cursing 
the wolves when I heard 
a stick snap in front of 
the stand. I lifted my 
head and stared at the 
spot from where the 
sound emanated.  
Something was 
approaching and I fully 
expected to see the 
wolves come ghosting 
through the screen of 

trees. I could make out a shape just through the trees and then 
suddenly Mike Myers stepped through the brush.

 He stood statue-like surveying the area. He was regal. It took 
me a split second to get my muzzleloader on the shooting 
sticks and flip off the safety. As the crosshairs of my Nikon 
scope settled on his front shoulders, I took a deep breath, 
exhaled slowly, and squeezed the trigger of my Knight .50 
caliber.

 Just like the year before, with the cool wet air, the cloud of 
burned powder hung like a cloud in the air. I couldn’t see a 
thing, and the smoke drifted back into my blind, making it 
even harder to see. I was desperate to see if my shot had been 
true. Finally, I could see through the haze to the spot where 
Michael Myers had been standing. He was gone and I again 
wondered if I’d made a good shot. At that moment a breeze 
came up and cleared the smoke that hung on the ground like a 
thick mist.

 Mike Myers had collapsed on the exact spot where he stood. 
I could see one big main beam sticking up from behind the 
brush. I quickly reloaded although I was sure it would not be 
necessary. As I exited the blind and walked the 100 yards to 
where the deer lay, I couldn’t believe how big his body was and 
how his rack continued to grow. My prediction had come true 
and I had taken a true Northwood monster.

 I hurriedly called Keith to share the great news and then 
notified my guide Ashton McIntyre that I had taken my 
deer. While I waited for Ashton to bring the quad and help 
me get my deer back to camp, I took a moment to thank my 
Heavenly Father for allowing me to be in Canada and for 
allowing me to take such an incredible trophy. Mike Myers 
would be making the long trip back to Wyoming where his 
horns and the memory of the hunt would be preserved for 
years to come.  
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March
March 17 & 18, 2018
Miami Long-Range Black Powder Cartridge 
Knockdown Silhouette Match; Contact: 
Mike Hoke (812) 662-6403,  
mhoke45100@frontier.com

april

april 6, 7, 8, 2018 (Rain Date April 14)
NMLRA Work Weekend; Contact: Lydia  
Morath, (812) 667-5131, lmorath@nmlra.org

april 20, 21, & 22, 2018
Pistol Match; Contact: Russ Combs  
(317) 839-8273, russ4065@sbcglobal.net; Lou 
Helsel (513) 724-1207,  
lhbowl@fuse.net or lhelsel@fuse.net

april 21 & 22, 2018
Miami Long-Range Black Powder Cartridge 
Knockdown Silhouette Match; Contact: 
Mike Hoke (812) 662-6403,  
mhoke45100@frontier.com

april 27, 28, & 29, 2018
Ladies Friendship Circle Rendezvous; Con-
tact: Marcia Kellam (812) 581-8971,  
makellam@hotmail.com; June Patterson,  
(812) 667-0146, ziprudi@gmail.com

april 28 & 29, 2018
NMLRA National Women's Weekend
Contact: Kyra Baxter (812) 344-0690,  
jbaxter87@gmail.com.

april 30 - May 4, 2018
Engraving Class by John Schippers; NMLRA  
Education Building; Contact: NMLRA Office 
(812) 667-5131, www.nmlra.org

May 
May 5, 2018
Inline Offhand Fun Shoot; Contact: Mike 
Weissmann (513) 382-1013, sodgpa@fuse.net; 
Steve Chapman (260) 347-2573, Chapmansk40@
yahoo.com

May 6, 2018
NMLRA 22 Fun Shoot; Contact: Mike Weiss-
mann (513) 382-1013, sodgpa@fuse.net 

May 11, 2018
NMLRA M5; Contact: Bob Wetzler  
(812) 689-6629, rbrtwtzlr@aol.com

May 12, 2018
NMLRA Inline Hunter Muzzleloading 
Match; Contact: Bob Wetzler (812) 689-6629,  
rbtwtzlr@aol.com; Dan Thomas  
(812) 212-0954, dth1000@yahoo.com 

May 18, 19, & 20 2018
Pistol Match (May 20th is the Pistol Wiener 
World Championship); Contact: Russ Combs  
(317) 839-8273, russ4065@sbcglobal.net;  

Lou Helsel (513) 724-1207,  
lhbowl@fuse.net or lhelsel@fuse.net

May 19 & 20, 2018
NMLRA/NRA Regional Long-Range Black 
Powder Cartridge Knockdown Silhouette 
Match;  
Contact: Mike Hoke (812) 662-6403, 
mhoke45100@frontier.com

June

June 2 - 4, 2018 
Indiana Rifle & Pistol Territorial;  Contact: 
Rick Repovsch - 763-233-2107, rrepovsch@
hotmail.com

June 9-17, 2018
NMLRA Spring National Shoot; Contact:  
NMLRA Office (812) 667-5131,  
nmlra@nmlra.org, www.nmlra.org

June 23 & 24, 2018
Miami Long-Range Black Powder Cartridge 
Knockdown Silhouette Match; Contact: 
Mike Hoke (812) 662-6403,  
mhoke45100@frontier.com

July

July 14-15, 2018
NMLRA Youth Shoot; Contact: Jeff or Kristy 
Nunn (317) 862-1604; knunn1604@yahoo.com

July 20, 21, & 22, 2018
Pistol Match; Contact: Russ Combs  
(317) 839-8273, russ4065@sbcglobal.net; Lou 
Helsel (513) 724-1207,  
lhbowl@fuse.net or lhelsel@fuse.net

July 21 & 22, 2018
Miami Long-Range Black Powder Cartridge 
Knockdown Silhouette Match; Contact: 
Mike Hoke (812) 662-6403,  
mhoke45100@frontier.com

august

august 11 & 12, 2018
National Family Fun Shoot; Contact: Bob 
Weaver (574) 876-1065,  
bweaver@anchorconstruction.com,  
www.nmlra.org

august 17, 18, & 19, 2018
Pistol Match; Contact: Russ Combs  
(317) 839-8273, russ4065@sbcglobal.net;  
Lou Helsel (513) 724-1207, 
lhbowl@fuse.net or lhelsel@fuse.net

august 18 & 19, 2018
NMLRA Long-Range Black Powder Cartridge 
Knockdown Silhouette Match; Contact: 
Mike Hoke (812) 662-6403, mhoke45100@
frontier.com

august 25, 2018
NMLRA 22 Fun Shoot; Contact: Mike  

Weissmann (513) 382-1013, sodgpa@fuse.net 

august 26, 2018 starts at 9:30am
Inline Offhand Fun Shoot; Contact: Mike 
Weissmann (513) 382-1013, sodgpa@fuse.net; 
Steve Chapman (260) 347-2573,  
chapmansk40@yahoo.com

septeMber

septeMber 8-16, 2018
NMLRA National Championship Shoot;  
Contact NMLRA Office (812) 667-5131,  
nmlra@nmlra.org, www.nmlra.org

septeMber 22 & 23, 2018
Miami Long-Range Black Powder Cartridge 
Knockdown Silhouette Match; Contact: 
Mike Hoke (812) 662-6403,  
mhoke45100@frontier.com

OctOber

OctOber 5, 6, & 7, 2018
NMLRA Boy Scout Camporee; Contact: Doug 
Galbraith (513) 379-8963, djgnrg@aol.com 
register online at nmlra.org. Volunteers 
needed

OctOber 20 & 21, 2018
Miami Long-Range Black Powder Cartridge 
Knockdown Silhouette Match; Contact: 
Mike Hoke (812) 662-6403,  
mhoke45100@frontier.com

nOveMber

nOveMber 3, 2018
NMLRA Meat Shoot; Contact: “Mingo” Mings, 
(812) 546-5063 after 6:30 p.m.

nOveMber 10 & 11, 2018
Miami Long-Range Black Powder Cartridge 
Knockdown Silhouette Match; Contact: Mike 
Hoke (812) 662-6403, mhoke45100@frontier.com

ALTERNATE RANGE 
USE INFORMATION

The following is the basic information for spon-
soring an event on the Walter Cline Range in 
Friendship, Indiana. To schedule an Alternate 
Range Use Event contact the NMLRA Office 
at (812) 667-5131.

Charges for NMLRA Members $5.00 for first 
day, $2.00 per day thereafter per registered par-
ticipant. Camping fees are included for NML-
RA members only. Insurance also included for 
NMLRA members. Charges for Non-NMLRA 
Members $6.00 for first day, $3.00 per day 
thereafter per registered participant. Camping 
fees will be charged at the then-current rate. 
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Bevel Down: Last month we made powder measures, so we 
thought this month it would be only natural to make a powder horn 
to pour your charges out of into that nice new measure. The powder 
horn, next to the Kentucky rifle, is probably the most recognizable 
symbol of the muzzleloading era. A bag and horn are practically the 
centerpiece of our Association’s logo.

Bevel Up: Right. And if you ever take your muzzleloader away 
from the loading bench you need something to carry your powder 
in. A flask or horn is an absolutely essential part of a muzzleloading 
outfit. I’ve got a couple of small old copper flasks that I used to use 
now and then when I just wanted to stick a few things in the pocket 
of my field jacket. But over the years I’ve found that keeping a bag 
and horn specific to the gun I’m carrying – that’s already loaded with 
all the stuff I might need – is way handier.

I keep a bag and horn set up for each gun I take to the field. The 

horn will have the right powder in it, the bag will have the right 
patch material or wads (pre-lubed if necessary), the right sized balls 
or pre-measured packs of shot if it’s a shotgun, the right sized flints 
or caps, the right powder measure, and all the other stuff I need to 
keep shooting.

Bevel Down: The more guns you have, the more horns and 

make it yourself: make a powder horn

Pretty much everything you need to 
build this powder horn

Carved and ready to finish
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bags you need. Of course, you can buy a nice powder horn ready 
made for you. There are some really good horn makers out there 
producing outstanding examples of 18th century style horns. I’ve 
bought finished horns and I’ve made them from scratch and I like all 
of them. But like we said last month, there is a high degree of satis-
faction in using a piece of equipment that you made yourself.

The first thing you will need is a suitable horn. You can find raw 
horns for sale at Friendship during the national shoots or from vari-
ous dealers and suppliers that advertise here in Muzzle Blasts. Those 
are mostly imported from Mexico, South America, and Africa. Once 
in a while you will see horns for sale at flea markets and antique 
malls. Those are usually mounted with the skull attached or some-
times just part of a coat rack or some such affair. If you live close to a 
packing plant you can sometimes get horns there, but those are usu-
ally damaged or cut off in such a way that they aren’t much good for 
anything. And even if they aren’t damaged, the process of cleaning 
them out and making them into a usable horn is downright arduous. 
I don’t recommend it.

Picking out a particular horn is a matter of personal taste. Some folks 
like a horn with some twist to it, some prefer one that is straighter. 
The straight ones tend to be more or less ambidextrous than the 
twisty ones. If you pick out a horn with a twist to it you’ll need to 
be careful about how it lays against your bag or body. You want the 
spout to be pointing forward and inward close to your body rather 

than outward where it is more likely to get hung up on brush and 
stuff when you’re out in the woods. The side you plan to carry it on 
makes a difference in that regard. Generally a right-handed person 
will carry the bag and horn on the left side opposite the hand that 
carries the rifle. Reasonable minds may differ on that point, but 
that’s the way I see most folks doing it.

When selecting a horn you will want to measure how deep the hol-
low goes. You can do that with a piece of bent coat hanger. Just run 
the wire down into the horn as deep as it will go and mark the depth 
by holding your thumb on the wire up against the lip of the horn. 
Then take the wire out and hold it back against the horn at the same 
point you had it on the inside. Mark the spot with a pencil where 
the end of the wire shows the bottom of the horn. If you do that 
two or three times from different angles you will get a pretty good 
idea of how much material you have to work with at the neck end of 
the horn. Eventually you will want to cut the tip of the horn off at 
a point where you have only about an inch and a half or two inches 
(even less on a small horn) of solid horn to drill through to make the 
spout.  

Bevel Up: A lot of the horns sold by dealers are completely 
cleaned up and polished. Those horns tend to be rather uniform in 
shape and some even have the base end already shaped round for 
you. You can even get powder horn kits with a base plug already fit-
ted and the spout drilled.  That’s all fine if you don’t want to do that 

Raw horns
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work yourself, but you will find a 
greater variety of shapes and sizes 
in the unfinished horns.

For our purposes we’ll assume 
that you are starting out with an 
unfinished horn like you see in 
these pictures. If you start with a 
polished horn you are still going 
to want to scrape it down and 
carve on it a little to make it look 
more authentic. The high polish 
you get on a pre-finished horn 
just doesn’t look right if you’re 
interested in a period-style horn.

I like to start a horn by scraping it smooth and getting the major 
defects and divots taken out. You can scrape a horn with just about 
any sharp edge. I use my pocket knife, but you can use a flat piece of 
sheet metal like a furniture scraper or most anything with a durable 
sharp edge.  In 1818 (at age 83 and only a couple of years before 
his death) Daniel Boone was seen sitting next to the fireplace in 
his granddaughter’s home in Missouri scraping on a new cow horn 
with a piece of broken glass. He said he was making a powder horn 
because he intended to go out hunting that fall.

Bevel Down: Some folks prefer to drill the spout and install the 
base plug before the scraping starts. It’s a matter of personal prefer-
ence, I think. Unless you are going for an absolutely primitive horn 
in the abstract, the thing will have to be scraped eventually. I find it 
easier to scrape if you have a little extra material at both ends to hold 
onto, but some prefer to cut off the ends and drill the spout before 
they put any more work into a horn in case they make a mistake and 
ruin it right away.

The way I see it, though, most mistakes can be fixed so I just go 
ahead and do some of the work before the drilling and cutting starts. 
The horn in the picture is a small raw horn that we’ve marked up 
to show how deep it is and where the cuts will be made. We usually 
mark up a horn with a number 2 pencil, but this time we marked 
it up with a black marker so it would show up better in the picture. 
Pencil marks erase easily, but the ink marker will come off pretty 
quickly when we start scraping it.

Bevel Up: Once the horn is more or less scraped smooth you will 
cut it at both ends to get rid of the rough parts at the base and make 
the spout square so you can drill it. If you are making a horn that 
has a lip for attaching the strap at 
the base end you will want to cut 
that out, too, but for this project 
we are going to keep it simple and 
just cut it off square so it’s ready 
to shape and install a regular base 
plug.

Depending on the size of the horn 
I will drill the spout with a drill 
between 3/16” and maybe up to 
a ¼”.  Some folks like to drill the 
spout out to ¼” and then use a 

number 6 tapered reamer to fit 
in a fiddle peg.  That makes for 
a real fancy stopper with a nice 
tight fit, but again, we’re keeping 
this one simple so we’ll just drill 
out a straight hole and make a 
regular straight peg spout for it. 
This is a small horn, so a smaller 
peg will look better on it anyway. 
Try to drill the spout pretty much 
in the center and straight through 
– sometimes it helps to have a 
second person watching the drill 
from the top while you watch it 

from the side to keep everything lined up.

Bevel Down: With the hole drilled you can start filing the spout 
to shape or install the base plug.  We’ll start with the base plug. You 
can either shape the base opening round or try to fit a plug to the 
natural contours of the horn. It’s more work to re-shape the horn, 
but then it’s easier to fit the plug to a round hold rather than an 
irregular shaped one. You can decide what you want to do after we 
tell you how to make the base round.

Basically you will use heat to soften the horn and then insert a round 
and tapered mandrel that is about the size of the base to expand it to 
a round shape. Sometimes you can apply enough heat with boiling 
water, but in my experience boiling water just isn’t hot enough to 
soften most horns and even if you get one soft enough to work at 
that temperature it doesn’t want to hold its shape once it cools. So, I 
use hot vegetable oil instead.

Get some cheap vegetable oil, pour it about three inches deep into 
a sauce pan, and heat it up to about 350 degrees Fahrenheit. Use a 
candy thermometer so you know how hot the oil is.  Sometimes a 
really tough horn may have to go up to 375 degrees before it will 
soften enough, but usually 350 will do it. Once the oil reaches tem-
perature you can turn off the heat. The oil will stay hot plenty long 
enough for you to do this job – you are going to put the base end of 
the horn in the oil for less than a minute anyway.

With the oil up to temperature put on some heavy gloves. This stuff 
is hot. Dip the base end of the horn about two inches or so into 
the oil and hold it there for five or six seconds, then take it out and 
squeeze it to see if it is softening. Keep dipping it into the oil that 
way until the wall of the horn will give some when you squeeze it 

between your fingers. Don’t leave 
it in the oil too long and don’t let 
the horn get so hot that it burns. 
Look at the pictures – that darkish 
brown discoloration around the 
rim of this horn is what happens 
if you get in a hurry or don’t pay 
attention (or both) and let the 
horn get burned. In this case it 
doesn’t matter that much because 
we aren’t making a real fancy 
museum piece. But if you were 
working on a real high-dollar 
scrimshaw-grade horn and did 

Cut & drilled

 Measured, marked and ready to cut
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that you would proba-
bly be upset.

When the horn is soft 
enough, go ahead and 
insert your mandrel 
into the end and 
hold it there for a few 
minutes while the 
horn cools down and 
hardens again. I used 
an empty beverage 
bottle that happened 
to be the right size, but 
the professionals all 
use wooden mandrels 
turned on a lathe to fit 
various sizes of horns. If 
you have a wood lathe, 
or know somebody 
who does, you will 
usually get better results with a properly turned and tapered mandrel. 
But I don’t have a lathe, so I made do with what I could find around 
the house. It worked fine.

Bevel Up: With the base shaped round, you will need to fit the 
plug into it pretty soon so that it doesn’t pull back out of round. 
Wash the oil off with some soapy water and then put it on a piece of 
pine or maple or whatever wood scrap you have so you can draw an 
outline around it onto the board. Pine is generally considered to be 
the traditional wood and is what you will find on most originals.

Cut the circle out with a coping saw or a band saw if you have one. 
It helps to cut it out so that there is a slight taper to the plug so that 
it will fit down into the horn. The inside of the horn is going to be 
slightly different from the outline of the outside edge that you used 
to mark your circle so the plug likely won’t go right into the horn 
without some fitting. I like to rub some cheap red lipstick around 
the inside lip of the horn and then start placing the plug into the 
base to mark the high spots. You can then, a little at a time, take 
down those high spots with a file and get the plug fitted real snug 
about a half inch into the horn. It helps to make a couple of pencil 
marks on the horn and the plug so you can always orient the two at 
the same spot as you test fit and trim the plug. The lipstick wipes off 
the horn easily when you’re done.

With the plug fitted you can put it in place and drill a couple of 
1/16th inch starter holes for the tacks to hold it in. Before you tack 
it in place, though, you will want to slather some glue around the 
inside lip of the horn and onto the base plug. I like to use hide glue 
because it’s more authentic, but you can use most any carpenter’s 
glue or even epoxy. The hide glue might dry out and let go in a 
hundred years or so, though, so I guess epoxy will make a more per-
manent bond if you’re worried about that sort of thing. Once you 
get the glue on and the plug anchored with those first two or three 
tacks then you can go ahead and drill and tack the rest of them. Try 
to space the tacks evenly around the horn. It helps to mark the spac-
ing with a pencil ahead of time and then drill a small hole through 
the horn and a little ways into the plug to avoid cracking either one. 
Don’t drill the pilot hole too deep – the tack needs to drive into the 

wood as least some of 
the way so it will hold.  
You can also use locust 
thorns instead of tacks. 
Those are cut off and 
smoothed flush with 
the horn surface and 
make for a real nice 
pegged look.

Finally, set the horn 
upright on its base so 
that the glue will drain 
down into the spaces 
around the plug as it 
dries and give you a 
real tight seal. If you 
use hide glue it will 
have to sit like that 
for about twenty four 
hours before it is dry. 

Once it’s dry you can shape the plug to suit you. Some originals will 
have a slight dome to the base plug, others will be flat across.  I put a 
dome on this one because I think it looks better.

Bevel Down: With the plug in place you can carve the horn to 
whatever shape pleases you.  Horn material carves easily. It’s not as 
easy to work as wood but it is much softer than antler.  Most any-
thing you want to do with it can be done with a sharp knife and few 
coarse cut flat and half-round files. It helps to have one or two of the 
files with a safe edge (an edge without teeth).  You can use sandpaper 
on horn to smooth it out and get rid of the file marks, but I think 
scraping it with a knife leaves a better finish.

I like to take the spout end down to a little sort of reinforcing ring 
at the end, but plenty of originals take the spout all the way down to 
a thin taper or into a double step taper. The same goes for shaping 
the body of the horn. Some originals will have a step cut in maybe 
a third of the way up from the spout, others won’t have any sort of 
step from the spout all the way up to the base.  

As you carve away on your horn try to keep the natural contours of 
the horn as it was before you started. The lines and curves should 
appear to be a natural continuation of the curvature of the horn 
viewed from all angles. Of course, if you picked out an ugly horn to 
begin with, it’s still going to be ugly when you get done.

There are lots of really good books available with detailed pictures 
of old original horns.  Try to study some of them before you start 
carving. Some of the best books for early Colonial and Rev War 
period horns are The Hartley Horn Drawings, 1996, published by 
the Honourable Company of Horners, Drums A’beating, Trumpets 
Sounding, 1993 by William H. Guthman, Powder Horns and Their 
Architecture, 1987 by Madison Grant, the Accouterments series by 
James Johnston and Recreating the 18th Century Powder Horn, 2005 
by Scott & Cathy Sibley.  Another outstanding resource is the 
Honourable Company of Horners website at: www.hornguild.org.

Bevel Up:  Next month we’ll take up some of the ways you can 
finish and decorate your horn.  

Carved and ready to finish
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Classif ied Ads
Accessories 
SHOOTER’S BOXES and Period-style Furnishings: lap desks, 
candle boxes, fur trade mirrors. Quality craftsmanship. Go to www.
northridgewoodworking.com.

SHARPSIGHT OPTIC AID: tired of fuzzy out of focus sights on 
your rifle or handgun. Check out www.Sharpsights.com to bring 
those sights and target back into focus. 

LITTLE MIAMI TRADING COMPANY- SHIRTS- 6 boys to size 
54 men. Specify color needed. TENA CLIFTON 513-504-6852 or 
email tena_clifton@yahoo.com Address: 17281 Bloomrose Rd. 
Williamsburg, Ohio 45176.

Archery 
PRIMITIVE LONGBOWS: Custom, Lakota, Modoc, English Start 
$200 each + shipping; Arrows-Catalog: Millers Longbows 25 
Corwood Rd. Divide MT. 59727 406-832-3195.

Barrels 
TIP CURTIS FRONTIER SHOP COLERAIN SWAMPED BARRELS: 
31”, 38”, 42”, 44”. COLERAIN TO ROUND: 36”, 38”, 42”, 44”, 46”. All 
barrels available in .36 caliber to .62 caliber rifled or smoothbore. 
GREEN MOUNAIN BARRELS: 36”, 42”- .36 caliber to .58 caliber 
rifled or smoothbore- 3/4”, 13-16”, 7/8”, 15/16”, 1”, 1 1/8”. GREEN 
MOUNTAIN SWAMPED BARRELS: 38”, 42”, 44”-.32, .36, .40, .45, 
.50, .54 caliber. Percussion locks. Flintlocks. CUSTOM GUN-KITS 
– Pistol kits. Straight barrel rifle kits. Smoothbore rifle or fowler 
kits. Swamped barrel rifle kits. Over 130 patterns to choose from. 
P.O. Box 203, Cross Plains, TN 37049. (615) 654-4445, tipcurtis@
bellsouth.net.

THE GUN WORKS – Master distributor of Black Widow Bullets 
(proven to have very good knock-down power) and Bridger’s Best 
patching. Looking for dealers in general sales. www.thegunworks.
com, (541) 741-4118.

THE GUN WORKS is the master distributor of Oregon Barrel 
Company; making rifled and smooth bore barrels; 30 caliber to 2 
bore pistol, rifle and cartridge, up to 35” octagon, tapered octagon, 
round, tapered round and octagon to round. Call for quote (541) 
741-4118 or www.thegunworks.com. 

Blackpowder 
COONIE’S BLACK POWDER, Box 2062, Hobbs, NM 88241; 
(575) 393-6060 email: cooniesblkpdr@aol.com Goex Black Powder- 
made in the USA. F-4Fg-Cannon- Cartridge-Cowboy-Express 

Powder- Olde Eynsford Powder Now Available- Pinnacle (B.P. 
substitute) and Swiss. 

BLACK POWDER FOR SALE. Pacific Northwest Master 
Distributor, Swiss, Schuetzen, and Goex brands in stock. BUFFALO 
ARMS COMPANY 208-263-6953, www.buffaloarms.com.

Books 
GEORGE SHUMWAY PUBLISHER, INC. Scholarly books on 
history and makers of the longrifle. Free catalog. 717-755-1196, 
3900 Deep Run Lane, York, PA 17406. www.shumwaypublisher.com

DIXON MUZZLELOADING SHOP — Home of the Gunmakers 
Fair, last full weekend of July. “The Art of Building The Pennsylvania 
Long Rifle,” $26.50 prepaid. Complete line of muzzleloading supplies,  
reloading equipment. 9952 Kunkels Mill Road, Kempton, PA 19529, 
(610) 756-6271. 

Bullets/Patches 
ECOSLUG® ML-NRBP .50 Caliber Non-Lead Saboted 
Muzzleloading Projectile. Approved for use in California’s non-
lead hunting areas. Made in USA Patents 8,171,852 & 8,438,767. 
Patented bullet puller feature. For use in both modern in-lines and 
traditional fixed breech plug muzzleloaders with 1-28” to 1-48” 
twist barrels. For information and ordering see our website: www.
eco-slug.com. P-BAR CO. LLC (440) 238-6050.

Engravers 
ENGRAVING, Guns, Locks, Etc. Full time, excellent turnaround, 
reasonable rates, call or write for estimate. SMITTY’S ENGRAVING, 
21320 Pioneer Circle, Harrah, OK 73045, (405) 226-0251.  
www.smittys-engraving.us. 

Events
LIVING HISTORY - THE OLD TOWN TRADE FAIRE, Green 
County Fairgrounds Xenia, OH. March 3rd, 9-5PM; March 4th 
9-3PM. Admission $4.00 adults Children under 12 Free. For 
Exhibitors Information: Stitchers Cabin, Box 365 Christianburg, OH 
45389 937-857-9745.

FEBURARY 2 & 3, 2018 - 21ST ANNUAL 18TH CENTURY 
MARKET FAIR, Pritchard Community Center, Elizabeth, KY. Food 
available. Friday 12:00 - 6:00 PM and Saturday 9:00 AM - 4:00 PM. 
$3.00 admission. Information call Danny Hill (270) 369-6129.
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For Sale
BRASS BALL MOULDS. These fit standard handles. 200” to .600” 
- $35.00. .601” to .850” - $45.00. Plus postage. Larger moulds are 
available. Email inquiry to: jeff@ballmoulds.com.

SELLING: Furs, buckskins, rawhides, antlers, sinew, claws, teeth, 
beads, feathers, etc. Tens of thousands of items. Complete internet 
catalog www.hideandfur.com.

STRIPS: Fox tails from $2 $3 $5 to $15 each. Davy Crockett 
hats $5. Rabbit skins, rabbit feet, raccoon tails, all kinds of skins, 
and coyote skins $45. Free Pricelist. Tel: (718) 786-0203. Email: 
stripsinc1@aol.com. Website: stripsinc.tripod.com.

Gunmakers 
THE HAWKEN SHOP Manufacturers of the famous S. HAWKEN 
classic plains rifle. Supplying breeches, tangs, locks, triggers and 
iron furniture to the discriminating builder. Tomahawks, knives and 
accessories, all made in the USA. www.thehawkenshop.com.

Knives 
OLD DOMINION FORGE – Offering the finest in hand forged 
18th century knives, swords, axes and tomahawks, as well as 
a large selection of hand-cast pewter. Also, powder horns and 
accoutrements of the finest quality. KYLE WILLYARD www.
olddominionforge.com. 

Leather 
LEATHERUNLTD. Quality Wholesale Leather Distributor since 
1970 including oak, deerskin, garment, rawhide, oiled cowhide, furs, 
and more. Quality Leather goods, Leather Tools, Black Powder Gear, 
all steel Clicker or Mallet Dies. Complete Internet Catalog at www. 
LeatherUnltd.com or call 800-993-2889 for quality leather and 
friendly service from a family owned and operated business.

Supplies 
MOUNTAIN TOP TRADING CO., since ’89. French Amber Flints, 
Blankets, bags, horns, knives, hawks, pewter jewelry, pins and 
buttons, tinware, time pieces, hand forged buckles and padlocks, 
camp gear, tents and tipis, clothing. NO CATALOG AVAILABLE.  
www.mountaintoptradingco.com, (509) 397-4447, (509) 397-3291 
Fax; MTTC, 413 S. Main, Colfax, WA 99111.

Video/DVD 
GUN-BUILDING DVD’S by James Turpin. Building series -#1 ,  
#11 (percussion) & pistols $29.95 ea. Colonial Arts series 1 through 
4 $24.95 ea. S&H $5.00 for one or $6.50 for 2 or more. For more 
info, please go to our website www.primitiveartsvideo.com. 
PRIMITIVE ARTS VIDEO, PO Box 13478, Overland Park, KS 66282-
3478. 

Wanted 
ANY ITEMS MADE BY HERSHEL HOUSE. 201-933-0256 
Please Leave A Message, Will Call Back.

All Classified Ads are 72 cents per word (minimum of 15 words). Extras: words in bold type - $5, border around ad - $10. Words are considered to be each 
word in a name; initials in a name; abbreviations; addresses (each set of numbers and/or abbreviations); full zip code; telephone numbers; listing of products 

and prices of products, each item and each price. Please specify heading (i.e., “For Sale,”). ALL CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING MUST BE PAID IN ADVANCE.

Muzzle Blasts Advertising, P.O. Box 67, Friendship, IN 47021; phone (812) 667-5131.

To place
your ad 

contact us
at

(812) 667-5131
or

lbrown@nmlra.org.
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in the “1776-1976”  explosion of muzzleloaders who came into 
our sport. The people who joined the muzzleloading fraternity 
over 40 years ago are retiring and I am seeing a rebirth of the 
winter shooting. Clubs like Sheshequin Buckskinners, Jefferson 
County Longrifles, and Susquehanna Sportsmen have had a two- 
day rendezvous in February here in Pennsylvania for a very long 
time and have kept them going through ice, snow, and rain. There 
are also many one-day shoots this February which I am looking 
forward to go to since I’m newly retired.

A new club has started here in Pennsylvania which has all the 
enthusiasm that you can possibly get starting a new venture. The 
Endless Mountains Primitive Outdoorsmen will be hosting 2nd 
Annual Endless Mountains Winter Rifle Frolic. On February 
10 this month at the American Legion Post 510, in Laceyville, 
Pennsylvania. They will be hosting a one-day event featuring 
Woods Walk, Tomahawk Throwing and paper targets shot with 
a muzzleloader. I have heard nothing but great things about last 
year’s event and plan on being there for this years. Word of mouth 
is the best means to make an event grow. This weekend will be a 

busy weekend because Sheshequin Buckskinners is holding their 
two-day Winter Rendezvous Feb 10th-11th. I will try and shoot 
there on the 11th weather permitting. 

In Pennsylvania we are spoiled with all of our shooting opportu-
nities, but you must participate to keep all of these opportunities. 
The Altoona Rifle and Pistol Club which is a National Muzzle 
Loading Charter Club will be hosting for the first time a winter 
one-day shoot. Feb 17, 2018. It is called the President Day Shoot. 
The Altoona club has added many new members to the muzzle-
loading sport and one of the competitions during this shoot will 
encourage the new members to work at getting primitive clothes. 
It works like this: on a 10-point iron target match you could 
receive up to 2 extra points. They will get one point for shooting 
a flintlock and one point for shooting out of a primitive hunting 
bag. No shooting boxes will be allowed on the iron target range. 
You can shoot carrying supplies in your pockets, but receive no 
extra points. By doing this it encourages primitive shooting out of 
a bag. There will be open matches on the main range for the tack-
le box shooters and where both flintlock and percussion shooters 
will be on an even playing field. But it is good to try to get the 
new shooters wanting to start doing the woods walks, which are 
nothing but fun.

The reason February 17 was also chosen to have the shoot was 
on February 17, 1801, Thomas Jefferson was elected the 3rd 
President of the United States. What was important about this 
election 217 years ago was it was the first peaceful transfer of 
power from one political party to another in the United States. 
Thomas Jefferson formed the Democratic-Republican Party along 
with James Madison to oppose the centralizing policies of the 
new Federalist Party run by Alexander Hamilton. The Demo-
cratic-Republican Party was also called the Republican Party and 
Jeffersonian Republicans. The Federalist Party supported strong 

Took all the camping stuff out of old trailer right put in new trailer left.

Found NMLRA tire cover that John Gorman helped to 
design in old camper put on new camper.
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In the winter only the “Bunker” in primitive is open 
with showers.

Firing line has a lot of parking the middle of December at Walter Cline range.

Federal government and would have supported strong Federal 
presence in infrastructure projects, and higher taxes like today’s 
Democrats. In 1796 the two-party system was already established 
and how Vice-Presidents where selected wasn’t that smooth yet. In 
1796 the candidate who received the most electoral votes became 
President and the runner up became Vice-president. That is how 
John Adams a Federalist became President and Thomas Jefferson 
a Democratic-Republican became Vice President. It was not a 
smooth four years with the two men working together, just think 
if the system had stayed the same through history and Hillary 
Clinton was President Trump’s Vice President. That flawed voting 
system was in the United States Constitution, but was improved 
by the 12th Amendment which was ratified in 1804. But the 
election was so ugly between Adams and Jefferson that at Jeffer-
son's inauguration on March 4th, 1801, sword-bearing soldiers 
escorted the new president because of the fear of reprisals. At 
his inaugural address Jefferson would graciously state “we are all 
Republicans, we are all Federalists.” So after the shoot on February 
17th at Altoona Rifle and Pistol Club there will be a party with 
cake for the celebration of the Jefferson’s election.

Also this month is the NMLRA’s Western National Shoot Febru-
ary 27th-March 5th. This National Shoot is held at the Ben Avery 
Range 25 miles North of Phoenix, Arizona. It has been years since 
I have been there, but it is a great shoot. I bought a travel trailer 

just for going to shoots and hunting. It is a four-season trailer 
made for winter use and travel. In December I made a trial run 
to Friendship, Indiana and the Walter Cline Range. The weather 
went down to the teens and never got above freezing for several 
days. It will be perfect for this winter and I’m looking forward to 
traveling across the country. It will also haul my wedge and fly for 
primitive events. Another great adventure is about to begin.   
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By James C. FulmerBeyond Friendship

I don’t know where you live in the country, but here in 
Pennsylvania, February is the toughest part of the year you will 
face. It is the coldest and snowiest month for people who enjoy 
the outdoors, especially for those who enjoy rendezvousing and 
target shooting with their muzzleloaders. When I wake up in the 
morning and it is 15 degrees Fahrenheit and there is a muzzleload-
ing event, I will swallow that toad.

This February don’t stay at home because it is too cold out or 
there is nothing to do in the area involving muzzleloading. If 
there is nothing going on near you someplace, try and make a 
winter muzzleloading event happen. At one time, almost every 
muzzleloading club in Pennsylvania shot through the winter 
months. There also was, and still are several two-day winter 
rendezvous throughout this state. But there are a lot fewer than 
there was; by not shooting or participating in a winter events you 
are missing out on lots of practical experience in winter hunting 
with a muzzleloader. When you do a winter event dress warm; 
with the new winter clothing that is available now days there is 
no reason to be cold. All the new, long underwear that is available 
now is warm enough and light enough to fit under any of your 

primitive clothes. As a traditionalist you can dress as warm as they 
did through the winter using clothes of the time period. But if 
you just Rendezvous in the summer time and have light clothes 
modern polypropylene style under garments will keep you warm 
under your traditional clothes.

I am retired now and so are many other people who were involved 

(Continued on page 80.)

“Swallow a toad in the morning if you don’t want to encounter nothing more disgusting the rest of the day.” 
--- Nicolas Chamfort (1741-1794)

Shotgun range is lonely in December

Rand House always looks beautiful year around.
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